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III

Feeding
the

Lately our society has become completely
obsessed with the concept of threats. We live
in a dangerous world. There are all kinds of
people out to get us and destroy the American
way of life. Strangers are a menace to our
children. The streets aren't safe. By default,
we're encouraged to look at anything unusual
as if it were a predator waiting to strike.
Everything, after all, is a potential threat.
And, just so we don't let our guard down, we
have the federal "threat level" reminding us
just exactly how dangerous the world really is.

And then, of course, there's the Internet,
where we can panic freely without ever hav
ing to leave our homes. Everything from chat
rooms to websites to hackers has become
something to fear, reinforced by media
stereotypes. The real threats, such as the fail
ure of companie s to protect customer data
bases and the private information contained
within, are usually glossed right over in favor
of an easier, more sensationalist target. For
instance, when the Bank of Montreal recently
sold computers containing sensitive bank ac
count information for thousands of their cus
tomers to a private citizen, most media
reports focused on what hackers could have
done with this informat ion rather than the no
toriously bad security practices that allowed
this to happen in the first place.

This summer has seen a virtual plethora of
nonsensical threats on the net. It's easy from
our perspective to laugh at the utter stupidity
of so much of it. But oftentimes in our holier
than thou smugness, we fail to realize that the
absurdity has become the reality.

Such change always occurs gradually.
Were it to happen all at once, it would be a lot
easier to see the faults. When people have a
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chance to get used to changes and, more im
portantly, when people begin to forget what it
was like before the changes, the reality land
scape change is complete. It's essential to rec
ognize this, even if it seems to be impossible
to change it.

What happens online frequentl y mirrors
events in "real life." And on the Internet,
we're being encouraged to become paranoid
about our safety, hostile to outsiders, and de
pendent on things we really don't need to sur
vive. And if we're not careful, we'll soon
forget just how ridiculou s this is.

The Summer of 2003 will be remembered
as the summer of worms and viruses, where
names like "LoveSan" and "Blaster" became
synonymous with online terrorism . The net
became clogged , commerce was affected (the
claims of billions of lost dollars quickly be
came accepted as undisputed fact), and our
very way of life was once again being
threatened.

Yes, it's easy to see how absurd this situa
tion is. But very little is being done to address
that point. Instead, the discussion focuses on
increasing prison time for people who write
these programs (possibly charging them as
terrorists), putting the Department of Home
land Security in charge of Internet security,
and continuing to connect critical and non
critical systems together so that any threat
can easily become a catastrophe.

It's almost as if we need the excitement of
utter chaos. Systems are designed poorly and
then tied together so that the cascading effect
is realized when there's a malfunction or se
curity breach. People capable of causing
more mayhem by writing some simple code
are more than happy to oblige, ostensibly be-
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to reality. This gap in logic is possibly the
easiest way to achieve this world of eternal
crisis that so many in the media, government,
and populace seem to crave.

But before we get to the stage where a de
nial of service attack by some idiot some
where causes the lights to go out in a major
city or a surge of pornographic spam clogs
the life support systems in hospitals , we
ought to change our way of dealing with
these issues. If a critical system is vulnerable ,
covering up that fact is every bit as bad as at
tacking it. We don't advocate the crippling of
any system or network , critical or non. We're
certainly not in favor of imprisoning people
who do something stupid and simple without
thinking - as if they did something requiring
detailed planning with a clear intent of mal
ice. What we do support is the full disclosure
of any wide open security holes that could re
sult in either a royal pain in the ass for people
trying to surf the web or something a bit more
life threatening. Such disclosure needs to be
encouraged and even rewarded. It's clear
there's a lot we're not being told - and that
there are many in power who would like to
keep it that way.
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cause they want to enjoy the chaos as well.
Of course they fail to realize that the final act
of this little drama invariably needs a villain
to blame and punish in order to reestablish
some semblance of normalcy.

So instead of dealing with the fact that
we've become hooked on operating systems
with large security holes that any idiot with a
basic knowledge of programming can ex
ploit, we handle it as if it were some sort of
"cyberwar" complete with enemy combat
ants, spies, and a terrified populace. It's a not
so-distant cousin of the Y2K hysteria when
many became convinced that the world
would be plunged into anarchy when the cal
endar changed . In such cases we need to re
member some rational thoughts: Don't
become entirely dependent on any single sys
tem because failures and flaws are inevitable;
Keep regular backups; Put the whole picture
into perspective and realize that an occa
sional glitch in your e-mail or a temporary
outage for amazon .com is simply one of the
growing pains of the net, not the end of the
world; Always have a different way of
achieving the same ends so that if a piece of
software or hardware becomes unreliable,
you won't be completely stuck. This latter
point can apply to individual applications or
entire networks - even the concept of bypass
ing computers and networks altogether
should that become necessary.

When a massive power outage hit some
major cities in the United States in August,
speculation quickly pointed to hackers possi
bly being somehow responsible. Although
this was mostly dispelled by the same media
reporting it, a profound level of ignorance
was revealed by these ponderings . The igno
rance that we're all used to is that of blaming
a hacker whenever something goes wrong
with a computer or network simply because
nobody has any idea what's really going on.
But the newer and more disturbing addition
to the existing ignorance is that the concept
of tying together critical and non-critical sys
tems is becoming acceptable to many. The
mere suggestion that computer s involved in
keeping the nation's electrical grid online
could be affected by an errant piece of e-mail
on the public Internet seems, once again, ab
surd. Yet it seems to be growing ever closer
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II

by Shiv Polarity
(shivPolarity@myrealbox.com)

Note: In most places, connecting to your
neighbor's network without their permission is
illegal. Additionally, you can be prosecuted by
your neighbor's Internet provider for theft of
services if you access the Internet through their
network. These instructions are purely for infor
mational purposes and are intended to help you
learn how to secure your own wireless network
by learning the tactics of potential attackers. Do
not invade the privacy of your neighbors - it is
rude. Do not steal Internet access - it is wrong.

The use of devices such as 802.11b network
cards in schools, coffee shops, and the work
place is becoming more and more common
every day. In a setting such as an apartment
complex, it is common to have one or more
neighbors who have laptops or computers
equipped with such a device. If you have a wire
less network in your home, you should know
how a motivated WiFi user might try to gain ac
cess to your network. In order to adequately
protect your network from invaders, you should
understand what tools and tactics could be used
against you.

The first thing you would need to explore a
neighbor's network is a computer with a cor
rectly configured 802.11 network card. I use a
laptop with a Compaq WLIOO PCMCIA card.
The drivers I have found most useful are the
linux-wlan-ng drivers from http://www.linux
wlan.com/linux-wlan. For the purposes of this
article, the use of these drivers will be assumed.
Other cards may require other drivers, though
almost any Prism2-based card should be fine
with linux-wlan-ng . Download the source and
follow the instructions to compile for your
specific configuration.

Phase 1: Discovery
The first step toward exploration is discov

ery. By default , your network card will try to
connect to the strongest available signal it finds.
This is good for accessing the Internet from cof
fee shops or school, but for our purposes we
need a little bit more information . This is where
a little app named Kismet comes into play.

Kismet is an "802.11 wireless network snif
fer," available from http://www.kismetwireless.net.
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Once it has been downloaded and configured
you can use it to scan the surrounding
airwaves for wireles s networks.

To start Kismet you must first use the root
account to start the Kismet server by running
"kismet. monitor," This will put your card into
scan mode, which will disconnect you from any
previous networks you may have been con
nected to. The kismet_mon itor command starts
up the Kismet server application. Once that has
been started, open a different console and run
the command "kismet." In your kimset.conf file,
you should have configured Kismet for a default
user. This is the only user that can start the ap
plication, so be sure you run the kismet
command as that user.

The graphical interface presented by Kismet
can be confusing at first. I suggest you read the
documentation at the Kismet website and get to
know what all the symbols and sounds mean.
Personally, I find the sounds irritating and usu
ally turn them off by pressing the "m" key.
Kismet offers a great deal of information, pro
viding statistics and details for all detected
wireless signals. For our purposes, all we are in
terested in is the list of available access points.

The perfect access point will be unencrypted
(access points named "default" are particularly
delicious). Kismet will tell you whether or not a
given access point is using WEP (Wireless En
cryption Protocol) . If all of the listed access
points for your location are encrypted, you will
not be able to proceed. WEP can be broken, but
it is a time consuming process and is beyond the
scope of this article (a little too invasive for my
taste). Though I will suggest you visit
http://airsnort.shmoo.comif it is not beyond the
scope of your personal ethics.

Once you have identified an unencrypted ac
cess point, write down its ssm (name) as well
as the channel the signal is using and quit
Kismet. Once you have closed the Kismet ap
plication, run the kismetjmmonitor command
as root. This stops the Kismet server and puts
your Wifi card back into its normal mode .of op
eration, though it doesn't hurt to also run
"/etc/init.d/pcmcia restart" just for good mea
sure; assuming you are using a laptop.
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Phase 2: Connectivity
The next step is actually connecting to the

access point you have identified. The steps in
volved in connecting to an access point will dif
fer from one 802.11 driver to the next. These
instructions apply to linux-wlan-ng drivers
only. If you use different drivers, consult the
instructions for those drivers.

Edit /etc/wlan/wlan.conf and look for the
line beginning with "SSID_wlanO". The value
for that key should be the SSID of the access
point you wish to connect with.

Next, look in /etc/wlan for a file named
wlancfg-DEFAULT. That file is your template
config file. Do not edit it or overwrite it. Instead,
use the cp command to create a copy of it. The
name of the copy is important and is determined
by the SSID of the access point you are trying to
connect with. For example, if your target access
point is named "myAccessPoint" you would use
the following command.
cp wlancfg-DEFA ULTwlancfg-MyAcc essPoint

This will create a new file named
/etc/wlan/wlancfg-MyAccessPoint. For access
points named "default" create the file
/etc/wlan/wlancfg-default. Remember, this is
Linux so wlancfg-DEFAULT and wlanctg
default are totally different files. The linux
wlan-ng drivers will use this new file the next
time your wireless connection is initialized.

After you have the new config file, edit it.
The contents of the file should be pretty easy to
understand. Enter the channel in the appropriate
place, as well as the WEP key if needed (if you
used Airsnort to acquire one). Most of this file
can probably be left as-is.

Once all of your values are entered correctly
into the new config file, restart your wireless
connection. Personally, I use "/etc/init.d/pcmcia
restart" to do this, though you may have a dif
ferent means. If everything is correct, you will
connect to your target access point. My card
gives me two high-pitched beeps to indicate a
good connection. One high-pitched beep fol
lowed by a low-pitch beep indicates failure.

There are several reasons your connection
attempt might fail. If the access point uses MAC
address filtering, you will probably not be able
to connect to the access point. In this case you
are probably up against a fairly savvy access
point and you're better off seeking lower-hang
ing fruit. You may also have made a mistake in
your wlancfg file. Double check it. Restart
Kismet if you need to make sure you got every
thing right to begin with. Also double check to
make sure the access point isn't using encryp-
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lion. Another reason for connection failure
could be poor signal strength. Again, check
Kismet to make sure there is a reliable signal
getting to you. If not, try walking around (as
suming you have a mobile computer) and see if
you can get a better signal somewhere else.
Sometimes just a few feet in the right direction
can make a huge difference. If all else fails,
check /var/log/syslog or one of your other error
logs.

Phase 3: Exploration
Now you're connected to your neighbor's ac

cess point. Congratulations, you outlaw. Before
proceeding, be aware that your connection has
been logged on your neighbor's access point or
wireless router. Of course, if your neighbor has
left his access point wide open, they probably
don't even know what the log means and proba
bly never check it. But you should be aware.
They have a log of your MAC address, what
time you connected, what IP you were assigned,
and, depending on the access point, they may be
logging everything you do on their network.

So what now?
Well, my first thing would probably be to see

what IP I have been assigned. It is usually
192.168.0.x where x is some number greater
then I . Also, pinging 192.168.0.1 usually works
because that is probably the IP to the access
point or wireless router. Try opening a web
browser and entering in http://l 92.168.0.1. If
prompted for a usemame/password, try typing
in "admin" as the usemame and leave the pass
word blank. If they are truly using the out-of
the-box configuration, this will usually let you
into the configuration page. If you can get into
the configuration page, you now have full con
trol of the access point and/or router. One good
idea might be to clear the activity log. But hey,
this is your gig. Do what you like.

Another interesting venture could be to look
at any port-forwarding rules. Finding out which
ports are forwarded is a good way to determine
what sorts of things go on over this network. Is
there a web server somewhere? An SSH server?
Does anyone play video games? If so, what IP
do these services run on? This is all very
interesting stuff.

If you can't find the access point right away,
try using a tool known as nmap (http://www
.insecure.org/nmapl). As root, run the command
"xnmap" to get a nice graphical interface for
this incredible tool. You have several options
you can perform with nmap. One of my fa
vorites is an IP scan using operating system de
tection. If you tell it to scan 192.168.0.*, it will
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scan every possible IP on that segment and re
turn to you a list of all active IP addresses, along
with which operating systems they are using.
The IP for the access point will have an operat
ing system such as "D-Link DWL 900AP+" or
something along those lines. It should be
obvious.

So now you know where the access point is.
You also know what model the access point is.
Try a Google search for that model number. You
can sometimes find interesting bugs or vulnera
bilities on web forums for specific models. At
the absolute least you should be able to down
load the PDF manual for the access point to
learn how it works along with a confirmation of
the default username and password.

You also know how many clients are using
the access point, and you know their IP ad
dresses. So now it's time to be neighborly. Go
grab an application called LinNeighborhood
(http://www.bnro.de/-schmidjol). This program

. gives you a graphical interface to your local net
work, much like Microsoft's famous "Network
Neighborhood".

Once you've started LinNeighborhood you
probably will only see your computer listed in
the main window. Since it is highly unlikely that
you're on the same workgroup as your neigh
bor's computers are, you will have to do a little
work to find them. Click the button at the top la
beled "add". This will bring up a dialog asking
for a name, group, IP, etc. Enter an IP from the
list given to you by nmap, then click "query".
LinNeighborhood will fill in the rest of the val
ues for the "add" dialog. Once the rest of the
values have been filled in, click OK. The new

computer should now show up in LinNeighbor
hood. Do this for each of the computers found
bynmap.

Clicking on the computers listed in Lin
Neighborhood will show you any shared folders
they have. You will need to know the usernames
and passwords to access them, unless they have
been shared publicly. But at this point, why
would you suspect your neighbor of not sharing
his files publicly? LinNeighborhood will mount
the shares to your local file system, and you can
look around and see what is there. My personal
suggestion would be to not look at the files, and
(assuming you can get write access) politely
leave a conspicuous text file explaining how to
properly secure a wireless network, suggesting
WEP encryption, MAC filtering, and setting
new passwords and IP addresses for everything.
If you do this, most definitely be sure to clear
the activity logs in the access point or router.

At the absolute least you should be able to
learn the names, groups, and IP addresses of
your neighbor's computers. You can use the port
forwarding rules from the router to determine
what roles the network clients perform and
you'll be able to access the Internet, albeit
illegally.

Of course, the smartest thing to do would be
to not try any of this stuff yourself and instead
double check your own access point or wireless
router configuration to be sure they are secure.
Also, be sure to change your WEP keys from
time to time and keep an eye on your logs. You
never know who lives nearby. It could be
another 2600 reader.
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SERVERS ON AGt,ett., ISP

by Lirakis
Many ISP's today restrict their customers

from providing services by blocking ports. It is
unfair that ISP's do not give their customers
what they pay for and instead opt to make more
money by charging a lot for business service on
which you can run servers, all while saying it is
in their customers' best interest. This article is
meant to be an in depth follow up to "Fun With
Hosting On Your CablelDSL" by Toby in 20:1
and also includes how to set up a POP3/SMTP
email serverwithaportblockingISP.This arti
cle specifically addresses restrictions as well as
statements made by Cox communications. De
priving customers of abilities, in my opinion, is
not protecting them. It is cheating them. Per
haps if Cox did not use up so much of its band
width tracking customers ("Cox or someone
acting on its behalf may engage in the anony
mous monitoring of Internet activity. This
means that a customer's session may be
tracked" - Cox T.O.S. at www.cox-internet
.com/terms.html), they would be more willing
to provide the full service that their customers

.have paid for.
Below I have listed the ports that Cox blocks

and the reason why they say they block them.

(portmap (a *nix utility) can also be used but it
is notoriously insecure so I will not cover it). I
use aD-link 614+ router which works great. Set
up your web server (l used Apache) behind the
router and give it a static IPon your internal net
work. Let's give it 192.168.0.150 for use in this
article . Now open up your router's admin menu
and somewhere in advanced settings you will
find port forwarding . Here you need to set your
router to listen to an external port and forward
any request to an internal IP on the same or dif
ferent port which you specify. So let's set the
public port to listen to public port 2600 and for
ward it to private port 80 on 192.168.0.150.
Now go to your DNS and create a record for
your public IP. Now you also need to create a
record for URL redirection (DNS does not al
low port specification , so this is why we use
URL redirection). Create a URL redirect record
containing http://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx:2600 substi
tuting your IP in for the x's. The :2600 is the
port specification, just as if you were typing in
an ftp site into a web browser's address bar.
Now your web server will work just fine.

There is one more issue that comes up that is
not a big deal. When someone goes to your
website http://your-i p + :2600 will show in the

Port [Transport :Protocol iDirection jReason for Filtering
I ,

25 ITCP ISMTP IBoth* iSMTP Relays
I , ,

80 iTCP IHTTP [Inbound [Web servers, worms
I

III ITCP [Portmap IInbound iRPC services, worms,
119 ITCP INNTP [Inbound lNNTP servers
_~~~_~~_~ _____ _ _ ----+-----~_____~_ __~-i-

~op-ups,Wo~----------------- --135 IUDP INetBios iBoth
I ,

136-139 iUDPrrCp iNetBios [Both iWorms, Network Neighborhood,
1900 IUDP !MS-DSlNetBios [Both [Worms, Network Neighborhood

27374 ITCP ISubseven ,Both [Subs even Trojan
: I

As you can see two of the three ports we
need to set up web and email servers are
blocked, port 25 and port 80.

Setting Up a Web Server
(The Easy Part)

Register your domain name with a DNS that
provides URL redirection (I used
www.123cheapdomains.com) and get a router
that supports port forwarding or port mapping

address bar, not your domain name. To make it
show your domain name you must specify URL
forwarding with address masking on your DNS
and give it the domain name that you want to
show. That wasn't so bad now was it?

Setting up a POP3/SMTP
Email Server (The Hard Part)

Well, if you want to set up an email server it
is not so easy, but it is still doable. I am using

Ii
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sendmail in this article but 1will not cover basic
setup of it; they have whole books devoted to
that. Install and configure sendmail according to
your needs. Install and configure a POP3 dae
mon of your choice (I used popa3d). Now you
need to set up port forwarding for the SMTP
portion of the mail system. You should not have
to do any port forwarding for the POP3 daemon
because, oddly enough, Cox does not filter port
110. Open your router's admin page and go to
the port forwarding section and let's specify
public port 2700 and forward it to private port
25 on 192.168.0.150.

The next part is more difficult. Because there
is no way to specify a port for MX records (mail
server records), you can't just use URL redirec
tion like you did with the web server. What you
need to do is set up a mail redirection host. This
means you need a remote machine somewhere
that you can set up a mail server on that can re
ceive on port 25. You're on your own as far as
getting a remote machine. (Maybe someone
could write a follow up article to this one about
social engineering heh heh.)

When you have a remote machine, you need
to install sendmail on it. After you have done
this, you need to make sendmail listen to port 25
and redirect it to your port blocked computer on
port 2700. To do this you must modify a few
lines in the sendmail.cf file.

From this:
Mesmtp, P=[IPCj, F=mDFMuXa,
S=EnvFromSMTPIHdrFromSMTp,

R=EnvToSMTp, E=\r\n, L=990,
T=DNSIRFC822ISMTp,
A=TCP $h

To this:
Mesmtp2700, P={IPCj, F=mDFMuXa,
S=EnvFromSMTPIHdrFromSMTp,
R=EnvToSMTp, E=\r\n , L=990,
T=DNSIRFC822ISMTp,
A=TCP $h 2700

Now you need to add your entry to your
mailer table and indicate that you want to use
esmtp2700:
example-domain.com esmtp2700:{mx-blocked.

example-domain.com
You're almost done! Now all you need to do

is to go to your DNS and create an MX record
pointing to the relay mail host. Now you can
send and receive email @yourdomain.com.
POP3 on port 110, and SMTP on port 25.

We see that although many of today's ISP's
are stripping their customers' rights to share in
formation that, with a little creative administra
tion and some time, we can keep the spice
flowing.

I would like to thank Graymalkin f or helping
me to test the mail server. Also Solthae, DZN1Z,
and all of the members of 2600tucson for help
ing with testing the web server,
http://jreebsd.peon.net for info on sendmail re
lay configuring, and ofcourse Cox Cable. With
out their unfair restrictions and blatant breach
of privacy I would have had nothing to write
about.I----------- -- ------------------l

i i
~••• • •• ••• ~._. •• __• •• l

by Apratt
After readin g about how to set up a web

server behind a broadband router in 20:1, I
was inspired to offer some ideas about setting
up an FIP server behind such a router (or
other device doing NAT or IP masquerading,
such as a *nix box or Windows box with In
ternet Connection Sharing; for convenience,
I'll refer to all of these as "routers").

FTP'sM.O.
Unfortunately, FIP doesn 't play well with

routers. Since no routers existed when FIP
was invented in the early-to-mid- 1970's, it
didn't need to. Your FIP login and commands
travel over a typical TCP conne ction (the
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"command connection" aka "control connec
tion"), usually to port 21 of the FIP server.
The actual files and file listings to be received,
however, all require a separate TCP connec
tion (called the "data connection"), usually to
an unpredictable port greater than 1023. In ac
tive mode (the old style), the server will initi
ate these secondary connections to the client,
to a port of the client' s choosing. In passive
mode (the new style), the client will initiate
these secondary connections to the server, to a
port of the server's choosing. The direction
the file is being sent has no affect on who ini
tiates the data connection. If the client is be
hind a router, active mode won 't work. If the
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server is behind a router, passive mode won't
work. If both are behind a router, no files or
file listings can be transferred .

Light at the End of the Tunnel
Fortunately, there are several solutions to

the problems caused by routers. You can for
ward some ports in the server's router, for
ward some ports in the client's router, use a
proxy, or just ditch FTP altogether.

Empowering the Server
Using passive FTP and forwardi ng some

ports on the server's router is probably the
best overall solution. You'll need to use an
FTP daemon (server program) that can be told
to restrict itself to using only the forwarded
ports and to have the client connect to the
router's IP address. If your FTP server is be
hind a router, it would advertise its address as
being 1O.x.x.x or 192.168.x.x, which will
confuse the client. It's more practical to just
download PureFTPd, ProFTPD , or
GuildFTPd instead of forcing your preexist
ing FTP daemon to play nicely with your
router. According to PureFTPd's documenta
tion, you need to forward two ports per simul
taneous connection you wish to support. It
doesn't matter which ports you forward as
long as they're all in one contiguous block,
they don't conflict with anything, and they're
all greater than 1023. If you have your router
configured to silently ignore uninvited con
nection attempts, you also might want to
avoid using any ports that are famous for be
ing sought by port scanners, such as the ports
commonly used by Back Orifice, WinGate,
etc. just so you don't attract any unwanted
attention.

Empowering the Client
Another remedy is to use active FTP and

forward some ports on the client 's router. The
bad news is that most FTP client programs
will report their internal IP address, such as
192.168.x.x or lO.x.x.x, instead of the router's
IP address. This will confuse the FTP dae
mon. SmartFTP is one client that can report
your router's IP address as well as restricting
itself to using only the handful of ports that
you've forwarded from your router to your
FTP client computer. Your FTP client pro
gram needs to have both of these abilities for
this method to work. As for which ports to
forward, the guidelines are the same as for an
FTP server.
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Other Options
Proxies: I don't like proxies in general, and

their configuration is beyond the scope of this
article. Thankfully, there are better ways of
transferring files across the Internet, and none
of them use the strange multi-connection
scheme that FTP does.

SFTP: On the surface, sftp is very similar
to FTP. The actual protocol, however, consists
of a single SSH connection, so you have en
cryption and optional compression. Sftp gives
you directory listings and all the commands
you're used to (chmod, rm, rename, delete,
etc.). Since sftp programs are less common
than FTP programs, you can't expect sftp pro
grams to be as luxurious as their FTP counter
parts. This is especially true for sftp daemons.
I hope to see more variety soon. Sftp is not
suitable if you need the fancier features found
in some FTP daemon s.

SCP: Scp is basically the SSH-enabled
version of cp, Unix's copy command. Since it
uses SSH, it is also secure and compressable.
Unfortunately, you need to know the exact
pathname and filename to download any
thing, as scp is incapable of listing what files
are available. There are programs like
NiftyTelnet 1.1 SSH for Macintosh that in
clude an scp client , but scp programs are also
disappoint ingly uncommon. Did I mention
how irritating it is that you have to know the
exact path and filename of everything you
want to download? It may be an option for
uploading to a drop box, however.

HTTP: You shouldn't totally discount web
servers. If all you need are insecure one-way
file transfers, a small web server is all you
need to set up. Besides, you could always
configure it to support passwords, SSL, and
the HTTP "PUT" method. You do have a bot
tle of Advil, right? WebDAV should be an ex
cellent file transfer protocol in the future , but
it's only in its infancy right now.

Upgrading to an FTP daemon that is
router-aware is the smoothest solution, requir
ing only that the clients support passive trans
fers. Security enthus iasts will have to settle
for a less convenient method.

Greet; to SeleneI 35, Sian, Smasher,
Satan's Intern, and Kurakkuboi.
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I Hacking _ ReVisited I

by mojomonkee
After reading ZenLogic's "Hacking The

Look" in 20:2, I decided to author a follow up
article that might shed a bit more light on the
world of desktop customization in Windows.
Now I know this isn't a customization maga
zine, so I'll keep it short and sweet. Maybe your
interest will be piqued and you'll want to dive
into this kind of thing by article's end.

While ZenLogic's article touched on some
integral customization techniques (res-hacking,
registry editing, etc.), there is still much more
that can be done to make your desktop truly
your own. One big thing that you can do to
completely change your desktop look and have
people say "Is that *nix?" (or even "Is that
OSX?") is to change your default Windows
shell.

Windows Shells
In Windows, the desktop environment is

known as a "shell." The default shell is ex
plorer.exe and is merely a suggestion by Mi
crosoft on how you should run your desktop. It's
not set in stone. There is a myriad of alternative
shells you can use to completely change this
look, and here are just a few that are in active
development.

BlackBox4Windows. Known as bb4win to its
users, this linux clone runs exactly like its *nix
counterpart. With the ability for expansion with
user-made "plugins'' and support for native
linux themes (no porting necessary), this shell is
ready to go right out of the box. Just extract the
latest nightly build to C:\Blackbox and you're
all set to go. For more information on bb4win,
go to http://www.bb4win.org.

GeoSheli. Geoshell is a newcomer to the
shell scene (about a year old) and uses "geo
bars" to load such items as Winamp controls,
command line, clock, system stats, tasks,
systray, etc. Much like bMwin, these are
achieved through using user-created plugins.
Load what plugins you want and others that you
don't to achieve what you feel is your desktop.
For more information, go to
http://www.geoshell.com.

Litestep. Litestep started as a Windows
clone of Afterstep but has evolved significantly
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from that. Today it bears more resemblance to
Enlightenment due to its extensive customiz
ability. You can make your desktop look, run,
and feel however you want in just a short
amount of time. Litestep is the most compli
cated of all the shells I've used, but it really
gives you complete control over your desktop.
With hundreds (yes hundreds) of "modules"
(DLL's) that you can apply, there is no end to
the functionality of your desktop. Animated
auto-hide bars, draggable boxes, 32-bit alpha
blended png support, and ability for highly ad
vanced scripting make the sky the limit for
Litestep. For information concerning Litestep,
go to http://www.litestep.net and http:Jnsdocs.
shellfront.org.

Shell Installation
Sometimes a shell comes with an installer

that can set the shell as the default for you by
automatically editing the registry. While this
may be a good idea since it allows you to keep
your hands out of regedit.exe, I recommend opt
ing out of this option and setting the shell your
self. This allows you to learn how Windows
handles shell settings for individual accounts
and also lets you have control over which
accounts have which shell.

Windows 2K1XP: I recommend having a
main administrator-level account that uses ex
plorer.exe as the shell for system critical driver
installations and Windows updates. This insures
that nothing goes funky because the default
shell isn't loaded (MS isn't fond of third party
software running at the core of the system and
certain Windows updates might get bOrked if
explorer.exe isn't loaded as the shell).

Once you have your explorer account all
ready to go, create a new account for your alter
native shell (I have one called brian_Iitestep and
one called brian_bb4win). Log into the shell
and then run regedit. In regedit, follow these
steps (Thanks to Omar Hussein !):

HKLM\Sojtw are'Microsoft\ Windows N1\
CurrentVersionVniFileMapping\system.im\boot

set the 'shellString to:
USR:SoftwareWicrosoft\Windows N1\

CurrentVersion\Winlogon
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HKCU\SoftwareWicrosoft\Windows N1\
CurrentVersion\WinLogon

set the 'shell' String to:
x:\path_to_shelt\your_shell.exe

HKCU\SoftwareWicrosoft\Windows\
CurrentVersion\Explorer

set the 'DesktopProcess' DWORD to:

Note: If you don't have a "shell" string, then
just create it.

If this is too difficult (or you can be bothered
to mess with the registry) , then make a registry
file (*.reg) that will do it for you. Open up a text
editor and paste in the following information
(Thanks to Paradox!) :

Windows Registry Editor Version 5.00
{HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\

Microsoft\Windows N1\CurrentVersion\
IniFileMapping\system.inisboot]

"shell"= "USR:SoftwareWicrosoft\
WindowsN1\CurrentVersion\Winlogon"

{HKEY_CURRENT_USEJ\lSOFTWAREI
Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon]

"shell"> "C:\path_to_shelt\your_shell.exe"
{HKEY_CURRENT_USER\SOFTWARE\

Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer]
"DesktopProcess"=dword:OOOOOOOI
{HKEY_CURRENT_USER\sOFTWARE\

Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\
Explorer\Advanced]

"DesktopProcess"=dword:OOOOOOOI
{HKEY_LOCACMACHINBSOFTWAREI

Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon]
"shell"=

Save the file as a *.reg extension and don't
forget to edit the "shell" line to your specific set
tings! Double-click the *.reg file to add it to
your registry and you're all set to go.

You can do this for as many accounts as you
want (try out all the shells!). This way, if you
get sick of the shell and want to return to the
safe haven of explorer.exe, you can just delete
the account and go back to the administrator
account.

Windows 95/98/ME: Since 95/98/ME isn't a
true multi-user as, there can only be one shell
set a time for all users. This has both positive
and negative sides to it. The positive is that
there is only one file that you need to edit in or
der to set the alternative shell as the default. The
negative is that you will want to have
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explorer.exe loaded when installing Windows
updates and other critical system upgrades since
some software/driver installations rely on
explorer's services for proper installation.

Never fear! This is an easy problem to get
around. How do we fix it? We get a "shell man
ager!" A shell manager... manages your various
shells so that you can choose which one you
want to use on startup. Think of it as the
stepchild of Lilo. I recommend "shellON"
which is available at http ://www.dx13.
co.uk/sov3/. To set the shell in 95/98/ME,
follow these steps :

Make sure system files and hidden files are
shown (so you can see the file you need to edit) .

Navigate to C:\Windows\ and find the file
"system.ini".

Open system. ini in notepad (or yourfavorite
text editor) and set the shell of your choice in
the "shell>" line. If you wish to use just the al
ternative shell (e.g. bb4win) then just set it to
"shell=C:\Blackbox\blackbox.exe" but if you
want to use a shell manager, set "shell>" to the
proper executable.

Note: If you ever are left with a blank screen
and no way of fixing it, reboot your machine
into DOS mode and edit the system.ini file to
point back to explorer.exe as your shell. Since
there is no task manager, it is one of the only
ways to get back to your desktop to fix things
you may have messed up.

EndNotes
Desktop shells are just one part of desktop

customization, but they can do a lot for the way
you run your desktop and up your production
level by reducing the amount of clicks to get to
simple tasks . You can't really muck up your sys
tem too much, but always make sure you know
what registry or system file you're editing be
fore you reboot your system... you might lock
yourself out of your as. If you want more infor
mation on running an alternative shell on
Windows, visit the following sites:
http://www.shellfront.org
http://www.shellscape .org
http://shells.loose-screws.com
http://shell-shocked.org

Shouts to #litestep, #jpn, customize, and
deskmod.
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byX3NOX
With the advent of flashy new Main

boards and fancy looking heat-sinks, modded
cases have become a new trend in the com
puter world. Fancy, expens ive cases can be
bought at retail outlets such as CompUSA
and many other stores , complete with fluores
cent lights and other frills. The only problem
is the exorbitant cost of these pre-modded
cases , not to mention the lack of personal ex
pression caused by the limited number of
choices available.

Taking this into consideration, and also
the hacker community's general propensity
for modifying things, there may be those of
you out there who would enjoy doing such
things to your own computers and not spend
ing large sums of money on a fancy case .
This article addresses some of the methods
and tools that can be used for modding cases
and sources for things such as lights .

First, I would like to remind you that I am
not responsible for damage or injury to your
computer or person resulting from following
the procedures mentioned herein. Also, those
of you who worry at the thought of soldering
some wires or other similar activities should
stop reading this article now.

The tools required to mod cases are very
simple and easy to find. I would imagine that
if you live at home your father probably has
all of them handy and would let you use them
if you asked . For those of you without tools,
well, you get the idea .

You will need a good electric jigsaw and
some fine tooth metal blades . The finer the
teeth, the easier it will be to cut the metal.
Also, you will need a good electric drill with
an assortment of sharp drill bits. A couple of
coarse files, one round and one flat, will be of
use as well. All of these tools are available at
your local home improvement store .

Lights can be found at your local Super
Target, Auto Zone , and virtually any other
store that sells things for "customizing" your
car. The type of stores to look for typically
cater to the Honda-driving rice-boy types and
sell anything from EL-Strips to sound acti
vated fluorescent lights of all colors and
sizes. The reason you want the kind for cars
is because they typically run on 12 volts
which makes them easy to power from your
computer's power supply.

After you have decided what you want
your finished case to look like, it's time for
the fun to begin .

First, figure out how you want the
"window" to be cut. I have seen anything
from windows in the top to windows on all
sides. I will use a side window as an example
in this case.

The first task is to remove the side so that
it can be laid flat to allow cutting. I recom
mend buying a cheap case with sides that are
separate , as this makes it easy. After the sides
have been removed, you need to draw a
sketch of your desired window shape. Use a
pencil as it can easily be erased if you goof
up.

Next, drill a hole at least an inch away
from the outside edge of your window
sketch . It should be large enough to allow the
saw blade to pass easily through the metal.
Aim the saw towards the outer edge of your
window and start cutting . As you approach
the edge of your shape, gradually tum the
saw to align the blade with the line you drew.
Take your time and make your curves grad
ual. This will prevent broken saw blades and
injury. If you want, some wide masking tape
can be applied to the outer surface of the case
to prevent nicks in the finish while you are
cutting.

•
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Now that you have a gaping hole in the
side of your case, remember those files I told
you about? Now clean up the edges of the
hole you made . Use the round one for curves
and the flat one for flat areas . (Duh.) It is also
a good idea to take the sharp edges off of the
metal. Do this by filing the edges of the hole
at an angle to create a very slight bevel. This
will prevent snags and also make it look more
professional. It is even more of a plus if you
are going to repaint the case, but this is the
subject of another article so I will not cover
details here. Ifyou were careful when you cut
the hole, a couple of passes with a damp rag
should take care of any scuffs made on the
finish by the saw.

Installing the window is the tricky part.
The plastic you need is available at your local
home improvement store, or quite possibly at
a craft store or a place that frames pictures.
Don't buy anything thinner than 3/32" as it
will crack very easily even at that thickness.
Don't buy anything much thicker than about
1/8" either, as it will be difficult to moun t.
The plastic comes with a protective coating
on it, usually some kind of plastic film or in
some cases paper. The plastic film is easier to
remove but does not provide as much protec
tion as the paper. Leave this film on the
plastic until it is ready to mount.

If you want to use a window rubber type
mounting, the plastic should be slightly
smaller than the window and needs to be the
exact same shape. This approach is very diffi-

. cult and should only be attempted by those
with the proper expertise. It looks very neat,
but very satisfactory results can be obtained
using the screw mounting method described
below if it is done carefully.

The plastic should obviously be slightly
larger than the window you plan to use it for
and does not need to be the same shape. Try
to stick with more rectangular or square
shapes for the plastic, as this will make it eas
ier to cut. The curves on your window will
hide the square edges of the plastic. The plas
tic can be cut using the same saw and blade
you used for cutting your case up. Just be
sure to support the plastic so it will not crack
while you are cutting it.

The holes for mounting the plastic should
ideally be drilled at the same time in both the
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plastic and the metal. This will help to ensure
that the holes line up properly. Many differ
ent types of screws and fasteners are avail
able at your local home improvement store
for a minimal cost. All the fasteners I used
cost less than $1 total. Do not use self-tap
ping screws or the like, as they will make the
plastic crack. It is best to use some sort of
screw-washer-washer-nut combination.

Pick some locations for mounting holes.
These should be about half an inch from the
edges of your window and should leave
enough plastic to prevent breakage. Use
some double stick tape and mount the plastic
to the back of your window hole, aligning it
so that it fills the window nicely. This is a
good time to make sure that your screws will
not interfere with assembly of the case. Relo
cate any if necessary and very carefully drill
through the metal and plastic together. Drill
at the lowest RPM possible and take your
time to avoid cracking the plastic. After you
have drilled your holes, remove the plastic
from the metal and remove the protective
film from the plastic. If you cleaned the
rough, sharp edges off of your metal you
should have no problem mounting the plastic
without scratches .

And finally, the lights can be mounted us
ing a good double stick tape and powered
from an unused power connector inside the
computer. Just remember that red is 5v,
yellow is 12v, and black is ground .

If you want to make "round" IDE or
floppy cables, Radio Shack sells some cable
ties and cable wrapping supplies . Take your
normal flat cables and a nice sharp razor
blade and separate the flat cable into small
strips of about five wires each. These can be
easily bundled in electrical tape, cable wrap,
or even nylon cable ties. Just be careful not to
cut the wires. It works best to make a small
start cut with the razor and separate the small
strips by hand the rest of the length of the
cable.

Enjoy modding! If you have any questions
or want some ideas, there are numerous
sources online . A google search for "Case
Mods" will bring up countless links that may
be of use.
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by Shawn F.
In this article you will learn how to put a

DVD movie on a Pocket PC. The basis for the
ratios and settings in this article were formed by
using the Pocket PC 2002 O.S on an Ipaq 1910.
The numbers should work for all systems that
run Pocket PC 2002.

As of now the largest SO flash card is
256mb. Usually I get my movies down to 233 or
234mb, from a little over a gig. I encoded all of
my movies and keep them on my computer,
switching movies as I see fit. The theory is my
computer is like the mother ship, and my Pocket
PC is a smaller ship that needs to dock. In doing
so it erases old movies off its SD memory card,
which makes room for different movies of my
choice . This is great to have for a plane trip or a
day at the beach.

In the Spring 2003 issue of 2600, there was
an article on how to bum DVDs to CDR. One
could use two of the three program s from that
article. We're only going to use one - I'll explain
why later. The programs you will need are all
free. First you will need a media player for your
Pocket PC. I use DIVX (www.projectmayo.com).
SmartRipper (use google to find), DVD2AVI
(www.divx-digest.com). and TMPGEnc
(www.tmpgenc.net).

Insert the chosen DVD into your DVD
drive. Play the DVD with any type of media
player (Power DVD, etc.). Click on Smart Rip
per while the movie is playing and watch the
magic happen. Smart Ripper will copy the DVD
onto your computer as "VOB" files. This will
take a little bit of time depending on your
computer.

After the VOB files are on your computer
you will need to use DVD2AVI. There are many
other programs you could use such as DVDX,
but I like DVD2AVI because I'm a little anal-re
tentive. Little things bother me and with
DVD2AVI I can choose the setting for a really
good movie quality, have that particular movie
encoded in a folder on the desktop into an AVI
and a WAY file giving me the "recipe" to make
and tweak that movie as I see fit as many times
as I like. I can keep the WAYand AVI files and
get rid of those VOB files.
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You now should have VOH files in !he par
ticular place you chose to save them. Open
DVD2AVI >

FILE: > Open > Navigate to the folder that
contains the VOH files > Open VOB I with ver
sion 1.76 of DVD2AVI. Once you choose
VOB I it knows to add the rest of them. If you
do not use this version you may need to add
them manually by simply clicking the add but
ton.

VIDEO;
iDCT Algorithm> 32-bit SSE MMX
Field Operation > none
Color Space> YUV 4:2:2
YUV RGB > PC scale

AUDIO;
Track Number> track I (because it's usually English)

Channel Format > Dolby Digital
Dolby Digital > Decode

Dynamic Range > Control> Normal
Dolby Surround Downmix > MPEGaudio >
Demux
48->44. 1KHz > high

OPTIONS:
Process Priority > Normal

FILE:
Save as > choose a name and place to save
your movie. A video compressor window will
appear. Select the type of movie compression
you want. Personally I choose MS MPEG-4
3688 VI. Choosing any other type may require
a codec, but that's a different article. Click the
OK button and wait. This will take a few hours
depending on your computer. When the encod
ing process is done you will have two types, an
AVI and a WAY.
Now that you have your WAYand AVI files
you need the program called TMPGEnc. (Vir
tualDub (www.virtualdub.org) is also a good
program, but this article is oriented towards
TMPGEnc.)
Open TMPGEnc > Video Source > Browse >
open up your wave file > Audio Source >
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Browse > Open WAY File. Select the Settings buttons and see the below chart for the Video, Ad
vanced, and Audio tabs. The select the Start button and sit back and relax. If you used my settings
(in bold) on the chart, you will have an mpg in a couple of hours that can fit on a 256mb SD mem
ory card. Good Luck.
Settings for TMPGenc
Video

Really high quality, could Still good quality, could use Lower quality <256mb My Sett ings <256mb
use with the 512mb or with the 5 12mb or IGB SO
1GB SO cards (not yet cards (not yet available)
available) >256mb >256mb

Size and pixel rate 320x l92 320x l44 240x l6 0 208xl2 8

Aspect ratio 1:I (vga) t :l (vga) 1:I (vga) I:l(vga)

Frame rate >25 fts >25 fts >25 fts >25 fts

Bit rate 400 350 300 225

Motion search Highest quality [very slowI Highest quality [very slowI Highest quality Highest quality
precision [very slow] [very slow]

Depending on your Pocket PC you may have to change the bit rate, size x pixel rate, or frame rate.
The lower you go with these values the lower the quality. But the file size will also lower.
Advanced

Standard Wh at 1 Use

Video Source type Interlace Interlace

Source Aspect Ratio 16:9 525 line (NTSC) 16:9525 line (NTSC)

Audio
Standard What I Use

Channel mode Stereo Mono

Bit rate 96 64

It's only a Pocket Pc. Use mono - it will save some space. If anyone has questions, corrections to
my article, or a different way that he or she prefers to encode video to their handheld, e-mail me at
Waxycast@hotmail.com
One last tip: don't use a USB card reader/writer when putting movies on your SD memory card. It
does not work. You must use active sync with your Pocket PC.

•

by spite
spite_fowl@yahoo.com

Disclaimer: I take no responsibility for what
you do to or with your Xbox. This is a purely
educational read. I do not claim to know any
thing in depth about the Xbox. This is merely a
primer to get you interested in the Xbox and ex
plain a little of what you can do with it. If you
don't understand something or feel I left some
thing important out, check out the sites at the
bottom and I'm sure you can find what you
need.

Microsoft's first console outing has been re
ceived with varied success. You could label it
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the second most successful console in the
States, seconded only to the PS2. 'In Japan it
hasn't garnered nearly as big of a reaction. Of
course, not only games or licenses are the sole
reason for its success in America. The potential
of this system goes far beyond what you see
straight out of the box. Many things I mention
in this article have been discovered due to the
great many intelligent and creative hackers in
the Xbox scene.

Xbox Hardware
The Xbox is made up of basically an Intel

733mhz Celeron notebook processor, an inte
grated nVidia video processor, EIDE DVD
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drive (mentioned later), and either an 8 or 10gb
EIDE hard drive.

Before doing any modification on the XboX
hardware or software, you must modify your
Xbox BIOS. The safest way by far to do this is
with a modchip. Modchips for the Xbox come
in a variety of options. You can get no solder
"pogo-pin" chips like the Matrix. You can get
solder/pogo pin/clip modchips like the Xcuter2.
You can also get cheaply manufactured and
flashed mods from a variety of people and
places. The only thing you need to remember
when buying a modchip is that you need one
feature above all: To circumvent the Xbox read
ing the Microsoft BIOS, but for it to read what
ever other BIOS you'd like to use. I will not go
further into installing a modchip as you can find
instructions anywhere you buy one, though I
will recommend a Matrix chip. It is by far the
easiest to install in my opinion, especially if you
have no soldering skills. If you can solder, the
Xcuter2 comes highly recommended . Read
more about this at the sites I list below.

Before we talk about the drives inside the
Xbox, let me notify you that you cannot just
open up an Xbox with your standard Philips or
flathead screwdriver. That's all you have/need?
Well, expect to encounter Torx I0 and Torx20
screws. Torx20 on the case of the box and
smaller Torx I0 inside.

The DVD drive is using special firmware for
an Xbox. There are three manufacturers known
for these drives: Thomson, Samsung, and
Philips. There is a very important difference in
these drives in the amount of media they may or
may not read. At the bottom level is Thomson,
which can of course read pressed CDs and
DVDs, including the Xbox pressed DVDs.
They can also read CD-RWs with a varied
amount of success depending on brand. They
cannot read 99 percent of CD-Rs you may find.
The Philips is akin to the Samsung except it has
a more successful rate with CD-RWs and espe
cially CD-Rs, yet it's still not entirely compati
ble. The Samsung is the holy grail of Xbox
DVD drives. It can read a staggering amount of
CD-Rs and CD-RWs. DVD-R and DVD-RW
have varied success on all brands, but as far as I
can tell up to this point, only Thomson can read
DVD+.

The DVD drive connects with a standard
EIDE cable connecting back to the Xbox main
board. The power cable is a proprietary cable
used specifically for the Xbox DVD drive. This
means no way to easily swap out a new DVD
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drive unless you want to attempt to open, solder,
and connect a new DVD drive to this cable.
There is a PC Samsung DVD drive that can be
modified - both hardware and software
(firmware) - to be compatible with the Xbox
providing the ability to play Xbox pressed
DVDs as well as every other media you can
throw at it. You can find more information about
this at some of the sites I list below.

Thankfully the hard drive is a bit easier to
swap. The hard drive is using a flat EIDE cable
with only two connections (one for the HD and
one for DVD), leaving nothing open for future
hard drive expansion (of course!). Your hard
drive comes locked to your specific Xbox using
a code that is hard coded into your Xbox. It is
formatted with a file system called XFAT. If
you're not happy with that 8 or 10 GB hard
drive, don't fret. You can easily replace this with
up to 120 GB! First let's talk about the connec
tions. The hard drive also runs off the EIDE ca
ble coming from the DVD drive. The hard drive
does not use proprietary power connectors like
the DVD drive. It uses a standard cable like
you'd find in your PC to connect any other IDE
drive. The only difference is that it only has aile
connector available! That of course is being
used by your hard drive. Again, don't fret; you
can easily plug in a splitter for this power cable
to give you another connector. This means you
may be able to connect a PC DVD drive using
this extra power connection and removing the
EIDE cable from the stock drive to your PC
drive. This opens many possibilities but also
many problems, such as having to open the
Xbox DVD drive to open the PC drive, having
to mount the drive on top of the stock DVD
drive, etc.

As I said earlier, the Xbox hard drive is
locked, meaning it will not function outside of
your Xbox because of the key hard coded into
your hardware that it needs to read. Don't worry,
you can easily replace the drive and the new
drive will operate with or without this code.
This hard drive is said to be "unlocked." The
disadvantage to this is that you cannot run this
hard drive like an unmodded Xbox would.
Don't expect to use the MS Dash (explained
later) and play on Xbox live with that hard
drive. It is possible to lock a new hard drive (de
pending on brand and type) but I will not be go
ing that in depth in this article. Again, look at
the sites at the bottom for more reference to this.

You know about the hardware, replacing dri
ves, etc. but you still only have your MS in-
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stalled software, so it does you no good. Now I
will talk a little bit about the software modifying.

When you first get your modchip, it will
most likely be unflashed for legal purposes.
This means that if you do install it, your Xbox
will either see no BIOS, or boot up its own MS
installed BIOS, which is no good to us. Depend
ing on the chip you get, you may have different
options for flashing it. I will talk about the Ma
trix chip which is what I use, but mostly any
thing you get will be flashed in a similar
fashion . When you purchase a Matrix modchip
you will receive a flasher with it. This flasher
has a standard 9 volt battery connection, a small
naked 8 pin male connection, and a standard PC
parallel port connection . First, find whatever
hacked BIOS you want to use. I will not tell you
where to get this, but with a little bit of explo
ration I'm sure you can find it. You need a pro
gram to flash this BIOS to your modchip.
Again, I will not tell you where to get it, but
hey, you should be able to find this stuff on your
own. Remember these next steps, because you
can screw something up if you do it wrong.

Connect the 9 volt battery to your flasher.
Connect the modchip to the 8 pin male

connection on your flasher.
Connect the flasher to the parallel port of

your computer.
Open your flasher program, select the BIOS

you wish to flash, and flash it! Once you verify
the BIOS is flashed onto your modchip, it's time
to install it into your XBOX.

Depending on the BIOS you use, it may
modify the Xbox booting sequence to let you
know that the install has been successful. See

. documentation for your modchip and BIOS for
any information on installing and verifying your
install.

Now that you have an Xbox running off this
new BIOS, the possibilities of what you can do
are endless. I'll briefly go into a few things that
you can now do.

Install a New Dashboard
Boot up your Xbox without a game and

you'll see a nice green animated menu that lets
you explore your memory space, songs ripped
from a CD, Xbox preferences, etc. This is your
Xbox dashboard, from now on referenced as
your MS Dash. There are a few different dash
boards you can pick to install to replace this
pretty but restrictive software . Most widely
known and used is the Evolution X, or Evox
Dash.
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Find the Evox Dash software , preferably in
ISO form, and bum it to whatever media your
drive can read. Boot up your Xbox with this CD
and voila, you're running the Evox Dash. From
here you can discover something new your
Xbox can do. Notice that little port in the back
of your Xbox that looks suspiciously like an
ethernet port? Gasp - it is an ethemet port! Find
a crossover cable and connect this to the NIC in
your PC and that simply you are connected . Fire
up your favorite FTP client, find the Xbox IP
settings in Evox, and connect to your Xbox.
Here you see your Xbox hard drive's directory
structure : C,D,E ,X,Y,Z.

The C drive stores your dashboard software .
In there you can replace your MS Dash board
with Evox so that you won't have to boot up
with a CD-RW or whatnot every time. Remem
ber to back up your Xbox hard drive before edit
ing, changing, or deleting anything . It's not that
big so just do it. You'll thank me later if you
make a mistake . Sending files to and from your
Xbox is just like FTPing to any site and trans
ferring files, so just replace it outright, rename
it, whatever, and you'll have Evox boot up as
your default dashboard.

XBE, what the heck is that? You most likely
have seen it by now. XBE is the Xbox's version
of the windows .EXE, aka an executable file.
Your dashboard will have an executab le file,
most likely called evoxdash .xbe or default.xbe,
etc. Some BIOS' are made to look for specific
XBEs on boot up, so again read your documen
tation.

Now that you have a modded Xbox, a new
dash, and a network connection to your PC,
what else can you do? Well, just about anything .
There are many pieces of software made by
Xbox hackers to do just about anything you
want. Want to watch a movie file, listen to an
mp3, and browse jpegs? Check out Xbox Media
Player. It has the built in ability to play tons of
formats in a very nice GUI system. If you want
to play these files straight off your PC through
the network , check out ReLaX. You can set up
network drives just for your Xbox and stream
these files right through media player. Want to
play your Xbox games but are sick of swapping
DVDs? There are many apps that let you install
the game files onto the hard drive itself and you
never need the disc again. Want to play all those
consoles of the golden years? There are emula
tors for damn near everything. PSX, SNES,
Genesis, Marne, just look and you can find it all.
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Of course we've not discussed nearly every
thing you can possibly do with this system.
Let's talk a little bit about the operating system
that runs default in the Xbox. It's basically a wa
tered down, non-desktop version of Windows
2000. Can't tell, can you? How about running
Linux on the box? Not possible? Well, it is. Run
a standard Windows OS? Also possible. Just
look and you may find!

Just a quick closing remark. What would a
system admin think if he traced you back and

discovered you were port scanning him on an
Xbox ? You know what I'm saying (wink).

Here are a few sites to quench your thirst:
www.xbox-scene.com. Highly recommended.

Tons of articles, faqs, links, everything. Go here
first andread.

www.gamebuy.com. I've bought from them
in the past. If you need a modchip, go here.
Great service, quick shipping.

www.xemulation.com. Good info on the
emulation on the Xbox.
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by dead_pilgrim

Author 's Note: System vulnerabilities de
scribed in this article should be used for the sole
purpose of improving and fortifying weak sys
tems, and not to inflict harm, steal, or act in any
other malicious fashion.

Within the past few months I have discov
ered that there are serious security holes within
retail store systems and networks. The flaws
range from open modem ports to computer ig
norant employees. All of which could give you
the keys to the kingdom.

Let's take a look at open modems, or
modems that are set up for service by vendors
or the tech support staff of the company. These
modems are installed with most systems. They
are often set up when the store first opens, or

. when the network is first built. After that, the
modems are lucky to ever receive use. You can
use a war dial program like PhoneSweep to har
vest modem numbers. Then you can determine
whether you can connect to a retail store's sys
tem. Within a three hour sweep, I found eight
modems connected to various retail systems, all
of which accepted incoming transmissions!

What can you do with these modems? Well,
one could download a program called ZOC (this
program, as well as PhoneSweep are available
from download.com, Kazaa, or Emule). This
program is very useful in this situation. It al
lows you to connect to the modem by dialup
and emulate a number of different systems.
Many retail systems use telnet or TTY. Again,
you can fumble around with the program to see
what works the best.
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Many major retailers use HP9000 or IBM
servers powered by UNIX or NT. They usually
use Cisco routers (models 2600 or 2500 are usu
ally standard issue). You would think that a
smart business would use a firewall, right? Not
usually. Seven out of the eight systems that I
found during the war dial session were not pro
tected by a firewall. The most common method
of protection was a username and password.

Passwords on these systems usually require
a username or password. One could use a brute
force attack, dictionary attack, or just try to
guess the default password. That's right! Many
systems still have the default usernames and
passwords set. If you search within Google
Groups you can more than likely find a list of
the default passwords. If these do not work one
could always use social engineering to obtain a
username and password. Some companies have
in store employees that perform updates on
these systems, and they are familiar with the
passwords. Or you might try to get a system
password from a regular sales associate. A ma
jority of these employees are computer illiter
ate. You could easily call the store stating that
you were with the company's IT department,
ask to speak with someone that might handle
the store's computer system, and engineer a
password from them. Retail stores usually do
not hire in house techs.

Retail store networks and servers contain a
literal cornucopia of information ranging from
sales information to server access. I'm sure that
the competition would be very interested in
sales figures, movement of product, or some
new marketing idea that the company is about
to deploy. This is where it hurts the most. Most
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Troublin.g

onage. If they were not interested in selling thi:
information, they could always create some se
rious havoc, such as removing network device!
or changing store system passwords. I wonder i:
I put on a Verizon, SBC, or AT&T shirt and ha
(which you could probably find at your loca
Salvation Army), walked in to the local super
shopping center, and asked to see the store's net
work or telephone system, how far I would ac
tually get. Since most of these people an:
improperly trained, I'm sure I could infiltrate the
system very easily.

Most of these store systems are designed anc
set up by very inexperienced system architects
which makes the perfect environment for secu
rity holes. Perhaps they should start thinking on
the defensive. What self respecting corporation
would allow themselves to be brought to their
knees by some hacker that found an extremely
obvious security hole?

companies work hard to keep sales figures un
der lock and key, and it's sadly ironic that some
one could possibly access this sensitive
information from the comfort of their own
home.

Sometimes you can also gain access to the
store's PBX system. The most common PBX
system used in retailers is the Lucent Definity
Series. The operation manuals for the Lucent
PBX systems are available from Lucent's web
site in PDF format. If you read these manuals,
you will find that there are all kinds of awesome
things that you can do with these systems. I'm
going to save this subject for a later article.

Granted that not every hacker is interested in
the sales figures or marketing information of the
local Shoe Emporium, but someone could make
a cool amount of cash selling this information.
As long as there is competition there will al
ways be a market for this kind of industrial espi-

0 Target -~:~::.
by redxlegion noying batch scripts. From then on o~h';y.e ac-

redxlegion@yahoo .com cess to numerous "drives" on the PDT. 3"li'e ones
The inspiration for this article came from an I've documented are A:, B:. D:, and E:. A: ap

earlier article regard ing Target's computer sys- pears to be where the DR DOS OS itself resides .
tems, but not so much the PDTILRT. This arti- B: Doesn't appear to be more than a mirror of
c1e should hopefully fill some gaps. (That is, if! A:, but I could easily be mistaken. E:, however,
can tame the A.D.D. long enough to form is very interesting. It contains all the software
complete and orderly sentances.) for operation of the PDT. The software involved

[First of all, for reference, you can make is really just a terminal program and some con
colons on the Symbol 6800 48 key keyboard figuration programs. All those files should be
with Func, Ctrl, OJ contained in the directory ATV3000. Within the

To begin with, the Symbol 6800 series root directory of E: there should be a file called
PDTILRT is basically a microcomputer with an net.cfg. Can you guess what's in there? The
annoyingly sized screen, gun-like shape, and WEP key mentioned earlier. The good news is
barcode scanner at the "barrel" end. They com- you can also get the login information such as
municate with wireless access points through- user ID, password, and terminal init string,
out Target buildings over an RF network similar which are vital to accessing the terminal server's
to the type you buy for your home. It's simply applications. Even beyond that you require an
ordinary 802.11b. The WEP key might not be employee ID to log onto the network. Those
easy to extrapolate from network communica- aren't even close to difficult to obtain. You can
tion, especially not from outside the building generate them yourself, in your mind. I've done
where signal strength is pathetic, but should be so on several occasions, being very successful.
easily gained from the PDTILRT (which is from One such number I came up with was 2922854.
now on known as the PDT in this article, for It functions as an employee ID and is accepted,
sanity's sake). Simply reboot the PDT (by tum- but I can't verify if it's actually an employee's
ing it off, holding 4 and 5, and then turning it on ID. Anyways... back onto the point.
again) and Ctrl-i-C during any point in the You'll want to copy the file roiconf.fil from
bootup process. It'll break right out of those an- D: onto E:. The storage on the PDT is a type of
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flash memory, so you'll have to type in "flashctl/w"
to enable flash writing ability in order to copy
the file. After you enable it, just type "copy
E:roiconf.fil" while you're sitting on the E:
drive. You can close the flash control program
with "Flashctl lro" which may later on be a
good idea because it eats all available memory
on the PDT. Not right yet though. It has to be
enabled for options to be saved. Now you can
run tncfg3.exe. That's the terminal config pro
gram. Of all the configuration programs on the
PDT, this is the one you'll have the most fun
with. You can make the beeping noises go away
completely, if they so annoy you that you con
sider strangling your nearest Executive Convo
luted Team Disseminated Department Leader.
Not only that, but you can enable your PDT to
scan any type of barcode, even ASCII and con
trol characters. I'm not sure what option those
are in directly, but you'll know when you find
them. When you reach that menu, you can use
the up and down keys to flip through the various
barcodes you can enable. Press enter to enable
disabled barcodes. You can use the left and right
keys to move the arrow up and down to select
various aspects of the barcodes. When you find
a barcode that asks for "Enable ASCII No,"
change that to yes by pressing Space
(Func- Backspace), Don't worry about the min
or max. Leaving them at zero will do no harm or
good. Now exit tncfg3. Reboot the PDT. It'll cy
cle through all its annoying nastiness as per
usual. It'll eventually reach the login prompt
where you put in your employee 10. Put in
whatever you want. But before you do that, fol
low the next step....

You should've done this the night before.
Sorry I didn't mention this earlier, but perhaps
now you'll know for later, and can perhaps just
entertain yourself with the configuration op
tions. This is for those who really want to trou-

ble Target. Just note, this hasn't yet been tried.
Now fire up Mozilla, Opera, whatever, and visit
http://www.telepen-barcode.co.uklbarcode
generator.asp. [Gaping evil grin. If you're fa
miliar with "A Nasty NT Bug," you may know
where I'm going with this. I may be completely
off my rocker, but having the server output a tab
followed by backspace characters should crash
the system, correct? Well, that handy dandy
website will output for you a jpeg to print if you
enter in [9)[8)[8)[8][8)[8][8)[8)[8][8]. Keep
that barcode handy for what happens next.

All right, you've logged onto your Symbol
6800 PDT. You're at the foolish menu of the
damned, and instead of inputting a number, type
in "Loop" and hit enter. It's a program that's not
explicitly mentioned anywhere in any docu
mentation on any of Avalanche Wavelink's (the
client/server package Target uses for POTs)
website or any such thing, at least not that I
know of. It's just a simple program where the
PDT scans something, sends it to the server, and
the server spits back what it scanned. Get out
your handy dandy barcode you printed the night '
before. Scan it.

You just scanned a barcode with a tab and
nine backspace characters, which should bring
the server to a screeching halt. That is, if I didn't
interpret "A Nasty NT Bug" correctly somehow,
which I'm sometimes guilty of. If my logic is
right, though, you've just troubled Target
enough that they'll have to suffer through an NT
4 reboot. Another detail I'm not privy to is if
each store has its own server, or if the servers
are regional.

I'd just like to say that I don't condone the
existence of middlemen or retail in general, and
I believe that people should experiment without
boundaries. So learn all you can despite the
ignorant masses, even if you belong to them!

IBLOCKBUSTER _
by C.B. Cates

Continuing on a popular topic, here are more
ways that you can squeeze some of the most en
joyment out of the Blockbuster Video (BBV
henceforth) in your town. The article in 19:3
was insightful on getting rid of pre-existing late
fees (called EVF in BBV's industry), but there
is an easy way where you don't even have to
return a rental at all.
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The shortcoming in the method described in
19:3 is that some stores won't even transfer bal
ances, thus rendering the entire method useless.
(To transfer balances, one must use credits, and
since credits are counted as negative revenue,
Blockbuster highly discourages them. Employ
ees have actually been demoted and in some
cases terminated for givingout excessivecredits.)

There is a better way. First, find the barcode
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on the item that you don't want to return. For ex
ample, let's use the new XBOX game, Shemnue
2. The barcode is located on the spine and top
right of the case and has 16 (in some cases 14)
numbers above it. Example :
3320313843457001. The 33 is a designation
number, letting the BBV point-of-sale system
know that the item is a rental. 20313 is the store
code (in this case bogus). 843457 is the part
number and 001 is the copy number. In the top
left of the front of the case, you will find the
store's telephone number. You will also need to
find a dummy store number that you will be
calling from. The best way to do this is to just
call them up or ask, or just look at any of their
rental items.

Call up the Blockbuster which you rented
your item from. When someone answers, say
something along the lines of "Hi, I'm calling
from Blockbuster in [town name here] and I
have a wrong store tape(s) for you." The person
you called will first ask you for your name and
the store number you are calling from. He will
then ask you for the item you are checking in.
Tell them the barcode number(s) without the
designator or store number (843457001), as
these numbers are redundant in this situation
and will raise suspicions. Thank the person and

hang up. The item is now yours. Just make sure
you call before the item is due or Blockbuster
will still stick an EVF (Extended Viewing Fee 
BBV store talk for a late fee) on your account.

How this works: Rentals from one BBV
must be returned to the same store but many
people don't do this. Thus, every time a tape
from a wrong store is returned, BBV still needs
to track your item. The person you called inputs
the item into the wrong store account, thereby
checking it in on your account. Because there
are so many wrong store tapes when they finally
get sent back to their home store (usually once
during the second or third week of the month),
some fall through the cracks, and this is to be
expected due to all-common rampant employee
pilferage and general carelessness.

Try dumpster diving at BBV as well. If BBV
can't sell a used tapelDVD/game due to a licens
ing agreement, they are sent to field destroy.
This means that the item is thrown away after
being destroyed. Often, however, the field de
stroy list is so large that it becomes an immense
time-sink to ruin each individual item, and they
are simply thrown away.

Webhacking
Witt, ellS

•

by methodic
methodic@libpcap.net

When a project is checked out of the CVS
(ConcurrentVersions System; www.cvshome.org)
repository, CVS creates files to keep track of
the checked out project (i.e., version num
bers) . Normally this isn't much of an issue,
until using CVS to manage web content
comes into play.

The severity of this issue is pretty big.
Let's take imaginary Company XYZ for ex
ample. Doing a quick search on Google you
are able to find their homepage, say
http://xyzinnovations.com. To check to see if
they use CVS to manage their website, you
simply have to point your browser to
http://xyzinnovations.com/CVS/.Ifthey're
using CVS , one of two things should happen.
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You will either get a message saying direc
tory listings disabled, or you should see a list
of files . Either one isn't important. What's im
portant is that you now know they use CVS
to manage their website content.

Now on to the fun stuff. There are three
common files found in CVS directories. They
are Entries, Repository, and Root. The Root
file will tell you where the CVS repository is
located. The Repository file will tell you the
name of the project (the website content) in
the CVS repository. The Entries file is the one
we're interested in. The Entries file is a list of
all files and directories within the project
repository. Here's a snippet from the Entries
file for libpcap.net:
/patches.phtml/1.1.1 .1/Sun Mar 3015:27:37

2003//
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DIgfx/111
Diorbslill
/code.phtmll1.4ISun Mar 3015:48:0020031/
lexploits.phtmll1.1.1.1ISun Mar 3015:48:04

200311
lindex.phtmll1.2ISun Mar 3019:24:3720031/
Dlaimerack/III

As you can see this file discloses some
very valuable information. Let's go back to
our example of Company XYZ. With this in
formation, we point our browser to
http://xyzinnovations.com/CYSlEntries.
Bingo. Check out what we found:
Dlincludeslill
Didoeslill
lrobots.txtl1.1IFri lun 15 11:52:37200111
Idoes.phpl1.4/Thu Dee 13 10:06:262001/1
lindex.phpl1.15/Tue Aug 20 17:51 :54 200211

Pretty interesting stuff. Company XYZ
appears to be using PHP (a powerful script
ing language suited for website develop
ment). Also notice the includes directory.
Since we know they're using PHP, we can as
sume that the includes directory contains
PHP scripts that the website includes when
parsing output. Ifyou haven't used PHP at all,
one of the most widely used functions in web
development is includet). This function al
lows you to include files in your PHP script.
This way, web developers only have to write
something once, and they can use it over and
over again by just calling an
include("/path/to/file"). Common examples
of this include site layout (it makes more
sense to edit one include file than 15 different
static HTML pages) , connecting to a database
(if each page needs to connect to a database ,
why write the code 15 different times?), and
so on. So let's check out the includes direc
tory, shall we? Be sure to use the same
method; don't just go to http://xyzinnova
tions.com/includes/ because we already fig
ured out XYZ's website doesn't allow
directory listings . Instead go to this URL:
http://xyzinnovations.com/includes/CYSlEn
tries. You should see something like this:
/connectjdb. inc/1.1.1.11SunMar 30

19:21:2020031/
/header. inc/1.1.1.11SunMar 3019:21 :20

200311
/jooter.inc/1 .2ISun Mar 3019:56:4320031/
Iclose_db.inc/1.3IMon Mar 31 16:56:22

200311

Notice the connect db.inc file. Logic
would tell you that this include file handles
opening a connection to a database . Let's
check it out. Since this is a file, not a direc
tory, you can just go to http://xyzinnovations
.com/includes/connect db.inc. If this file is
what we think it is, you should see something
similar to this line in the file:
Slink = mysqCeonne ct("xyzinnovations.eom",
"xyz", "xyzzyx");

Congratulations h4xOr.. you now know
the username and password they use to con
nect to the company database (xyz and
xyzzyx respectively). From this knowledge
the possibilities are endless . How many times
have you seen the same login/password used
for different services? I've also seen a data
base server use the same login credentials for
the database as it had on the server itself
(same username/password).

Just to recap , to find out if a website is us
ing CYS to manage their content, simply go
to http ://site.com/CYS/.Infact,sincewe're .
only really interested in the Entries file (for
now), you can go directly to
http://site .com/CYSlEntries. By the output,
you should be able to see which lines are files
and which ones are directories (the directory
entries begin with a D). Using the Entries file,
you should also be able to see the files under
each directory by going to a similar URL:
http://s ite.com/some_dir/CYSlEntries. Last
but not least, know what to look for. I've seen
it all. Include files, shell scripts , zip files of
the site itself, PHP and CGI scripts with a 
savor -orig extension (the webserver won't
parse those!). Another thing you can try is to
see if their CYS server is available to the
world (usually runs on port 2401). If you find
one open to you, grab the Repository file and
try to run a "cvs checkout" with the projec t
name. Yes, I've been able to CYS over an en
tire website, .htpasswd and all. If you're a
newbie to CYS, I highly suggest installing
CYS and checking out this URL:
http://cvsbook.red-bean.com/cvsbook.html.

Webhacking with CYS files isn't a well
known technique, but it certainly is one of the
most effective. Not only can you retrieve files
off a server that might try to obscure their ex
istence with directory listings turned off or by
dropping an index.html file in the directory,
but there are multiple ways to hide your true

---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ,_._.__._..._...,_..

•
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identity. Grab an open wingate proxy, put the
IP address in Moz illa, and go to town . Or just
rOOt your friend's Red Hat 7.3 box and use
lynx --source.

I hope both sides of the fence learned a
thing or two about the dangers of using CVS
to manage websites. CVS is a very powerful

tool to manage proj ect s, no doubt about it;
ju st be aware of what it leaves behind and
more importantly, who's there to take it.

ShoutOuts: dmu: and the rest of the ap
crew. congrats to victim] on getting the
31336++ jobby, good luck in md.
http://l ibpcap.net like woalz.

Basics of Cellular

•

by C311ph
With the possibility of number portability on

the horizon yet again, I thought I'd start with ex
plaining some of the basics and then move onto
some of the more technical issues.

What number portability will allow the pub
lic to do with their preexisting cell phone num
bers is similar to what you can already do, and
probably get charged for on a monthly basis,
with your home phone. On your land-line bill
you should see a number portability surcharge.
Cellular number portability will allow you to
take your existing cell phone number with you
to whichever cell phone provider you choose.
Your land-line provider, as do cable and power
companies, use public utility lines to provide
you with service. This just means that no single
company "owns" the actual cable or other de
vices that are used to provide you with their ser
vice. In some small and large towns there are
some privately owned telephone companies but

. this still applies to them. Nothing is stopping
you from either changing your service to an
other provider, unless no other exists, because
other companies have the right to use the same
cables to provide you with service.

So with cell phone number portability if you
get fed up with say provider A, you can now
change your service to provider B and not have
to give all your friends, family, or business con
tacts a new phone number to try and reach you
at. This was suggested to the government by
businesses based upon how it costs them money
to have new business cards reprinted, etc. in the
event that they change service providers.

Currently in cell phones old and new your
MDN (mobile directory number) is pro
grammed into the phone or sim chip (GAIT or
GSM) to match the other equipment so your
provider can identify your phone on their net-
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work for placing or receivmg calls. I'll use
TDMA as an example. When a handset is acti
vated either OAP (over the air programming) or
manual programming is used to put the correct
information into the handset. This includes the
following codes: SOC (start of cell), SID (sys
tem identification), and MDN. The MDN is
your dialable IO-digit mobile number, also
known as your wireless number, reach number,
or CTN (customer telephone number).

Currently on the newer TDMA handsets
there is also a programmable MINIMSID, for
example on the Ericsson T61d, Motorola v120t,
C331T, V60TfTi, Nokia 8265i, 1261,3360, and
probably 3560, I can't remember oftband. The
MINIMSID (mobile identification number or
mobile subscriber identification) is a non-dial
able lO-digit number that the customer will not
know about. If you have an older handset or a
new handset that doesn't support the program
ming of the MIN it will be done in the
provider's network anyway. This MIN is what
will allow a specific provider to identify your
phone to their network. They will use the MIN
to keep their side of billing and provisioning of
service unique to your phone. Before number
portability goes into effect, if you phone has the
capability for both MIN and MDN they will be
programmed to the same number. After number
portability begins later this year if you do de
cide to change providers the new provider will
keep your MDN the same and issue a new MIN
for their network from their specific number
pools. Again, you will not know what this new
MIN is and it is non-dialable anyway.

For internal billing identification and identi
fication on their systems the provider will use
the MIN to keep track of your account while
your bill will show your MDN. The process for
a call being routed to you is what will change.
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When someone dials you number, it will get
routed to the exchange and will first be tagged
to your MDN. Then when the cal1 reaches your
provider's network it will be cal1 forwarded to
your phone using the MIN. This should be an
insignificant delay. Dialing out from your phone
will be basical1y the reverse. You place a cal1
from your phone, the MIN will be used to iden
tify you on your provider's network. Your
provider will then in tum route your cal1 to the
destination, but will substitute your MDN for
the MIN so the receiver's system would show
your MDN as the number of the incoming cal1,
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hopeful1y.
So, number portability is a good thing if you

need to keep your existing number and change
to a different provider. To think that cel1 phone
companies will not have any issues while get
ting their network to implement this without
any flaws would be very presumptuous on a
consumer's part. Specifical1y, problems will
arise if someone were to try and activate an ex
isting number with a new provider before can
celing the service with their existing provider.
Hopefully this has shed some light on what will
be happening behind the scenes of number
portability.

Ingredients:
I bunch pasta
I tablespoon butter
salt & pepper
(optional) Parmesan Cheese

Boil some water in a pot. Don't fo llow the in
structions on that pasta wrapper, you don't need
that much water - just enough to cover the pasta
and allow for it to expand. Easy. Throw the
pasta in, about 8 minutes later fish a piece out
with a fo rk, let it cool so it won't burn you and
try it. If it seems right, it probably is. Timing is
everything with pasta, so fire up that accurate 
to-the-nanosecond timer util you've been dying
to have a use fo r. Drain the water, turn off the
flame , throw the butter in, stir it a bit, season,
and you're done. Parmesan cheese is optional
and is only recommended if you are tired of
eating the same old thing.

Pasta is complex carbohydrates. Multiple
sugars chained together and difficult for your
body to break down. This is good. Simple sug
ars are known to assimilate rapidly, give you
quick energy, and attribute to weight gain if
there is more than you need. Complex sugars
make your body work harder before they are
available, giving you sustained energy through
out the night, but not so much that you start
packing on the pounds. And when your hobby
does not require you to leave your seat for 14
hours a go, we need al1 the help we can get.
Right porky?
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Hackers Stew
Same as above. When pasta is done throw in

a can of Campbell's Vegetable soup. Better yet
next time you go out to dinner get a cup of the
best house soup to go and keep it in the frid ge. If
it is cold, time it right and throw it in the pot af
ter you drain your pas ta, and throw your pasta
on top. Heat it up fa st, you don 't want your
pasta to turn into mush.

Almost anything goes good with pasta, and
it takes a hacker to discover what all those
things are. Variety in diet is extremely healthy.

Relativity Multitask Delight
Boil watel; put in an egg or two. Wait ten

minutes. Now comes the multitasking and rela
tivity. Put your pasta in. Yes, the same water.
Wait ten more minutes. Drain. You're done.
Treat as Power Pasta, with the exception of the
eggs. Turn on the cold water in your sink. Rinse
your fingers in cold water, quickly grab one egg,
quickly rinse it, knock the egg against the
counter to crack the shell. Remove the shell. If
you're slow or your fingers are starting to burn
quickly rinse them again.

The goal is to remove the shell in as much of
one piece as possible so it is easy to throw away
and your food is not crunchy because you
smashed the egg too hard. The other goal is to
get all this done without your hard-boiled eggs
getting cold, then at least you have a warm
meal, and the dignity of preparing it. Rinsing
your fingers in cold water before exposing them

to heat gives you a few more milliseconds of
protection against high temperatures. Hackers
appreciate milliseconds.

The white part of eggs is very close to the
pasta. We've already covered that. The yoke of
eggs is extremely high in protein, good brain
stuff. It does not taste as good as pizza, but it is
good for your brain. So wolf down as much as
you can. We're going for the end result here.

Einstein was known to cook chicken soup
and use the broth to boil eggs at the same time.
He was big on protein because this has been a
long known aid to intellectual pursuits. We're
not making chicken soup here, but we are sav
ing time in the same way, and work our minds
as much if not more than any other scientific
segment of society.

Michael Crichton has simple meals prepared
in the same way day after day when working on
a big project, just so that he will not lose focus
on the project at hand. Einstein's approach to
simple cooking was the same: minimal impact
on your mental pursuits, while still providing
healthy food to eat. Pre-prepared meals that are
healthy may not be a luxury we can all afford,
but healthy fast cooking here today is the goal,
and each and every time I can get my audience
to avoid grabbing one of those microwave
grease-boxes, we are all the better for it.

In closing I would like to say if some week
end yokel would like to base another book on an
article I've written, more power to him. Just re
member your roots my friend, and give credit
where credit is due.

p--------- --------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - --- - - ~I I
I I
I I

'jF eat her · C l
I I
I I
I I• A

/ *
* f e a t her.c - p r eserve a p rogram 1s a time and mt ime a fter e xecuting
* Written by Kairi Nakatsuk i <kairi@phreaker.net >

* u s a g e: f eather comman d [ar g s . .. ]

* I wrote this litt l e ditty a f t e r a session o f ponde r i n g - - Do p eop l e t hink
* about the fact that the a c c e s s t i mes o f com mand s the y exe cu t e are mo d i fie d
* on a read ( ) , mknod () , chmod ( }, or ut imes() , whe n t r y i ng to cov e r one 's
* tracks ? So me bre akin a t t e mp t s l Iv e seen s uggest othe r wi s e, whi c h prompted
* me to wr i t e this p r o g ram to sat e my c ur iousity . Thi s u t i li t y is mainly
* useful when o n e wa n t s t o c ove r t h e i r tracks f urt h e r a f ter gain i ng a root
* shell. Note that i f you rea l l y wanted t o b e thorough abou t being cover t ,
* make sure you use this u t i l i t y i n c onj u n c t i on wi th touch(l ) to set t he
* atime and mtime of t h e s h e l l and c o mp i l er to pre -int r u s ion values.
* Su re , one c ould do the v ery same wi th tou c h (l) af ter each execution , but
* tha t wo u ld be tedious , no?

* On most UNIX wo r k a l i k e s , al l t hat is needed t o c ompi le this program is :

•
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* $ cc fea the r . c - 0 feather

* The function ality of most of the code i s e xp l a i ne d thoroughly f or those n ew
* to the s cene. You ma y notice tha t I /lover- c ode ll t hings by r ewriting t he
* func t ionality of f un ctions t hat may al rea dy exist ; note that t his is for
* por t ab i lity r e a s ons , as I tes ted this bi t of code on my NEXTSTEP 3.3
* mach i ne. Also t e ste d un der GNU/ Li nux (g l i bc 2.2) , Ne t BSD 1 . 6 . 1, and QNX.

* I f you find a legi t imate u s e for t hi s s n ippet of code l e-mail me.as lwould
* be very impressed to know . Donlt let t h is program be an open invitation to
* "own " som ebody's machine simp l y to test it out. Th i s is int end e d fo r
* educationa l purposes only . Allow me to remind you to b e resp on s i b le .

*1
#include <s t d i o . h >
#include <s t d l i b. h >
#include <string.h>
#include <s y s/ t ype s . h >
#include <sys /stat.h>
#include <s ys / wa i t . h >
#include <un i s t d . h >

char *appname;
extern int errno;

static void usage( ) {
fprintf (s t d e r r , "u s a g e ; %s c o mma n d [args .. . J \n u , appname l :
ex i t Cl ) ;

/ * Get t h e full p a t hname of a comma nd . */
char *whi c h{ c on s t cha r *c omman d ) {

c ha r *path = NULL, *tmp = NULL , *bu f = NULL ;
int l e n , cmdlen = s trlen(command);

/ * Te st to see if we n e ed t o fin d . the absolute path name of the command by
* seeing if the s t ring passed to which{) is the fil ename of an exe c u t a b l e .
* I f so, duplicate the contents of command, so the point e r re t urne d by
* which () can be handle d c onsis t iently . *1

i f (a c c e s s (command, X OK) == 0) {
if «(bu f = (char * )mal loc( cmdlen + 1 ») NULL) (

fprintf {stderr, " %s : %5 : %s \n " , appname, "malloe( )" , s trerr o r (er r n o » i
e x i t(errno)i

strcpy (buf , command);
return (buf )i / * free ( ) me */

/ * I f ge tenv () doesnlt work, therels obv ious l y a serious memory is sue goin g
* on . ( I f someone doesn 't code responsibly , wh o wil l? */

if ( (pa t h = getenv ( "PATH") ) == NULL) {
fprint f ( s t d e r r , II %s : %s : %s \n ll

, appname I " g e t e nv () II, s t r e r ror (e r r no) ) i

exit (e r r n o) i

/ * For each e lement o f t he PATH environment variable , test to see if the
* e lemen t , with a sla s h (/) a nd contents o f comma nd app e nded , is a va l id
* path to an executab le . If this is the case, r eturn the contents o f
* buf. bu f needs t o be free ( ) d , or e l s e we il l have memory leaking al lover
* the place . I a m a n e a t freak. * /

f o r (trop = strtok (path, 11 : 11) ; trop ; trop = strtok( NULL , II :" ) }
len = strlen( tmp) + cmdien + 2;

if ( (buf = (c ha r * ) ma l 1oc (l e n ) ) == NULL) {
fpr i nt f (stderr, I1 %S: %s : e s vnv , a pp n a me , "ma l l o c () '". strerror (e r rno ) );
exi t (errno) ;

s trcpy (bu f, t mp) ;
strcat (bu f , " I" );
strcat(buf , co mmand) ;

I

i f (acce ss (buf , X OK)
r e turn (buf) ; I *-f r e e()
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0) {
me */
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/ * Get rid of buf if we didn' t find our executable y e t . * /
f ree (bu f ) :

/ * Ob viously, we haven't found the full pathn ame of our command, so le t 's
* r etur n NULL. * /

r e turn (NULL) i

int main (int a r gc, char **argv) {
c har *fi l ename = NULL, **args = argv+l i / * s elf-explanatory. * /
s t ruct stat s b ;
p i d t p id i / * u sed wh e n fork ( )ing. Te c hni c al l y not necessary , b ut here f or

- * c o r r e c t n e s s . */

/ * Us e d i n e r r o r and usage me s s a ges . * /
appn a me = arg v [O] ;

if (a r g e == 1) {

/ * Pr i nt u sage a n d d ie . * /
u s a g e() :

if « (fil e name = wh i ch (a r g s [0 ] » == NULL) (
/ * S ince wh ich ( ) r etu r ne d NULL, a ssume t h a t t h e command name g i ven i s not
* that o f a v al i d , e x is t i ng executable. Compla i n and d ie. */

f print f(st d e r r , "%s: %s : %8\n ll
, a ppname, a r g s (O} , st r error (errno ) );

exit (l) :

i f (stat (fil ename, &sb) < 0 ) {
/ * If something happened t o mak e stat() u nhappy , c ompla i n and die . */
fp r i ntf(stderr , " %8 : %8: %8\nn, a ppname, filenam e , 8trerror(e r rno ) );
free (filename) ;
exit (errno) ;

/ * fork ( ) time */
p id = fork ( ): / * UNIX mitosis */
if (pid == 0 ) {

/ * executed b y t h e new child process */
if (exeev (filename, args) < 0 ) {

fpr i n t f (stderr, 11 %8: %8: %s\n" , appname , fil e n a me , s t r e r r o r (e r r no ) ) j
exi t (errno )j

}
else if (p i d > 0 ) (
/ * executed b y the ori gina l parent pro c e ss */
struct t imeval times (2] ;

/ * wa i t for execution o f the chi ld pro cess t o e nd before setting the atime
* a nd mt i me back to their original values. */

wai t ( O) :

/ * Th e first element of the struct t i meval array d ec l ared above a l ways
* c orresponds to t he access t i me of an i no de . The second one is alway s
* the mod i fic a t i o n time . * /

t imes (0 ] .tv sec = sb. st a time ;
times [0] . tv-usee = 0 ; -
t i me s (I} . tv-sec = s b. st mt ime j
t i me s [1 ] .tv=u s ee = 0 : -

if (u time s (fil e n a me , t i me s ) < 0) {
/ * Th i s happen s because t h e program d id n o t have t he permi s s i o n s to
* modi f y t h e i no de's time stamps . Pity . * /

f printf (s tderr , 11%8 : utimes () : %s : %s\n 11 , appn a me , filename,
strerror(e r r n o) ) i

}
el s e if Ip i d < 0) (
/* We were una b l e t o fork() altogethe r . */
fpri n t f {s t de r r, " %s: %8 : %s\n", appname, IIfork ()", strerror(e r rno) );
exit (errno ) ;

/ * Save the environment ! * /
free (fil e n a me ) :

return(O ) ;
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Article Feedback
Dear 2600:

In 20: I Acidus asks how XM expects to get CO
quality sound over 125 kHz per channel of bandwidth
while FM broadc asting uses 200 kHz. The answer' s
simple. While it is true FM has 200 kHz allocated, it
uses only 30 kHz to broadcast the right and left chan
nel of a stereo signal. What about the remaining 170
kHz? It's a combination of SCA, ROS, and fluff to cut
down on adjacent channel interference.

rFmAn

Dea r 2600:
I am writing in regard to your article about XM

Radio. I work for another satellite manufacturer (not
Boeing). I found the article interesting, however, I can
tell you that the statement that the two Boeing manu
factured XM Radi o satellites put out 70 megawatts of
RF power was outrageously wrong. Satellites in that
class typically generate 10 to IS kilowatts of power
from their solar arrays and broadca st maybe one third
of that as RF powe r.

Ma ttM.

Dear 2600:
I jus t wanted to comment on the article about the

coupon trick. Seems the person that did this went
through an awful lot of trouble when they could have
simply found another product in the store, copied the
UPC code, taken it home, generated the barcode,
printed it out on some sticker labels, and then gone
back to the store, stuck the new UPC code on the con
tainer, and off you go. Of course in order for this to
work you would have to be thinking about the product
you are picking up.

Aust ralia n Kn ight

Dea r 2600 :
It is a wonder in the day of computers when we

can use our "hacking" ways to go to a web site, cut
and paste the coupon, and now with the help of this
article we can get things free or dirt cheap . Thank you
Charles for writing the article and thank you 2600 for
printing the articl e in the last issue.

shaggyeight baII
Let 's not fo ol ourselves into thinking that actually

doing what the article suggests is hacking in any
sense. Butit 's intriguing to many in the hacker world
to see just what it is that holds such systems together
and how easily they can be thwarted.

Dea r 2600:
I can 't help but comment on "A Hacker Goes to

Iraq" in 20:I . Like Chris, my interest in computers be
gan in the early 70 's. (My first hack, in '72, was per
formed with an ASR 33 Teletype and a 300 baud
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modem .) I applaud Chris' dedication to teaching the
children of Iraq, but I strongly disagree with his un
supported accusation that the U.S. was responsible for
their pre-war plight. Under U.N. sanctions, Iraq al
ways had the funds necessary to purchase food, medi
cines, and other humanitarian goods - without limit. It
was the regime's manipulation, diversion of funds,
corruption, and contempt for the welfare of the Iraqi
people that preven ted goods from reaching the Iraqi
people (http://usinfo.state.gov/regionallnealiraq/focusl).

My main reason for writing though, is to provide
some additional material I feel was missi ng from
Acidus' "The Flawed Future of Radio." Although
Acidus provides an exce llent techn ical description of
satellite digital audio radio (SOAR), there was no
mention at all of terrestrial digital radio. iBiquity Dig
ital Corporation's "HO Radio" was approved for im
mediate use by the FCC on October l Oth, 2002
(http://www. granitevc.comlhtml/news/2002Q4/ 10 I 00
2.html). HO Radio is an In Band, On Channel (IBOC)
technology, which means it can and will ride piggy
back on existing analog PM and AM signals. Unlike
SOAR , HO radio is free to the listener. That alone is
enough to make it a major force in the market. Ac
cording to research conducted by the Consumer Elec
tronics Assoc iation, 48 percent of consumers are
unwilling to pay anything at all for SOAR
(http://www.ce.org/publicationslbooks_references/
digital_americalmobile/d igital_radio.asp).

I'm sure my fellow readers will be interested to
know that iBiquity has built a datacasting capability
into the format, and is heavily promoting it. I won't
attemp t a detailed technical description of HO Radio
in a letter (it's all on the net anyway), but I do want to
express my surprise and concern that in all of my re
search so far, I have found no mention of data encryp
tion within the standard. If encryption was in fact left
out, pirate broadcasters will eventually be able to hi
jack the datacasting portion and send out every thing
from incorre ct sports scores to fake pages, with the
listener being none the wiser. If the broadcas ters tie
the datacasting sources into the Internet, well, one can
barely begin to imagine all the potential
consequences.

Tonio K.

Dear 2600:
When I check ed the 2600 website for the topics

covered in the Summer issue, I was very excited to
see an article entitl ed "Optimum Online and You" (be
cause I am an Opt imum Online subscriber in New Jer
sey). I hurrie d out extra fast to pick up a copy and
turned right to the article. To my dismay though, I
found it to be a rant about Optimum Online. Screamer
speaks of "these injustices" brought down on us by
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Optimum Online. First, he complains about the ISA
network card included in his bundle. This is not Opti
mum Online's fault; it is the fault of the misinformed
sales person at the Wiz. Other than that, as long as you
have a NIC compatible with Linux, you can use Opti
mum Online. Next he goes on to point out how he got
an e-mail about the use of peer to peer file sharing ser
vices. Every user got one of these in December,
whether they used services like Kazaa or not. In the
TOS, it states that running any type of server is a pro
hibited use of their service. It doesn't say they can de
clare anything as a server. It just says it is "not limited
to FTP, IRC, SMTP, POP, HTTP, SOCKS, SQUID,
DNS or any multi-user forums." It is vague because
they are not aware of every single type of server, and
it is like any other contract you will sign from any
other service provider that doesn't allow servers to be
run. After receiving that letter I still run Kazaa and I
haven't had any troubles from Optimum Online. I'd
also suggest you check your Apache server because I

.have been running a web page off my computer for a
while now with no problems . Maybe test it out with a
different web server before you start pointing fingers.

Scott

Dear 2600:
A minor point, but I feel it should be clarified that

XM uses terrestrial repeaters to fill areas that the
satellite signal can't reach such as in between large
buildings. These are located usually on two-way radio
sites near or in major cities. It is a repeater. It receives
the same signal from the satellite as you do via a dish
and retransmits it on a different frequency at transmit
ter power levels of 1,000 or 10,000 watts. The XM re
peater I saw looked like a generator housing with air
intake and exhaust vents on the ends. It was a cute lit
tle white box with a large XM logo on the side. It has
since been removed as they found coverage from the
satellites was much better than predicted.

The subscriber XM radio has a diversity receiver
that looks at the data stream from both sources and
chooses the less corrupted one to give the best recep
tion. The only control XM has on the repeaters is di
agnostic. When your activation or deactivation signal
is sent, it is sent via satellite and repeated by all re
peaters. XM doesn't know or care where you are in
their footprint, except forbilling purposes .

As for bandwidth, they don't need 125 kHz to
send a high quality stereo music signal. A regular FM
station using a digital studio to transmitter link needs
to have as close to zero latency in the signal to keep
from driving the DJ nuts with processing delays so
they use a very wide band low compression signal.
XM doesn't need that. They can compress the crap
out of the signal getting it down to around 56K. 56K
ISDN lines were/are used heavily by radio stations for
remote broadcasts . Voice can be compressed even fur
ther. Even with all the overhead for program ID's and
command signals, I suspect you will find that XM can
squeeze quite a few more channels.

They, like Sirius, the other satellite radio com
pany, are very close mouthed about encoding algo
rithms. The articles I have seen indicate they are
continuing to work on them in order to improve error
correction and depth of compression .

Analog666
This would be a great technology were it not in the

hands ofcorporations who have no interest or obliga
tion in providing access to anything outside of the
mainstream. The agreement they made not to ever use
their terrestrial repeaters to broadcast locally (which
could be done fairly easily) is equally pathetic.

Dear 2600:
When I got to the last article in this quarter's is

sue, I found something quite interesting to me: how to
make XP non-activating and able to be installed on
multiple systems with just one purchase . Reading fur
ther into the article, I found that this solution was no
better to me than downloading the DevilsOwn corpo
rate edition of XP and slipstreaming the cracked ser
vice pack into the iso myself. The entire process relies
on P2P warez solutions in order for the "cracking" to
work . The only difference between this solution and
downloading a full iso yourself is the bandwidth you
save by buying the disc instead of downloading it.

mojomonkee

Dear 2600:
The "Peeling Grapes" by Bryan Elliott referred to

using a programming technique for archiving a web
site. Fortunately, clever people have already done the
coding for this. Try the "HTTrack website copier"
(http://www.httrack.com) - a free utility. It has numer
ous filtering options.

Al

Dear 2600:
In addition to the article written in 20:2 regarding

the Nokia 3360 and 3361 I would just like to add that
the hack works on more then just those two wireless
handsets listed in the article. I have used the hack on
my Qwest registered wireless handset - a Nokia 3285
- for a year now. While the standard *3001#12345#
code dropped me into the service menu, I ran into a
problem trying to access any important menu options
such as changing the NAM and Alpha Tag. Instead of
all the options for NAMI all I got was a prompt ask
ing for a "Srvc. Prg. Code." At the time I already had
a newer handset and the 3285 was just a backup
phone. I searched high and low looking for that damn
code to no avail. I got lucky when I decided to prac
tice my social engineering skills . I reported to Qwest
that my current handset had been stolen and I needed
to transfer the service to my backup phone, the Nokia
3285. The operator was happy to walk me through
setting up myoid handset including the locked NAM
and Alpha Tag section!

In some of the older Nokia phones the emergency
number section can store up to a lO-digit phone num
ber and when any number from that menu is dialed, it
drops the handset into Emergency Call Mode. While
in Emergency Call Mode E911 is activated (if
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equipped) and no incoming calls can be received by
the handset until the user ends the call and then exits
the emergency call menu. This also makes any calls in
emergency mode free of charge.

In most of the phones where I've used the hidden
menu hack I have seen a menu item named Field Test.
When you drop into that menu you have two options :
Disable and Enable. (Disable is checked by default.)
Choose Enable, restart the phone, and use your scroll
keys on the phone . You should see field testing infor
mation. While I have no idea what the hell those
mean, I'm sure some if not all of that informat ion
could be of use to somebody. Now if you press the
menu button once and scroll through the menu, at the
bottom of the menu you should see another menu item
named Field Test. Dropping into that menu item will
give you a couple of different options depending on
the phone and SW ver. you have.

JL
Dear 2600:

FragSpaz ("Fun with the Nokia 3360/3361") in
20:2 is correct in his guess that the *300 1#12345#
field test mode applies to other Nokia models. On
mine (a 5160 TDMA phone) , when you enable Field
Test you get an extra menu item (perhaps only after
you power-cycle the phone). From that menu screen
you can choose a variety of field test modes with a
two digit number. Your normal idle screen then pro
vides additional information, such as whether the mo
bile is on the digital control channel (DCCH, as
opposed to analog), what the SID (System IDentifica
tion number) is, RSSI (signal strength), and so forth .
If you get tired of this, you can select field test mode
00 and your idle screen returns to normal, but you still
have the extra menu item available for when you want
to explore some more.

DlvrOc

Dear 2600:
In 20:2 in the article by Lucky225, he had some

scenarios that wouldn't pan out too well if he called
the teleo where I work. If you need information on an
account you need to verify the last four digits of the
SSN. Now this usually isn't too hard to get, but if you
start a call like some of the ones he mentioned you
would need to be prepared I would think. Many places
require some sort of verification now today. I can see
some of these scams working about 20 or 30 years
ago but not in too many places today. I can agree that
occasio nally a customer service rep may forget to ask
for this bit of information but it is pushed pretty hard
where I work because of regulations.

mAineAc
If your telco is a local prov ider, then you probably

already know that customers aren 't required to give
out their social security numbers. Wireless companies
are allowed to askfor this information since they gen
erally run a credit check on potential customers. But
ill any scenario where humans are involved, mistakes
are possible and a good social engineer can figure out
how to exploit them.
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Dear 2600:
In response to the article "Fun with the Nokia

3360/336 1," you mentioned not being able to do any
thing with field test mode and I have some informa 
tion about that. After entering the code and setting
field test to enabled, turn off your phone then turn it
back on again. If you go into your menus you should
see a new option called Field Test. Press Select and
you should see Group/Display and the ability to enter
four numbers. Enter 21XX where XX is 01 through
09. At that point you should be brought to some
screens with a bunch of data on them. You can press
the up and down arrows to scroll through the nine
pages. The only part I was able to figure out was
around 07 through 09 which seem to be the various
towers you are connected to and their signal strength.
If you or anyone else finds out what the rest of the
numbers are let me know. To get back to the normal
screen go to the Field Test menu again and enter 0000.
Hope this was helpful.

Jim

Dear 2600:
I just got 20:2 and it's a good one! ddShelby 's ar

ticle on 802. I1 reception tricks is very interesting and
sure to get lots of people out there experimenting. I' d
like to add a few comments on it though. The "N"
connector, the big one in the photo , is an old design
dating back to the 40's at least, and was designed by
Paul Neill, who went on to co-design the BNC con
nector with another engineer named Concelman. The
name BNC stands for Bayonet-Neill-Conce!man. The
TNC is a Threaded Neill-Concelm an, and a connec tor
that I think does not get the respect it deserves. BNC's
are good for quickly connecting and disconnecting,
TNC' s like N's are threaded and better for somewhat
more permanent connectio ns, and less noisy espe
cially where there 's vibration. I have found some
very... interesting ideas of what BNC stands for out
there, but trust me the B is not for British! And reverse
polarity connectors are pretty rare, although keep in
mind all these connectors have male and female. You
can find a good rundown on connectors at http://rf.
rfglobalnet.comllibrary/ApplicationN otes/filesl2/
johnson I.app.txt.htm where you 'll also hear about the
SMA, 5MB , SMC.... SMA and SMC connectors are
really good for 802.1I operation s since we're not talk
ing about watts here. Transmitters are low power and
cables are that thin bitty coax. The reason N connec
tors work well for making your antenna is that there's
that nice center solder pin to make your "probe" in
your can or waveguide antenna. I have heard all kinds
of reviews of these Pringles can etc. antennas, includ
ing that it's the worst antenna one reputable lab ever
tested! I hope to be living in the Bay Area
("802.II 'ville" to its friends ) within a month and
hope to do some experimenting myself .

My second comment is about the dBm measure
ments being thrown around. A decibel is a logarithmic
measurement that's jus t in relation to a signal. You
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can increase two different signals by 3dB, but one
might be a microwatt and one a kilowatt . Yet it's still a
3dB increase. This is confusing and kind of a floating,
vaporous idea even to some engineers so they in
vented the dBm, which is dB's in relation to one mil
liwatt. RF engineers talk in dBms a lot. A good article
on dBm's is at http://www.privateline.com/decibel/
decibel.htm l and in fact I recommend that whole site 
it's pure mind candy. If you have a good RF power
meter (no, not a Bird, I mean a good one with a very
sensitive probe, think Agilent) you can measure the
gain in your can 'tennas in dBm, but for most of us
what you're going to have is the little signal strength
bar graph thingie on your puter, or in slight differ
ences you' ll get "threshold" effects like less dropouts
with Antenna X than Antenna Y.And there's nothing
wrong with that! If you can get three more signals
with this antenna than that one, then "this" antenna is
a better one. Also keep in mind that can and wave
guide antennas are directional. The RF wave has to go
into the opening, so the opening has to be pointed at
the signal source, or in some cases a reflection. A
Pringles antenna might be, say, better than the antenna
built into your lappy, but it might not be as good as the
lO-element Yagi you sit down and build if you're
ambitious.

By the way, I'm going to anger some people, but
those "wifi log periodic" antennas you see advertised
look cool, and may be an improvement over your built
in antenna, but LP's are made to cover a wide range of
freqs fairly well, not one freq really well. You see the
log-periodic principle in TV antennas on rooftops be
cause broadcast TV actually covers a wide range of
freqs. If you're just interested in one freq, it's really
easy to just build something better for mucho cheaper.
For a single-freq antenna for what we're interested in,
2.4 gHz satellite dishes built for 2.4 gHZ are probably
top of the heap. Many bucks and RF-wizard man-

. hours went into those. They 're made to withstand
weather, don' t have elements to get bent, etc. They 're
not stealthy but if you can get away with a windowsill
mount, chances are no one will notice it's pointed in a
funny direction. If someone does notice, tell them it's
sick. Now, think about the delicate aiming process in
volved in setting up a satellite dish - those are direc
tional too. I personally feel some people should turn
their robotics skills towards making a motorized X-Y
mount for windowsill/rooftop 802.l! antennas, since
that would be ever so much more fun than going back
and forth from the computer to fiddling with the an
tenna. For wardriving I'd look at a can or waveguide
design.

And while you're having all this fun with RF, con
sider getting your ham radio license. The info about
that (and a lot of stuff about antenna design and
building stuff) is at http://www.arrl.org .

Eeviac

Confusion
Dear 2600.-

I've noticed that this site meetup.com is getting a
lot of press lately. It is a site that is organizing individ
uals who wish to meet in the flesh-world to discuss
their common interests . There is, of course, a section
for 2600 meetings; I suppose that was inevitable . I
would suggest that people simply use meetup.com as
a way to meet other hackers and then devise their own
sites/methods for discussing the meetings and their in
terests. Meetup.com is fairly limited in its abilities but
they have a pay service that allows members to per
form many more functions. I personally don't like the
idea of meetup.com make a profit off of the nonprofit
interests of any group, much less 2600 meetings . Per
haps you could suggest that people use their own sites
for organizing once they meet each other on
meetup.com? Plus, the freedom derived from doing it
yourself is a bit more in line with the hacker ethos,
wouldn't you agree?

Man ga
We agree completel y. Read on.

Dear 2600.-
Do you guys know about http://2600.meetup.com/?

Firstly, are they lame? Secondly, are they official?
Thirdly, why oh why have they got the London meets
so blatantly wrong? They have missed out on our
meeting point which has been the same for over seven
years. I am just wondering whether you are aware of
these plonkers.

netj
We've been made aware of them by numerous

complaints from readers and meeting attendees.
While they could potentially provide a service in help
ing new meetings start, they're doing nothing but con
fusing people by showing conflicting listings in
existing cities. We've asked them to kindly knock it off.

Dear 2600.-
In your response to Captain B' s letter, you refer to

articles needing to abide by "guidelines" before they
get published, then go on to say they must also follow
a "certain level of standards," and then a "stipula
tion." I'm a little confused, as a guideline consists of a
way to help direct someone in the proper bearing for
whatever that someone is doing. There are no set
rules. A standard is quite different. You must meet cer
tain requirements, follow certain processes, or follow
certain rules . A stipulation is a requirement. Which is
it, as you then go back to saying that your readers and
future writers should "see" the value of these
guidelines?

Also, you point out that it's a disservice to reprint
information that readers could obtain somewhere else.
Strange you would say that, as that was not your men
tality nor attitude when trying to help out Kevin Mit
nick. I'm sure you would have encouraged
distribution of any information pertaining to the case.
In fact, you did encourage it. Anything to get the word
out, right guys? Well why would you take a different
approach for any other hacking related topic? Isn't the

I
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you believe to be hackers are simply going around
calling themselves that to impress people and they ac
tually have I /O interest in opening up their little clique
to anyone else. Those people will ridicule you no mat
ter what you do, unless you convince them that you' re
an asset to them in which case they 'll start asking you
to help them learn how to become hackers. Does it
make sense yet?

Dear 2600:
I am in Germany working for the Army. What do I

need to do?

Dear 2600:
First off, I know lots of kids read this mag who

want to learn how to hack so I took my time for all
you noobs out there to start learning and telling your
friends that you're an evil hacker.

I. Learn programming languages. (I know most of
you don't want to waste hours a day doing this, but
there are no shortcuts to becoming an elite hacker.)

2. Learn how to operate IRC channels and HTML.
3. Get a Linux! (Instead of buying Final Fantasy

136, use those 50 bucks to get a Linux. You will need
it and must know it to become an elite!

4. Get on the Internet as much as you can,
searching for scanner, IP address, etc. tutorials.

And, in case you didn' t hear me before, there are
no shortcuts to becoming the hacker you always wallt
to be in your fa ntasies!

Drake Smith
The only thing we can agree with here is your last

sentence. While nothing JOU suggest is a bad idea
(other than helping to perpetuate the "elite hacker "
Hollywood thing, albeit injest), none of it is an essen
tial ingredient towards being a decent hacker. Hack
ing encompasses so many different elements in our
world that to relegate it to merely programmin g, op
erating systems, IRe, or,fo r that matter, even comput
ers only serves to limit the possibilities. And those
poss ibilities are pretty mind boggling.

Dear 2600:
I'm curious to know if anyone else has noticed a

rather staggering trend of apathy and disregard com
ing from the IRC technical community ? Within the
last 13 years, IRC has always warmly been a place to
gather and disseminate information; at one point or
another, it was even a good place for an interested in
dividual to grow and learn from a wide variety of
other individuals who were skilled and versed in prac
tically every trade imaginable - not just computers .
Within the last five years, however, I've noticed a
common and steady trend of apathy centered around
the IRC technical community, specifically in those ar
eas that have the most to do with freedom of informa
tion and the hacker community in general: UNIX and
Linux.

Join any #linux channel on any major IRC net
work, attempt to ask any community related question

point here to free information for everyone, no matter
if it's on the Internet or in any other publication?

SphInx
We seriously doubt your confu sion is being caused

by anything we said. We really can't make our article
policy any more straightfo rward than we already
have. But to restate it, as a rule we don 't want articles
that have appea red elsewhere, either in publications
or on websites. There are exceptions, especially when
it 's vel)' unlikely our readers would have discovered
these articles on their own because they were in a
different language or on a website f ew people visit.

As f or reprinting information, again, your confu
sion has taken the wheel. Getting the word out on a
particular issue or campaign is not the same as
reprinting information that's already easily obtain
able. You 'll find that in the Mitnick case, we didn 't
reprint material f rom a website or previously printed
article. We publi shed original material and that is
what we wallt to continue to do.

Newbies
Dear 2600:

I am writing this letter in hopes that something
will change. I go by the alias Marfsle". I am an up and
coming hacker but I don't even like to call myself
that. I am what most people would call lame. But it's
not entirely my fault. I have been searching for
months to find one person or a group of people willing
to help in my search for knowledge. I know it is
mostly up to me but when I find something interesting
to learn and ask for help, I get laughed at and insulted.
According to the documents I have read about hackers
we are supposed to be an entire community dedicated
to gaining, using, and most of all, sharing our infor
mation. How am I supposed to learn anything if I am
constantly getting laughed at and insulted because I
don't know things that I am trying to learn?

MarBle'
This is one of the questions we're asked all the

.time. We get letters like yours constantly. What you
should try to understand is that hacking isn't some
thing that 's taught like a subject in school - except by
those people who don't get it and think it can be
taught like a subject in school. That 's why you 'll see
conf erences and seminars dedicated to teaching you
all about hacking and hackers so that you can think
and act j ust like them. But that 'sjus t not how it works,
as anyone who's a hacker can understand. The knowl
edge comes from experience, dedication, experimen
tation, and lots and lots of time spent pursuing things
that most people believe are a complete waste of time.
And most ofthis is a solitary endeavor. That's why you
meet with resistance and a bit of ridicule if you ask
people to help you become a hacker. Nobody can help
you with this. You have to put in the time and the effort
and once you 've figured a few things out and hope
f ully made some discoveries of your own, you' ll have
somethin g to share with others who will then recipro
cate. Ofcourse, there 's always the risk that the people

Proceed with the original plan.
contacted.

Henry
You'll be
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(such as opinions about the latest lawsuit by SCQ,
which has attempted to claim copyright infringement
over its acquired proprietary UNIX source code that it
claims has illegally found its way into a number of
different UNIX and UNIX-like operating systems,
and most significantly the Linux kernel itself), and
you are greeted with nothing but apathy, contempt,
and utter disregard. This same trend continues on into
the UNIX and Linux coding community, and mani
fests itself prominently in any #perl channel on any
major IRC network.

I can only attribute this squarely, from my per
sonal experience and observations, as originating
from a badly stirred mixture of old traditional hacker
values, which often centered around earlier and
harder to obtain, modify, and learn-from UNIX and
early Linux operating systems, and newer traditions
arising around the latest BSD's and easy to obtain
commercially packaged Linux distributions (such as
Redhat and SuSE) that seem to be creating more iso
lated, self-sufficient Linux users and less community
involved, curious, exploratory hackers who are more
than willing to both learn and share. This feeling of
collective apathy that is now surrounding much of the
technical community on virtually every major IRC
server, but that has remarkably not contaminated the
email/usenet/and BB groups is very disconcerting to
the average Linux or UNIX newbie, who is either
starting out, returning, or simply expanding his or her
knowledge.

Without more friendly and avid technical commu
nities such as 2600 I honestly do not understand how
the UNIX hacker tradition is going to expand past the
elite few and into the majority or even continue on
with the same traditions of free information and open
knowledge that have been passed down from hacker
to hacker over the last 20 years. Perhaps no one wants
it to expand into the majority - that would, after all,
rob us of the very thing that makes our knowledge
valuable: that it is rare.

Perhaps, despite such omens, it can all be chalked
up to the reality that many of us just simply do not
play well with others, or too many are just simply sick
of the waves of questions they receive which can
summarily be answered by a simple web search. This
is definitely a shame, as there is so much information
out there waiting to be shared, and so many people
who want to share what they know but can't, as the
community in which they live has too many precon
ceptions about what they might do with their new
found knowledge and the community in which they
turn to for that knowledge is afraid that too much of it
will be learned too easily, thus lessening the toils of
their labor. What a shame indeed. And if this becomes
a trend, we will be isolated , not from society but from
each other.

Joseph
We've seen such concerns addressed before many

times in various communities, both online and off. We
think it's less a thought out strategy and more a case
of people simply being overwhelmed with the same

questions over and over. They come to forget that
there's a virtually unending supply ofnew thinkers out
there and at least some of them will playa major role
in the future. The new people oftentimes take things
way too seriously and give up very easily or, worse,
engage in some pointless battle of insults which
quickly overshadows whatever it was they were inter
ested in in the first place . It's not unique to your com
munity and it 's not at all uncommon in the IRC world.
You will always have people who are there just to get
attention and cause trouble. You could fill a book with
methods ofdealing with this. And there will always be
people bemoaning the fact that things aren 't what they
used to be. They're not, nor should they be. Change is
good, essential, and should be embraced. On the
other hand, the people who have experience and
knowledge are a vital part ofthis community and they
should never be dismissed as out of touch or old
school. One thing IRC still has is the ability to
surprise us with its effective and often unintentional
community building .

Dear 2600:
I am sending this mail from West Africa and I am

very interested about the hacking. Maybe you know it
but there is no hacker in West Africa and me too I am
not one. I would like to learn how to become a hacker
but I don't know who I will contact. I would also like
to represent your magazine here in West Africa.
Please let me know your decision about my case.

Thierry
Read the above responses for our take on learning

to be a hacker. We believe there are lots of hackers
and potential hackers in any part of the world. The
trick is figuring out how to reach them. We agree it's a
challenge to do this. If you believe there's a chance
that there's an outlet for our magazine in your partic
ular part of the world such as a bookstore that would
be agreeable to stocking it, then send us specific infor
mation and we'll gladly follow through. We find that
when people have a place where they can get ahold of
the magazine, it's a lot easier to do things like set up
meetings and build a community.

Have You Heard?
Dear 2600:

Has anyone heard of the Super DMCA? It's
ridiculous! Now your provider for cable, Internet,
whatever has the right to prosecute you criminally if
you have "unauthorized" devices attached to your
computer or TV. For example, if you have a VCR,
DVD recorder, or even a TiVo hooked to your TV, the
cable company can turn you in for "attempting to
circumvent copyrights." I'm outraged!

Jesse W.
The so-called "Super DMCA" is another flavor of

the federal DMCA but on a state level. At press time,
this or similar legislation had become law in
Delaware, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, Pennsylva
nia, and Virginia. It's very close to becoming law in
Arkansas and Florida and it's being considered in a
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number ofother states. Only in Colorado has it been
vetoed by the governor. Unlike the existing DMCA,
these bills don't have any exceptions for previously
defined legitimate activitie s and they could also be
used to outlaw such things as firewalls and encryp
tion. We suggest checking the status ofthis legislation
in your state and looking for more updated informa
tion on the net, such as at http://www.efforg or
http://wwwjreedom-to-tinker.com.

Dear 2600:
I don't know if anyone is aware of this but on Mac

OS 10.2.2 (and possibly others), holding down Com
mand-S after the opening chime on booting the ma
chine seems to drop the system into a root access full
screen shell.

I stumbled upon this on a message board while
searching for something unrelated. I tried this and did
a little poking around, running cats of files in other
people 's personal directories. I couldn't seem to copy
files to my own directory, due to some read-only
status. Also, Ip didn't work.

I have only moderate experience with UNIX sys
tems so maybe someone with more can fiddle with
this? Just a thought.

PhrenicGermal

Dear 2600:
Here is something interesting I stumbled upon to

day. I'm an avid user of BitTorrent (mainly because of
the random stuff one can find, such as the "Satisfac
tion" Bikini Babes with power tools video) and I troll
the many BT sites daily. Today I found Freedom
Downtime available for download, but noted it was
only about 90 megs in size. Checking the IMDB I see
that it is 121 minutes and started to wonder about the
quality. Well, turns out it was a .ram file. All I want to
know is why someone would go through the bother of
ripping a movie only to keep it in a Real Player for
mat. Granted, it can compress video to a small file
size, but that is just it.

Just thought I'd give you guys a heads up that
.your video had been ripped and was being shared
(which I think is cool and I believe you would agree),
but also that it had been saved in one of the worst for
mats available. I mean, come on, do the film justice
and give us an SVCD or 700 meg DivX rip!

MacAlIah
This is really the only problem we have with the

film being available online - people will think the film
looks like shit because of how it looks there. This is
something hardly isolated to us though - a majority of
films on the net look and sound awful. While we
specifically approve of the film being spread around
(jor free and unaltered), we do ask that if you can af
ford to buy a copy that you do since it 's coming di
rectly from us and not from some Hollywood
distributor who will use the money you give them to
send out letters threatening their customers with law
suits. In our case what we sell translates directly into
other projects that require huge investments, like the
Freedom Downtime DVD andfuture HOPE conferences.
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Taking Action
Dear 2600:

I was sitting at home the other day, minding my
own business , and the phone rang. I went to pick it up
and it was the trademark telemarketer nuisance call.
As some of you may remember from the past few is
sues, there have been some articles which describe
how telemarketers work. Occasionally telemarketers '
computers will call more people than they have avail
able telemarketers. When this happens , they hang up
as soon as somebody picks up. That's called a nui
sance call. What was interesting this time was that
caller ID actually reported a number, rather than
"Anonymous" or "Unavailable." When I called it
back, it said something like "Code 1563" and
promptly hung up. I didn 't write down the exact code,
but it was something to that effect. I was curious so I
called it back again and it just rang. Does anybody
know exactly what this may be? I'm assuming it was
a telemarketer. However, it was odd that it actually
gave me a number on the caller ID. The phone num
ber was 702.889.08XX. It was a harassing phone call,
so I have no hesitation about posting the number.

Patrick
This is getting a bit silly. Your phone rings once

and you 're ready to declare war on whoever dared to
dial your number ? We agree that telemarketers are a
royal pain in the ass and should be dealt with harshly
when they annoy people . But this could have been an
innocent wrong number, something that used to not be
a big deal in the days before caller ID. If you get an
actual sales pitch attached to a phone number, let us
know and we'll print the entire number. And before
anyone starts to scan out all the numbers to fill in the
above X's, the number was disconn ected when we
called it. We can only speculate as to why.

Observations
Dear 2600:

At school we went on a walking field trip to some
play or something , and on the way we saw an ATM.
And I told my friends that I had read an article in 2600
that said if you press the right buttons you can get to a
hidden menu. So I went over to the "standalone " ATM
and pressed all four corner buttons and the menu
came up and it started beeping (like a PC does). It
beeped eight times. All my friends were laughing and
we still make jokes about it to this day. Thanks for the
laughs, 26001

Satch379
We're always happy to provide amusement. And

the fact that you probably have no idea at all what
your field trip was supposed to be about is just icing
on the cake.

Dear 2600:
It was kind of an accident finding this. In the cover

of your 19:4 issue (what building is that?), if you
place the issue on the floor, take a few steps back so
you're like three to five feet away from it, and look
down at the issue, the sun's reflection on the building
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looks to me like a person's face. It kind of looks like
Hitler 's head because towards the bottom it looks like
a third of a mustache. I don't know if that was inten
tional but it's weird looking. Thanks and keep up the
good work. I love the little things you hide in the issues.

SeKToR
The building was the library in Paris which had

been taken over (with permission) by members of the
Chaos Computer Club who outfitted it with lights that
could be programmed from around the world to dis
play various images. The one you saw was most defi
nitely a face (not Hitler's). To find out which (and to
be scared speechless), watch "1984 " (the version
made in 1984). We can only hope to be able to do
something like this to a building in the States someday.

Dear 2600:
Recently I sat in on a seminar on network security

in Arizona. A Phoenix FBI agent discussed some of
his concerns and practices on network secur ity. His
first PowerPoint slide was on phreakers and 2600. He
made an explanation of 2600 representing the 2600
hertz that could be used to hack the phone system and
a brief history of the man "Captain Crunch" who dis
covered this vulnerability. This was presented as a se
curity problem that still exists. He held up the latest
issue of 2600 and made a point that such "problem"
literature could easily be picked up at the local Barnes
and Noble . He covered Kevin Mitnick and his book
The Art ofDeception and commented on how he liked
to read book- v.ritten by the "enemy." He even went
through a CJAJ1~ of examples in the book . He com
mented 0~, the agency's lack of knowledge and said
that there ;s ,I' this time only one computer trained
agent. He wert through a scenario on how long it
could take to actually trace back a security breach . His
talk was given with a lack of actual real knowledge
and seemed to be presented in fear of not having con
trol. It is amazing how afraid and ignorant our nation is.

Spua7
Fear and ignorance has become the driving force

.behind much ofour nationsactivities lately. Individuals
can learn quite a bit if they recognize this.

Dear 2600:
Some of you may have heard of Echelon. For

those that haven't it is supposed to be a global eaves
dropping system that flags communications based on
keywords . After placing "Echelon Keyword List" in
Google and opening the first URL listed
(http ://www.angelfire.com/wa/militia/echelonl.html).
I saw the words "2600 Magazi ne" in the list. Just
wanted to pass this on. I thought it was funny. Love
the magazine. Keep up the good work.

DaveC
We're honored to share the spotlight with other

dangerous words like football, rhosts, and Sex. It
takes about a millisecond to realize that this entire
site is a joke .

Dear 2600:
I noticed something peculiar when I installed a

second phone line in my apartment for business. I use
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the phone line with a fax switch. Before I installed the
fax switch , I had started to get telemarketing calls
within one day of the phone line being activated. After
installing the fax switch (Comswitch 5500), the tele
marketing calls have stopped. This particular switch
picks up the call on the first ring and "listens" for a
second or so to determine where to route the call. Ev
idently, this fools the telemarketing equipment into
thinking the line is data related . At first, I would get
calls but only hear a dial tone when picking up the
phone (when the switch directed the incoming call to
the telephone). This became less and less frequent and
now I seldom get more than one call every two or
three weeks . Anyone else had similar experiences?

John Tate
We've heard similar tales. Of course now you

have to watch alit for junk faxes .

Dear 2600:
I was reading through 20:2 and remembered a let

ter in the past about nothing ever being on the bottom
of the 33rd page in the magazine. So ever since I read
that letter I always would look on page 33 to see what
little surprise you guys put there. This time I found
something interesting - it looked like Morse code .
Sure enough, I translated it using
http://www.qsl.net/kb5yae/phonetic.htm and it came
up to be "Page Thirty Three." Nice guys, keep the
surprises coming!

CPUHaxxer

Dear 2600:
Is it ironic that the price of a lifetime subscription

of 2600 has the number "2600" in it?
aaron t

No flies on our readers, that's for sure.

Dear 2600:
I just finished reading 20:2. I then sat down to

watch a movie with family I was visiting . If anyone
wants a State of the Union address, watch Enemy of
the State. Most of it is easily plausible even for non
conspiracy theorists. A (not perfect) quote from the
movie : "When buildings start blowing up, things
change." This movie was made before September
l l th, 2001 but it deals with the same issues we face
now. Laws are being passed stripping us of our rights
and privacy.

Another random thing I heard after making con
nections - the main antagonist, the NSA official
played by Jon Voight, is said to be born on September
lIth, somewhere around 1940 in the movie.

Eric

Keep The Faith
Dear 2600:

I know I am addressing an old letter but it really
struck me when I reread it today. In 19:3, David wrote
about "why even bother" with all the anti-civilliber
ties going on. 2600 said not to stop . I agree . I just
wanted to tell David and everyone else out there that I
know of at least three groups of small, like-minded
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individuals who will not give up. I am a member of
one of them and have friends in the others. They are
all in different towns, one of them in a different state.
They know of others. We may be small in number, but
we are fighting for something we feel we are losing:
the ability to be who we want to be and to respect
others' rights to do so also. That's what it's all about.
Good luck, David.

tWiST

Dear 2600:
Hi, I am currently stationed in Kuwait in support

of Operatio n Iraqi Freedom . I was introduced to your
magazine a few months before I left. I love all you
have done to keep the world on guard for people try
ing to take our freedoms. I greatly miss reading your
magazine and can't wait to be able to read it once
more. Thank you again.

cOIOr3dfr34k
Is it forbid den or risky to receive our magazine

while in the military1 We honestly don't know so we'd
appreciate any insight.

Dear 2600:
I've been a longtime fan of 2600. I' m a

hacker/network engineer. I started playing with my
dad 's computer after my parents went to bed, some
time back in the early '80s. I wasn't allowed to use it.
Being only age 14, I would probably break it. Well, I
secretly mainta ined it and then discovered how the
modem worked. I started calling BBS's all around the
country. It wasn 't until the first big phone bill came
that I was discovered. Ahhhhh... nostalgia!

Anyways , I always look forward to the first article
in your magazine. It' s such good stuff . Makes me
proud to be American. I' m with ya.

I think it's a shame that, for the most part, the only
people who read that first article, are... us. I want to
reprint it on the forums that I visit. Who do I give
credit to? Just plain old 26001

Bob
If you could give out the name of our magazine

along with our address and/or website that would be
great.

The Past
Dear 2600:

In 20:1 ByteEnable mentioned emoticons in tele
types in the 60's before the Internet (sic). Since the
TinyTot machines used CR (carriage return) and LF
(line feed) separately, one jus t said "C.U." then CR
LF "00 " CR ".." and that put two eyeballs looking at
you. Can a PC do that?

walt

Dear 2600:
Just a quick letter to compliment you on your

magazine. I am embarrassed to say that I know very
little about computers. My curiosity level far exceeds
my skill level, and almost all my efforts to explore/en
hance my machine have turned into horrible disasters
requiring emergency help from my brother. But,
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thanks to my brother and his interest in computing or
whatever you want to call it, I have read every issue of
2600 for the past five or so years and they have taught
me so much. As a law student, I find many of your ar
ticles to be extremely relevant both to my studies and
to my interests. You raise issues that I haven 't heard
anyone else speak of, ever. It's a shame most people
in my position will never have the opportunity or de
sire to read 2600 or similar publications - it' s not so
easy to find different viewpoints on the news and pol
itics if one does not actively go looking for them. And
it has been my experience that most people just don 't
care enough to seek out and compare different ver
sions of the truth. Thanks for keeping me aware, and
keep up the good work! Hopefully someday I'll have
something to contribute in return.

kd g

Dear 2600:
Just to add another note, Screamer Chaotix ("Un

learn") makes the point "why even bother" defining
the terms etc. Primarily because it's the ignorance of
these terms that promotes wrong usage. I do clearly
remember the day where if you didn 't answer a list of
25 questions correct ly, you were denied access. We
should go back to that.

Fr uber
The letter you refer to said "why even bother" in

relation to the specific term "cracker" which was
demonstrated to be meaningless. As fo r your 25 ques
tion thing, that may have been true in one particular
clique but it certainly didn't define the entire hacker
world. There 'sa fundamental problem with emphasiz
ing certain specific bits of knowledge as important or
vital if one is interested in being a hacker and then
having the ability to deny access to those who don 't
share these specific values. This kind of hierarchy
goes against the open structure of the community and
only reinforces the mainstream values that embrace
memorizing fac ts as an indication ofintelligence.

Destructiveness
Dear 2600:

I was browsing on kazaa and I found a copy of the
latest issue of 2600. I had bought it but I figured since
I don't have a scanner it would be nice to download a
copy to have on my computer. Well, a text file
included said the following:

"I hope you enjoy it as much as I enjoyed making
it. FUCK YOU goes to 2600, fo r though the reading is
quite interesting, I find it ironic you're capitalizing on
something which YOU YOURSELF claim wants to be
free (Information).

If you charged a max of $2.50 for this magazine
then I' d let you live, but you' re ripping ME off, hence
be prepared to be ripped offfrom now to eternity by
me army. "

I am appalled at this. Doesn' t he get the concept of
supporting a cause? Yes, you are charging for the in
formation but is $5 unreasonable? You guys don' t
even object to people giving out the information in the
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line had ambient mechanical noise (that's the best I
can describe it), and it was ringing as though I had
called someone, but all sound on the noise was dis
torted. Almost like it was underwater. Even the
DTMF was messed. So I stayed on ten minutes to see
who picked up. Nothing happened, it just looped over
and over. So I hung up and came back five minutes
later to find it still doing that! It's probably still doing
it to this day! The second payphone I tried, I let it get
the best of me and stopped after the "200." It clicked
twice, then the line went silent. The number pad was
disabled (or at least not making sounds), no echo from
the receiver, nothing at all. It remained like that quite
a while later after hanging it up, just like the other
phone. If anyone knows what this is, please tell me!

slaxOr
Consider the word out. It's amazing what you can

still find on the telephone network just by dialing
strange numbers. That's one form ofhacking that can
never die.

Piracy Prevention
Dear 2600:

Recently, I bought the Sony MZ-N505 Minidisc
recorder. I wanted to use it to make high quality
recordings of my band and my friends ' bands in live
situations. I had no intention of clandestinely "boot
legging" the copyrighted material of paranoid mega
acts like Metallica or Linkin Park, due to my lack of
interest in their lousy, overproduced, overprotected ,
irrelevant garbage.

A few weeks ago, I decided to try to get a good
live recording of a friend's band at a club. The result

Icontinued on page 4-81

Dear 2600:
How can you find out someone's name and ad

dress from their car's license plate number? Are there
any sites on the Internet that allow you to do this?

Brainwaste
In many states this information can be obtained

directly through the motor vehicle department for a
small fee. Some enterprising people have even taken
to distributing this information in other ways. In those
places where it's not that easy to get (and even in
those where it is), there is no shortage ofsites offering
to obtain itfor a not-so-smallfee. And, ofcourse, cops
can pull this information any time they want.

Dear 2600:
At my age, 56, this magazine is Mad magnified,

sort of. Cool kids, go for irritating authority. As a dis
couraged optimist, it is nice to see that hope for a
better world lives on.

Thanks for the uplift. I look for your little mag
every time I go to B&N since I discovered it six
months ago. No, I'm never going to be even a script
kiddy but my kitties and I read your little bit of
chaos/anarchy knowing that we can cross the bar
when the time comes and the world is in good hands.

Helen

The Quest For Knowledge
Dear 2600:

Locally here in South Bend, Indiana, I've noticed
a "flaw" in the payphone system. I'm not sure if this
affects other non-payphone lines; I haven't had the
balls to test it on my home phone. The problem occurs
when you dial what used to be the Proctor Test Set (at
least, for this area). I saw a new payphone with an
ugly yellow receiver and "SBC" etched in the top. I
picked it up and dialed the Proctor Test Set (200-222
2222). But the instant I had finished dialing in the
"200," it clicked. I waited to see what would happen,
then it clicked again and played a recording: "This
number is not allowed to be dialed from this phone!"
Then it hung up on me. I tried this on two other pay
phones in the area. On the first I kept dialing during
the clicks. I may have pressed "2" ten times, I lost
count. But what happened next weirded me out. The--- - - =============================

magazine for free. In fact you encourage it. I really
don't understand these people who bitch about paying
$5 to support a cause that deserves it. When will the
insanity end?

Lord Kahless
We've been dealing with idiots like this since Day

One. As you seem to realize, we've always supported
the free exchange of information . What we charge for
is the printed publication which costs us quite a bun
dle to print, ship, get into stores, plus the many things
that go into keeping it all running. We like to think
that our existence enables more people to discover
and become a part of the real world of hackers. And
unlike virtually every other magazine out there, we
are entirely reader supported. We can 't raise our ad
vertising rates when expenses go up since we don't
have any advertising. (lfwe did it's likely we wouldn't
be able to print much of our material in the first
place.) Also unlike most other publications, much of
our material comes from readers turned writers. And
as a completely reader supported venture, we have no
middleman collecting cash and making the price un
reasonably high to satisfy a profit motive. So the right
eous indignation just isn't going to cut it. There are
numerous examples of entities profiting off the hacker
world by charging outrageous amounts for confer
ences that supposedly tell our secrets, distributing re
cycled information to people who don't know any
better and charging them premium rates, and a wide
assortment ofother smoke and mirror ploys designed
to get cash from the gullible by capitalizing on the at
tention given to hackers. We've deliberately chosen
over the years not to go down that path, despite the
huge amounts of money that could have been made.
We've chosen instead to do what we do for as long as
we can do it. If our readers were to emulate the activ
ity you found, we certainly wouldn't be able to con
tinue this for very long. But as this person so
eloquently stated, he clearly doesn't support us in any
way. We can only hope that there are many more out

. there who do.
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by bland_inquisitor
Bland_inquisitor@hotm ail.com

Disclaimer: All of the information con
tained in this article is for informational
purposes only! I do not approve of DoS at
tacks used for the sake of mindless vio
lence; I think that in this form they are the
direct opposite of hacking. If you manage
to use this information illegally, it's your
problem not mine.

We've all heard their names: Teardrop,
Fraggle, Smurf, Bonk, and many more.
DoS attacks are small, nasty, readily avail
able, and take zero technical proficiency to
use. This is a bad combination for every
one. EBay, ZDNet, CNN, and countless
other systems have fallen victim to this type
of criminal activity. DoS attacks cost cor
porations millions of dollars every year in
lost productivity. In this article I hope to
show the basic theories behind how DoS at
tacks are possible, explain some of the
generic DoS scripts out there, and show
how DoS attacks have evolved into more
precise and lethal tools of destruction.

Types of DoS Attacks
Bandwidth Consumption: The least per

sonal, and most easily detected, type of
DoS attack is based on bandwidth con
sumption. How it happens is that the at
tacker will eat up all the available
bandwidth on the victim's system. There
are two possible ways this can take place.

I . If the attacker has more available
bandwidth than the target, he can simply
flood it by being able to receive more infor
mation than he needs to send. (Ever heard
the term "ping flood?")

2. Some DoS attacks, as we will see
later, can be amplified by using the com
bined resource s of another network. By do
ing this, an attacker can flood even the
largest networks with relative ease.

If a criminal is going to DoS someone,
they will most likely execute it from a sys
tem they have already "Owned." However,
it is not uncommon for an attacker to deny
service from their personal Internet connec-
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tion using a spoofed IP address. The frus
trating part of this type of attack is the fact
that it is based on a fundamental flaw in
TCP/IP architecture: the substandard way
in which systems handle SYN requests.

Resource Theft : What if an attacker feels
the need to DoS someone but doesn't have
either an Owned system to send from or a
network connection capable of overpower
ing the target? Never fear, someone's al
ready thought of that. A resource theft
attack over-utilizes access that the criminal
already has. This causes the remote com
puter to hang or crash by using all the avail
able memory or overtaxing the CPU. For
example, an attacker could spawn multiple
executions of freecell on a computer,
thereby using all of the available system
memory. This would result in a computer
not allowing any more processes to be run
and denying service to legitimate users.

Flawed Programming: There are other
types of attacks that make full use of pro
gramming oversights. The Pentium fOOfat
tack allows someone to crash any x86
environment by executing the bogus in
struction OxfOOfc7c8 because of a flaw in
Pentium microprocessor programming. We
know that it is possible to execute com
mands in a buffer-overrun situation, and
this type of attack is based on that principle.
For those who may not be familiar with the
term "buffer overflow," it is a condition that
allows for code to be run (usually as root)
by putting a greater number of characters
than allowed for into a variable. The most
common occurrence of this is when a pro
gram inserts data into a buffer without
checking its size.

DNS Cache Poisoning: It is also possi
ble to alter a router so that it redirects all in
coming traffic to an unintended location,
either through the attacker's system or into
a nonexistent one. DNS attacks or "cache
poisoning" occurs when a DNS server is
tricked into resolving an unintended loca
tion. An example of cache poisoning would
be if someone redirected all the traffic in-
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tended to go to www.stankdawg.com to
www.disney.com therefore denying service
to www.stankdawg.com. Also.J t is possible
to redirect traffic to a nonexistent network
or "black hole." An example of this would
be sending all incoming traffic meant for
www.oldskoolphreak.com to an arbitrary
address, essentially erasing www.old
skoolphreak.com from the Internet. This
could go undiscovered for days, until the
host notices their hits went from 5000 to
zero!

A Look At Canned DoS Attacks
Smurf: Smurf is a self-amplifying attack

that uses directed broadcasts to crash a net
work. There are three players in this sce
nario: the criminal, the amplifying network,
and the victim system. What happens is that
an ICMP ECHO packet is spoofed to ap
pear as though it were sent from the vic
tim's system to the amplifying system's
broadcast address. Here's where the shiznit
hits the fan. Every box on the amplifying
system that is configured to respond to a
broadcast ping request will respond to the
victim system, thereby flooding it with re
sponses and shutting it down. To keep your
system out of the amplification business,
simply disable directed broadcasting at
your border router. To keep from getting
"Smurfed," limit incoming ICMP and UDP
at your router to only those systems that
need it. If you find your system on the busi
ness end of a DoS attack, get with the am
plification system and use a tool like MCl' s
"dostracker" to trace the attack to its source.

Fraggle: Fraggle, a variant of Smurf, is
a DoS mechanism that uses bogus UDP
packets to port 7 (the echo port), as opposed
to Smurfs ICMP. The advantage over
Smurf, if you want to call it that, is that if a
box on the amplification system is not con
figured to respond to UDP, it will send back
an error message that will consume
bandwidth.

DDoS Attacks
In February of 2000, the long theorized

DDoS attacks came. EBay fell, then
CNN.com, then five other major systems
and a myriad of minor ones came grinding
to a halt. DDoS attacks require more fore
thought than DoS attacks, but that doesn't
make them any harder to accomplish, or
any less common. The difficulty is in
Owning the systems themselves!
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There are two parts to most DDoS
scripts, the client (used by the criminal),
and the servers (placed on unwitting or al
ready Owned systems). An attacker will
place the server software on as many com
puters as possible, making them his "zom
bies." Then when the attacker feels the time
is right, the zombies will execute the attack
command using their resources and IP
addresses to shut the victim system down.

The first DDoS attack mechanism was
written for *nix systems by "Mixter." The
"Tribe Flood Network" offered all the stan
dard DoS attacks, and sported a TCP-bound
root shell.

After TFN was shown to be effective,
the look-alikes hit the scene, all attempting
to offer better features while simplifying
the process even farther. Trinoo and
Stacheldraht are two majo r players in the
post-TFN market. Of the two, Stacheldraht
is the most stable and lethal of the DDoS
programs . Offering ICMP, UDP, SYN, and
smurf-style attacks, encrypted telnet ses
sions between client and server, and the
ability to blind network-based intrusion de
tection software, Stacheldraht is the leanest,
meanest way to hose a network almost
anonymously.

Local Attacks
There are a number of local attacks, but

they are not very popular. Also, they are all
but outdated. These examples are more
aptly defined as "exploits," but I mention
them here because they can lead to a DoS
situation, even though they are distant
cousins. On NT 4.0, there is a way to fill
%systemdrive% by exploiting disk quota
functionality. In Linux kernel 2.2.0, a local
attacker could use the munmap 0 function
call used by ldd to overwrite key areas of
the kernel memory, causing a kernel panic.

In closing, remember that the key word
in "denial of service" is denial! It's not al
ways a matter of using brute force to shut
someone down. Almost always, the most
effective attacks are also the stealthiest. If
you want to learn more about DoS attacks,
try them out on your own system. Learn
safely, and have phun!

Shouts: StankDawg, who fo r all the edit
ing is hereby officially promoted to co-au
thor, dualjparallel, and everybody at
www.stankdawg .com and
www.oldskoolphreak.com.
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by The Piano Guy
Like many computer folks, I'm also a

musician . I'm much more competent at
that, but I have this habit of liking to pay
my bills, which is why I also work in com
puters. Unlike most people, I happen to
have absolute pitch memory (which is
more commonly but incorrectly referred to
as perfect pitch). As a result , I have a polite
correction and amplification to autocode's
interesting article in 20:1.

For all intents and purposes , the dial
tone frequencies in my neighborhood are a
440 A and the F below it. Autocode makes
a big deal that an F is 349.23 Hz and that
the actual lower tone is 350 Hz. This does
n't make enough of a difference to matter.
The note is an F. Partial tones in musical
notes are expressed in cents. There are 100
cents between half tones. The distance be-

.tween an E and an F at that frequency
range is 19.6 Hz. To be off 0.8 Hz at that
point (the difference between 350 Hz and
349.2 Hz) is about four cents. This isn't
enough to make a difference to anyone
whatsoever. The vast majority of people on
the planet can't even recognize the differ
ence (including many with absolute pitch
memory). Most piano tuners won't even fix
that if the strings match each other.

All this is moot when it comes to tuning
your guitar to the phone because the top
note (which is right on) is exactly one oc
tave above the A string on a guitar, which
makes it ideal for tuning (for those that
lack absolute pitch memory) . For those
with relative pitch (much more common fi

being able to hear intervals), the F below
the A is a perfect fourth below the note to
tune a trumpet.

Of more relevance to the target audi
ence (this is 2600, after all), is that there is
a reason for this very minor frequency
shift. Frequencies tend to beat at twice and
half their original frequencies. That 440 A
tone has harmonic tones at 220 and 880
Hz. Harmonics colliding could confuse
phone switch circuitry. The phone com
pany in their wisdom (not sarcastic, for a
change) picked frequencies that were not
harmonics of each other. This is why hack
ers have to have precise tone generators.
Close isn't usually close enough. The dif
ference between the E-fiat and the E (in the
neighborhood of 2600 Hz) is enough that
someone playing the organ in the back
ground wasn't likely to get anyone a free
phone call back when a Captain Crunch
whistle did the trick. I'm sure this was a
conscious choice too.

I'm not aware of a software frequency
counter, but I have to think that one exists.
If someone has a good keyboard with tun
ing capability (to work with detuned in
struments), then it is probable that the
keyboard can be made to generate what
ever single frequency is required for what
ever purpose.

--,...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ .__...._...__.. " ..

I
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by JimmyYu
This past April marked the tenth anniver

sary of the Mosaic web browser. Mosaic was
easily the first GUI based, mouse clicking
web browser. For an historical timeline check
the links listed at the end of this article. The fi
nal release of Mosaic 1.0 was November;
Netscape was next in 1994 and then Internet
Explorer in 1995.

This little celebratory event got me to
think of some of the modem Internet conve
niences that we have and their ancestors,
many of which are still in use today. The first
example would be Lynx - a text only browser.
You can "navigate" or "surf" the web on Lynx
by using enter, backspace, and of course,
those arrow keys. There was no flash,
shockwave, animated gif, etc.

In the early days of the net there was no in
stant messenger as we know it now. On the
old mainframe computers you had to login
and see if the person that you wanted to con
tact was also logged in. This was done by the
"w " or "who" command showing the users on
the host. If the person in question was on an
other system, you would then have to "finger"
them (finger username@host-site). You
would then have two options. Echo them a
message or "talk" (talk username@host-site)
to them. Both methods would cause text to be
displayed on their monitor console, usually a
Wyse..In the case of "talk," the other person
would respond back with another "talk" and
thereby establish a connection. You would
have a split screen and be able to see each
other's text messages . When the "talking" was
over, one of you would use control-c to end
the session. (Usually loud cussing is heard
when someone is in vi doing programming
homework and foreign text appears on their
screen.)

E-mails were just text. After logging in,
the system would notify you that new mail
had arrived. You would type "mail" and a list
ing of the mails would come up on your
screen. Type in the number and the content of
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the mail is displayed, "r " replied to the sender,
"d" deleted the mail, "s" exited the mail pro
gram. To include a file into the e-mail , you
had to do "-r filename" or if you wanted to
edit the file, "-e filename". You would have a
period at the beginning of the line or control
d to end text input of your mail. A Cc: prompt
would then come up and ask for carbon copy
recipients. A far cry from the drag and drop
file include, text formatting , hypertext colored
background of today's modem e-mail.

For get-togethers we didn't really have
chat rooms, but we had MUD (Multi User
Dungeon) . Users would telnet in, choose their
own name, and be interactive among all peo
ple that logged in. One of the earliest ones and
probably among the oldest on the web today
is End Of The Line. I used to play and interact
with players on this site for pretty much all of
my college days. People from around the
world can access this site and see an early ver
sion of computerized Dungeons & Dragons .
Players accumulate experience points by slay
ing monsters and rise in rank, eventually
reaching the goal of a wizard. A wizard then
has the ability to code more monsters and ex
pand the realm of the MUD by adding their
own areas. Another MUD where I used to
play and hang around is Acropolis. I do not
believe they still exist.

This article brings back and possibly
shows the younger generation of net users
what has happened in the past ten years since
the first GUI browser was introduced to the
population. And for me, writing this article
has also brought back memories of the
bygone years.

Credits and References
http://access.ncsa.uiuc.edulReleases/04.24.03

_NCSA_Celeb .html
http://www.blooberry.com/indexdot/history/

browsers6 .htm
http://www.cc .ukans.edu/-grobe/earlylynx

.html
http://www.eotl.org/
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by The Dark Shirt
MP3 - everyone worth his or her salt

(and those not even worth a pinch) have
heard of it. It's caused a storm in the music
industry, most notably through the RIAA at
tacking Napster and other P2P file-sharing
operations, making music files small
enough to download, even over a 28.8k mo
dem connection. And if that wasn't reason
enough for an enthusiastic world of music
lovers to embrace it, it's free as well. Isn't it?
Well, not exactly....

. MP3 development began in 1987 in Ger
many. Fraunhofer Gesellschaft, a German
research organization, led the way. The fol
lowing year, the Motion Pictures Expert
Group began researching and creating stan
dards for audio and video compression,
eventua lly incorporating the Germans' work
into the MPEG-l standard as Audio Layer 3
- hence MP3. Here's the important bit 
Fraunhofer Gesellschaft were granted the
patent for MP3.

Those of you with quick minds will real
ize that this means Fraunhofer are therefore
able to· charge for the use of MP3. And
guess what? They do! A company known as
Thompson Multimedia are in charge of col
lecting royalties for Fraunhofer. Thompson
Multimedia collect $0.75 for every MP3
player/decoder and $5 for every encoder
sold. That's hardware and software, folks . If
the software is free, then the makers are cur
rently exempt from paying royalties, though
this isn't actually stated in the license
anymore.

The main reason for the proliferation of
free MP3 players available is that until last
year, Thompson Multimedia's terms of li-
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censing MP3 technology stated that "no li
cense fee is expected for desktop software
MP3 decoders/players that are distributed
free of charge via the Internet for personal
use of end-users." The ominous removal of
this part of the terms has led to some of the
more paranoid among us feeling that there
may be a possibility of having to pay to lis
ten to MP3s . But surely Thompson and
Fraunhofer wouldn 't take the opportunity to
make a bit of extra cash? I mean, they have
the market pretty well cornered, everyone
knows and uses MP3s , and... ah... oops.

So far Thompson have denied that the
collecting of license fees for free players is
being considered. But then, why change the
licensing terms?

If this alone is not enough to consider
looking for an alternative, consider the
following:

MP3 encoding is closed-source. If you
want to give it an overhaul, or improve its
encoding from Average Bit Rate to Variable
Bit Rate, you can't.

MP3 encoding is ten years old. How
much software/hardware do you use that's
as old as that, that hasn't been changed/up
graded/improved in some way? And leave
off with the emacs and all that stuff, you
know what I mean ....

So what's out there in the way of alterna
tives? Thompson would probably suggest
MP3PRO, which apparently uses advanced
compression algorithms and VBR to pro
duce a file with half the file size of a com
parative quality MP3 . However, MP3PRO
is still closed-source and subject to the same
patent and licensing issues (Decoder $1.25
per unit, Encoder $5 per unit).
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In the licensed/patented corner are also
Fraunhofer's AAC (Advanced Audio en
Coding) which has been adopted by Quick
Time, and WMA (Windows Media Audio)
which has the backing of You Know Who.
Both Microsoft and Fraunhofer seem more

. than happy to kowtow to the music indus
try's demand s for tighter control of rights
management, and are therefore incorporat
ing DRM (Digital Rights Management) into
their software . DRM allows the use of li
cense keys to "lock" music and wonderful
things that allow the end-user to play the
music for a limited number of times, or
days. This MP3 will self-destruct in 5... 4...
3... 2... you get the idea. Maybe I'll just read
my eBook... oh.

DRM seems to be expected to work
along the same lines as the MCPS (Mechan
ical Copyright Protection Society) in the
UK and the RIAA in the US. This is not
quite the case, though. DRM actually exists
to prevent or restrict the copying or play
back of music.

DRM has been known to produce nega
tive effects, from reduced sound quality, to
no playback on older computers, and even
in some cases, the locking of the CD inside
the drive, rendering it useless and requiring
a service.

One of the earliest attempts to implement
DRM was by the SDMI (Secure Digital
Music Initiative) , who in September 2000
offered a cash prize to anyone who was able
to break one of four SDMI "watermarks." A
team from Princeton University and Rice
University succeeded in removing water
marks from all four. They declined the
prize, which would have meant keeping
their techniques secret and instead wrote a
paper, which was to be shown at a confer
ence in April 2001. The SDMI tried to pre
vent the release of this information, and,
predictably, the RIAA tried to prosecute un
der the much-loved DMCA. The paper was
eventually produced at a conference in Au
gust 200 I and the RIAA gave up in 2002.
The paper can be found at:
www.usenix.org/events/secOl/c raver.pdf.
The SDMI's last posting on its site was in
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May 2001, labelled "Current Status." Don't
expect an update too soon.

We're not entirely up the proverbial
creek yet, though, thanks to the folks at
www.xiph.org, who have created the quite
strangely named Ogg Vorbis audio com
pression format. Ogg has comparatively
smaller file sizes than similar MP3s, and a
better compression algorithm too. But here's
the kick. It's open source. It has no patent or
licensing issues. You can help it evolve.
Everyone can help it evolve. It won't
stagnate. Cool, huh?

There are two problems holding back the
rise of Ogg, though. The first is that as a rel
atively new technology, there isn't a great
deal of support for it at the moment. There
aren't really any Ogg players in hardware
format at the moment, though Xiph say they
have plans for some very shortly. There are
a number of players/rippers/encoders in
software form though; Linux users should
know about Audacity, which is also avail
able for Windows machines, and players
such as Winamp, Sonique, and Zinf to name
but three, all support Ogg. CD rippers with
Ogg support include CDex, Easy CD-DA
extractor, and CD'n'Go.

The second issue is that Ogg is a bloody
silly name. That's been the hardest part in
convincing people to try it:

"I've found a free, open-source audio
compress ionforma t that gives better quality
and smaller file sizes than MP3."

"Sounds good. What's it called ?"
"Erm...Ogg. Ogg Vorbis, to be exact."
(mujjfed laughter)
Yikes. But hey, look at it this way. When

Thompson finally make the move to charge
for all MP3 players, and we're all grooving
on our free, better looking, better sounding,
and goddamn sexy Ogg players, who'll be
sniggering into their sleeves then?

Find out more about Ogg Vorbis at:
www.vorbis.com and www.xiph.org
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she spoke of was just hours away. I was sup
posed to go out on a service call for the day and
she was planning to spend it with an ex
boyfriend. I extracted all of the emails from that
file with (DBXtract V 3.50) and was absolutely
floored. Before my eyes, in forensic black and
white, was the outline of 18 months of betrayal.
Times, dates, graphic reflections on the sex acts
she committed, outpourings of emotion to men I
was assured were "just friends." All of it was in
front of me, taunting me, sickening me, destroy
ing me. In the midst of making sure her com
puter was running at its best, so concerned with
the performance of the computer I gave her,
working into the wee morning hours so that she
can painlessly experience the joys of computing,
I got violated to such a degree I still struggle to
describe it.

I copied all of the dbx files from her identity
folder to my PC (oh yes, that OE password pro
tection was so helpful to her huh?). I set up a
new "dummy" identity in OE6 on my PC and
imported all of her emails into it. I took all of the
emails and put them into one folder. I sorted the
whole stinking mess chronologically and gave
myself a timeline to look at. I went down the list
and read all of the emails (about 400) and took
notes on the dates and times that stuck out in my
mind, some dates where I was out of town, other
dates where she convinced me she was working
late or going out with her "girlfriends." Can you
say "Deleted Items, wow they're still there!
Thank you Microsoft!"

I started searching the cookies on her PC
within the parameters of the dates and times I
was able to map out from reading the emails,
and I found even more evidence of her infideli
ties. The cookies from Mapquest and Google
were especially revealing. By simply opening
these cookies in Notepad, I had before me ad
dresses that she got directions to, searches for
restaurants and nightclubs, movie showtimes,
even lingerie browsing at Fredericks.com!All of
it beautifully time-stamped, frozen tracks of her
lies and deceit.

I tell you it was enough to make me crazy
with rage. But I wasn't through yet. At this point,
with everything I was thus far able to uncover, I
felt it was all up for grabs. Privacy? Fuck her,
she had total freedom and look what she did

byatoma
On a recent Chicago evening, while my live

in girlfriend of three and a half years was at
work, I performed some routine maintenance on
my home/office DSLILAN computer network
(three PC's {2W98SE 1 XP Pro}, one laptop
{XP Pro}, one Xbox, one shared printer, and
other PC's and Macs as business dictates). I am a
computer repair technician and during the previ
ous week I serviced three computers for virus
related troubles. They were each plugged into
my home network after I disinfected them. All
of them were error-free after I finished working
on them, but I am very protective of my net
work. I spent many hours building it, and many
more making sure no one corrupts it.

After completing repairs on the three PC's, I
was checking the created and modified dates on
files on each of my workstations. I gave my girl
friend an old computer of mine a year and a half
ago (a P2 400 W98SE); I set it up for her, kept it
running lean and clean, and never once found
any anomalies in my routine network mainte
nance. However, on this night, her computer dis
played a modified file date of 2037 on her "sent
items.dbx" file. Since emails are a notorious,
tried and true path for virus infection, I immedi
ately grew curious. Her email client (Outlook
Express 6) was password protected, and I
wanted to see if any suspect email attachments
existed in that dbx file.

I copied the suspect dbx file:
(\WINDOWS\ApplicationData\ldentities\

{AC228580-7D44-1ID6-8CF5-D78FC
E200233}\Microsoft\OutiookExpress\

Sent Items.dbx) to my Pc.
(For those of you who don't know, this is

where OE stores your emails, in files *.dbx, one
dbx file for each folder you create in your
respective identit(y) or (ies).)

I opened it with a disassembly program
(W32Dasm V8.93) and I didn't find any suspect
attachments. However, amidst the gibberish of
random characters, I saw an email that my girl
sent earlier that day to a name I immediately rec
ognized as trouble. It was an ex-boyfriend. The
message was very concise, six words to be ex
act. She asked him, "Are we still on for
tomorrow?"

This freaked me out, because the tomorrow
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with it. I found enough in the digital world. Now
it was time to go "analog."

I went into her cell phone records. She metic
ulously filed each monthly bill away in a folder.
I, in a manner quite similar to her precise filing,
painstakingly entered all of these phone calls
into a spreadsheet in Excel (almost two years'
worth). When I finished, I sorted these by phone
number. Boom, an easy to read detail of who she
called and when. I took these telephone numbers
and typed them into Google. Voila! The address
of record on these "unknown" phone numbers
corresponded to the address searches from the
Mapquest cookies.

How about her bank statements? In the same
file cabinet, not far from her cell phone folder,
was the BankOne file folder. I cross-referenced
the suspected rendezvous dates against this
folder of info and again, voila! Black and white
records of ATM transactions at ATM's very close
in proximity to the addresses I found in the
cookies from Mapquest and Google. These also
fit right into the cell phone records' timeline,
some phone calls were made to these other men
within minutes of using the ATM! Talk about
being busted!

A bomb burst in my chest that night. I med
icated myself with 13 beers and a pile of cocaine

while I reread the comprehensive, chronologi
cal, revolting realities of the double life my
woman led. It was sickening, like it was two dif
ferent people . Confronting her with this evi
dence has been the most difficult task of my
adult life. At times I wish I never knew anything
about what she did behind my back.

I've always been an advocate of total privacy
for the individual, privacy free from the prying
eyes of those with higher powers. Being able to
find out so much detail about my girlfriend from
her PC gave me a wake-up call. The things she
did were indeed terrible; they managed to hurt
me immensely. But look at how easily I was able
to construct a virtual "play-by-play" of 18
months of her life. This is what shocks me even
more than the awful things she did.

As "hackers," we all need to be aware of the
digital "footprints" we leave behind while we
traverse the world we call "cyberspace." It is a
place full of so much information, a world full of
the knowledge we love to collect pieces of. It is
also a place of danger, for the trails we leave be
hind us can be collected and analyzed. These
trails can be used against us, by powers much
larger than anyone of us. As the years march
forward, we will have to evade, in order to survive.

•
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Icontinued from page 391
sounded excellent and when I got home, of course I
wanted to put it on my hard drive to edit, EQ, and
bum copies of it (with the full knowledge of the band
- they even requested a copy). It was to my surprise
when, after installing Sony's bundled Open MG Juke
box and NetMD software, that there was no feature to
transfer (or "check-in" as they call it) data from the
MD to the computer using the supplied USBIMD
cable.

I learned that the USB interface was only to be
used to "check -out" purchased music from the hard
drive to the MD unit. The only permitted function of
"checking-in" is to return previously "checked-out"
music from the MD back to the hard drive, a function
that I cannot imagine ever having a use for. Appar
ently, Sony did not include a truly digital USBIMD
option in order to discourage piracy (Sony is, after all,
a major publisher of music content as well as audio
hardware).

So what are underground music enthusiasts and
"tapers" like myself supposed to do to transfer un
copyrighted music to their computers ? Here' s the only
answer I have come up with: We must play the MD, in
real time, into the analog line-in in the computer' s
sound card, and then edit it using a sound-editing
program (I use ProTools Free).

This outrageous example of prohibitive software
is infuriating to people like me, whose main purpose
in getting an MD recorder was for the perceived abil
ity to record high-quality music and transfer it digi
tally to the computer. I' ve searched the net for
shareware or freeware programs that enable high
speed US B/M D interface, but have come up empty.
Mostly I just find entries on bulletin-boards full of
complaints just like mine. At least one petition has
been started, but I doubt Sony will alter or update

. their software.
If anyone has any alternatives or answers, I would

love to hear about them. Ijust hope I don' t hear, "You
shouldn't have gotten a Sony." It' s a shame that such
amazing technology should be so incredibly limited
because of baseless corporate fear.

Thank you for your great magazine.
semicerebral

This is a brilliant example of corporate stupidity
shooting itselfin thefoot. Instead ofencouraging peo
ple to use technology to be innovative, thereby creat
ing all sorts of new markets they could capitalize on,
they choose instead to stifle such innovation due to
f ears oflosing money. We wish these dinosaurs would
simply go back to the analog world and leave the dig
ital technology for those who truly wallt to work with
it. We 're confident more companies will come along
who don 't cripple the technology, especially when
more people like yourselfmake their presence known.
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Dear 2600:
As recently as a year ago I had about the same

opinion on piracy as revanant in his letter in 20:2;
piracy is fine if it is just to "test out" a product. How
ever, I' ve reached a stage now in my life that I am de
signing software and I finally understand why that
idea is wrong. When you pour your heart and soul into
something like a big project the finished product is a
part of you. It is something you created and therefore
own. If I want my work to be freely available, it is; if
I want my product to cost $1,000,000 per license, it
will because it is mine and I get to decide if/how any
one else gets to use it. It is wrong for someone to take
what is mine under their own terms. I think that our
freedom to create and to decide how our ideas are
shared are fundamental, and software piracy deprives
us of this right.

eigenvalue
Of course it 's wrong for someone to take your

hard work and leave you with nothing - or at least
substantially less than you deserve. But you have to
balance this with a dose of reality. If we were to de
cide that each of our issues should cost $1,000,000,
does that mean that anyone who obtains it for less or,
heaven forbid, steals it outright, is guilty ofstealing a
million dollars? Maybe in our opinion but nobody
else would go along with it. And by pricing something
so high above the reach ofindividua ls, we'd be setting
it up so that people would have to find some nef arious
way of obtaining it. In other words, we 'd be foo ls to
be surprised and we 'd have nobody to blame but our
selves when people don 't play by these rules. Of
course, there's no way we could ever get a magazine
into a store with that kind of price. Software compa
nies manage to come up with incredible markups as
do record companies and that 's a significant reason
why so many peopl e are not only reluctant to pay their
prices but also completely unable to. It doesn't make it
right but nobody should be surprised when it goes this
predictable route.

Recently a filmm aker frie nd ofours wanted to buy
the new version of FinalCut Pro to edit his movie . He
went to the App le store prepared to shell out the
$1000 it cost. But he wanted a guarantee that it would
work on the Macin tosh he owned before he paid fo r
something that couldn 't be returned. They told him
that if it worked on a Titanium (the most advanced
and expensive machine they sold), that they wouldn't
be liable for any problems he encountered on a
cheaper machine. In their words, it was his decision
not to upgrade and buy a new machin e. The decision
he wound up making instead was to buy the program
off the street for $50 and never use Macs again after
this projec t. (And yes, the program wound up working
01 1 his machine which meant that Apple would have
made the sale if they had shown some support oftheir
customers.} Now there's no question that he ripped
them offsince he didn't pay them for the program and
in fact wound up paying someone else fo r it. But who
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set this situation up? Has Apple earned anyone's
sympathy with this kind ofbehavior ?

There are ways of keeping customers and ways of
losing them. And that, despite every thing else that's
going on, is the real bottom line.

Insecurity

Dear 2600:
A friend of mine found a simple way to get around

the $9.99 price of the popular AOLIAIM instant mes
saging bot SmarterChild (www.smarterchild.com or
1M "smarterchild") if you have a PayPal account.
Once your trial period runs out, click on the link
SmarterChild provides you with, then copy the link
on the PayPal button. Merely change the "9.99" to
"0.01" within the link and send the one cent payment.
You just got Smarte rChild's services for virtually
free!

tr
There are so many references to stupidity in this

letter that it probably sets some kind of record - AOL,
instant messaging, PayPal, ripping people off, obvi
ous security holes....

Dear 2600:
I recently took a vacation on the Tahitian Princess

Cruise. Onboard the ship they have an Internet Room
where you can pay $0.50 a minute to use the Internet.
Of course there was no way I would pay to use their
Internet so I sought out methods of bypassi ng their In
ternet program. They made a terrible mistake when
designing the Internet Room. The power strips are ex
posed slightly underneath the desks for each com
puter, so all you have to do is turn the strip off and on
and enter "Safe Mode with Comm and Prompt. " If you
type "d ir" you will notice a file called "kiosklog.txt"
which logs every site a user goes to as well as their ac
count number on Princess and time spent at each site.

Change directory (cd) to "c :\documents
and settings\administra tor\desktop\" then run
"setupkiosk.lng" .

You will notice a wonderful GUI menu come up
with hundreds of settings to fiddle with. The most im
portant of course, the tab called "Pricing." You can
change the cost of Internet and make it free altogether
by hitting "Free Internet without timer."

To make sure that this would actually save, I came
back to the room at around 1:00 am. At the time I did
n't know if any "hidden cameras " watched activity in
the room so I didn't create the free Internet. Instead I
changed the name of "Internet Cafe" to "Internet
Cafe ..." (just a test) and it worked.

Later I talked with a Princess employee and she
notified me that those "harmless" webcams sitting
next to all the comput ers are actually security cameras
that keep video for two weeks, so change their
settings at your own risk.

osiris
And keep in mind bef ore you really piss these peo-
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pie off that you are in fac t stuck out in the high seas
with them for what could be quite a while.

Dear 2600:
I from time to time have picked up your magazine

from the newsstand here locally. I was stunned and
.surprised frorn the very first issue I bought and read. I
agree, there needs to be someone in this world with
your position on information and knowledge. The
next opportunity I have, I plan on subscribing to your
magazine and buying Freedom Downtime. Please
keep up the great work that you guys do at enlighten
ing others. What they choose to do with knowledge is
on them.

By the way, I have a cousin who works for Fedex
and she recently wanted to buy a nostalgic item that
her job carrie s. It was some sort of model plane. Well,
when she was there on eBay 's site she noticed some
othe r items from Fedex on sale.

The first thing she noticed was a used uniform.
She thought to herself, and then asked me, "Now who
in the world would want to buy a used uniform that
says Fedex on it?" She told me "the uniforms are free,
we wear them until they wear out and the compan y
gives us new ones." My immediate answer was "ter
rorists, rapist, thieves, conmen , and property master s
and costume personnel from the filmmakin g
industry."

She told me that many stops on her route are
places of importance to our government and no one
ever thinks to check or question the identity of a de
livery person from Fedex. Just out of habit , security
and other personnel tend to "let them through."

So after hearing this from her, I went to eBay to
take a look for myself, and 10 and behold there the
items were. I saw them there for sale too, shirts,
swea ters, and whole used uniform s.

I was wondering if Fedex know s this? This can't
be legal , right? Aren 't they concerned about individu
als using their name for fraudulent or even worse
possible activitie s?

I thought to myself that 2600 should know about
this. My cousin already reported it to Fedex. That
situation's progress is pending.

Big B. Statz
As soon as we verify that you can indeed receive

in the mail fu ll Fedex uniforms as well as other kinds
of corporate and government clothing, we' ll let the
world know. (But we 're keeping what we buy.)

Suggestions

Dear 2600:
I wasn't sure where to send suggestions for mer

chandise but this seems as good a place as any. Have
you ever given any thought to selling 2600 stockin g
caps? I would buy one.

drlecter
Your vote has been logged. We're always open to

new ideas. It takes time, money, energy, and that sort
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ofstuff to put out each item so we want to be sure peo
ple want something before we start investing. So
please keep sending in suggestions as well as
feedback on what we've come up with so far.

Dear 2600:
In a letter in 20:2 regarding the past article "Fun

with Hosting on Cable/DSL" in 20:1, Toby asked to
be informed if anybody knew of good dynamic IP
DNS services. I personally use DHS
(http://www.dhs.org) which picked up after Monolith
went under (.ml.org - ah, the nostalgia). For $5 they'll
give you a few subdomains (the limit was four when I
signed up but I can't seem to find any reference to ex
actly how many you' re allowed). It used to be free but
not enough people were donating. I'm not sure if this
is exactly what he had in mind but I figured it was
worth sending in.

Ion

Dear 2600:
I found a very simple way for telemarketers to au

tomatically delete your number from their call list.
Just answer as "Customer Service" every time some
one calls you. As soon as a telemarketer hears that, by
law they have to delete the number because they are
not allowed to call businesses .

PCBootleger
There's no law we can find that prohibits telemar

keters from calling businesses. Your method will work
though if the telemarketers are targeting individuals.
However you may very well wind up opening the
floodgates for a whole new kind ofpitch .

Dear 2600:
In your latest issue (20:2) there is a letter from En

crypted explaining the difficulty of overcoming bios
passwords in order to overcome Deep Freeze. An ex
tremely simple way to remove any bios password is to
simply use the reset CMOS jumper on the mother
board, which clears all settings for the bios, including

. the password . If you aren't familiar with mother
boards enough to find a cmos reset jumper, simply un
plug the computer and remove the tiny clock/cmos
battery on the motherboard (usually the size of a quar
ter). This should reset the CMOS and solve any bios
password difficulties you may have, although your
school may find it rather suspicious for you to be pop
ping open computer cases and fiddling with the
motherboards.

scissorjammer

Dear 2600:
In reference to 20:I letters, may I first suggest to

Ray who is having problems with billings from AT&T
that he check out bigzoo.com for prepaid long dis
tance service. My daughter told me about it more than
two years ago. I checked it out for three months be
fore kissing AT&T goodbye forever. (They're 2.9
cents a minute anytime.)
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Second, to DriZakE , same issue, you did not men
tion returning the check to the "old woman." If you
didn't, you have joined probably dozens of other
lowlifes who also ripped her off. Since she lives in
your area, you and your wife should visit her to see if
she is all right. She might be eating only.dog food by
now.

Concerned Grandma

The Authorities

Dear 2600:
I just bought my second issue of your magazine.

First off, I'd like to say that I think you are doing a
great job and I think that the "Future of Computing"
article was a very thought provoking scenario. This
approach would be brought on by the ignorance and
paranoia of people who make the rules. Case in point:
My school has announced that at the beginning of the
2003-2004 school year they will punish students for
activities on the Internet deemed inappropriate by the
school, whether they are conducted in school or not,
regardless if they have any relation to school at all. If
the school deems it inappropriate , you will be pun
ished. The Supreme Court has already ruled this un
constitutional, but this has no bearing since I go to a
private school. I suspect that if I brought your maga
zine to school, I would have a "talk" with those in
charge.

Well, I will be in 8th grade starting August 19th,
and that means only nine more months of this crap.
I'll probably go to a public magnet school, so I can
finally enjoy what's left of my constitutional rights .

Performaman
Just don't be surprised when you don 't enjoy them

as much as you think you will.

Dear 2600:
After reading your article "Disrespecting the

Law" in 20:2 I felt compelled to write you about this
matter. I actually live in The Hague (luckily at quite a
distance from the ICC) but as pointed out by you it is
not impossible that some day we will see American
troops running around this city on a quest to free a fel
low soldier. While this may seem perfectly reasonable
to the American government (I mean no real Ameri
can would ever consider committing a war crime (at
least if you don't count invading a country without
reason and holding prisoners outside of the U.S.
effectively removing the possibility of a fair trial))!

What I am more concerned about are the recent
developments in America's war on drugs. As in the
above case America seems quite happy to strong arm
any country by disrespecting the local laws and say
ing it is in their own interest to comply. How is this
done? Well, quite simply by doing it! Recently the
Netherlands have deported about six Dutch citizens to
stand trial on drug charges. While I am all for stop
ping the production and distribution of drugs, this
must be done while staying within the bounds of the
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law. Dutch law differs in quite some areas to Ameri
can law. For one, entrapment is illegal here in Holland
and any evidence obtained through this method is in
admissible in (Dutch) courts. The DEA has been send
ing agents over to the Netherlands who use methods
that are illegal here, like entrapment and the use of
criminal informants. And on the basis of the American
reports these people are sent to America for trial. But
in all the cases up until now they have accepted plea
bargains. Why? Because they were promised that they
could return to the Netherlands for the remainder of
their sentence as long as they pled guilty.

I hope you see the pattern here. In a plea bargain
the evidence is no longer of any interest and no fur
ther inquiry is made to look at how it was obtained. To
be honest, the Dutch government is as guilty as the
American government as it would appear there are no
checks or controlling government bodies in place to
regulate America's activities here in Holland (al
though there are voices growing in the government
about this and hopefully soon there will be more clar
ity about this matter). Also the Dutch justice depart
ment should be more concerned with the validity of
the evidence and the way it was obtained than they are
now. Only yesterday I was watching a documentary
about these matters on Dutch public television and in
an interview the head of the DEA said that America
always works within the bounds of the law of the
country they reside in. When confronted with the evi
dence that this was not the case, the camera crew had
to leave the building immediately and the interview
was finished. I would like to think that soon America
will come to realize that if they keep on acting in this
way they will not only alienate themselves further
from the rest of the world, but will also create an air of
fear throughout the world as it would appear that no
body is safe from the American justice system. I
would like to think that the Dutch governme nt will
start to stand up against these Wild West policies of
America and start protecting its citizens against illegal
and unfair methods such as those being used by the
American government at this time.

All I need to say now is keep up the great work.
And don't let your voice be silenced by those who
fear the truth and try to force their way of thinking on
you. We all have minds capable of making our own
decisions. Let's use them instead of accepting
someone's word for it!

Alan
The Hague

It 's an amazing parallel to some ofthe things indi
viduals are going through in the States when you see
how governments around the world seem to be giving
up their rights in deference to the USA. At least you
still have media with the guts to conf ront this head on.
Hopefull y the populace will shame the Dutch
government into reversing this trend of embracing
intimidation.
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Concerns

Dear 2600:
Long time reader, first time writer. I have been

purchasing your magazine from the local Barnes and
Noble for the past three years and have been consider
ing getting a subscription for quite some time now.
The only thing that is stopping me is that all of my
current magazines are all nice and pretty, without the
subscription label, and I fear that if I subscribe then
the magazines will come defiled with my name and
address. I was wondering if this was the case, or if it
came in a plain brown wrapper. Keep up the good
work!

Caps Lock
Fear no more. We haven 't put labels on the maga

zines themse lves for a number of years. Subscriptions,
as well as back issues and all the other stuff we have,
are sent in envelopes and - not only that - they don 't
reveal that it's actually f rom 2600 in case you share a
house, office. country, etc. with ignoramuses.

Dear 2600:
Funny how your magazine has a picture of what

appears to be a telephone or power line pole cut in
half and only a week after getting your magazine,
parts of the Northeast lose power. I'm not pointing
fingers - I'm just saying that' s very peculiar.

Sam
Yes, our timing continues to be an attribute and a

curse at the same time.

Dear 2600:
I was watching the TV today and saw that a large

section of the eastern United States was in a blackout.
Everyone immediately though it was terrorists, and I
guess I can see a reason behind that, but the kicker
was when I flipped on CNN and saw the ticker at the
bottom of the screen say "FBI: Hackers are confirmed
not to be responsible for blackout." How come when a
power outage happens (and they do happen quite of
ten), "hackers" are instantly a suspect?

Martin
Whenever something happens that peop le don 't

understand, who better to blame than those who are
least understood ?

Chastising the Ignorant

Dear 2600:
This letter is in response to Amanda, Camille,

Meriam, and Christina who are eighth graders at a
school in Queens, New York. I am a senior that at
tends high school in New Jersey. Let me start off by
saying that a very small number of chatrooms are
used to set up meetings that turn into child abductions.
Many chatrooms are used solely to talk about music,
movies, computers, and things that have nothing to do
with sex and "children and honest companies." Chat
rooms are not bad. Are all websites bad? There's
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plenty of child porn sites out there. Have you ever ac
tually read 2600 ? In 2600, they print the stuff that our
schools would never teach us. In fact, if you read a lot
of letters sent to 2600, when schools find out we are
reading this stuff, they freak out. Freedom of informa
tion is what 2600 is about. They print articles that
teach how to explore , not destroy. I've never seen
2600 "support chatrooms" before. 2600 supports free
dom in all aspects, exploration of technology without
malicious intent, and justice. I' ve been a reader since I
was in seventh grade and I have never read anything
showing the 2600 staff supporting any injustices or
wrongdoing (such as child abductions, etc.).

Now that my rant is done, where do you see 2600
supporting exploitation of children and honest compa
nies? You provided absolutely no evidence, and you
have obvious ly given in to the brainwashing that
schoolteachers push on kids everyday. Please, if
you're going to write a report, don't write it on chat
rooms or anything related to technology because you
are very ignorant on the subject when it comes down
to it.

leetkurp
We don 't consider ourselves experts on the subjec t

but it seems that if one were to plan a child abduction,
about the last thing they would want to do would be to
discuss it in a chatroom. And now we no doubt will be
accused of giving free advice to child abductors.

A Sign ofHope

Dear 2600:
An interesting thing happened to me yesterday. I

had gone to Office Depot to try to find an organizer
for school and was waiting around while my mother
looked throughout the store. I saw the computer sec
tion where all the floor models were being shown off
and decided to have a littie fun. I went up to one of the
computers (they were all running Windows XP) and
logged in to the guest account to play around a little.
After a while I got bored of this and decided to see if
the Administrator account was open. (Any Windows
OS based on Windows NT has a default Administrator
account with no password.) I logged out of the guest
account, then tried first to log into the OfficeDepo ac
count (which was a password protected admin ac
count). Since I couldn't get in that way, I decided to
try the default Admin account. From the login menu I
held down the Ctrl and Alt keys and pushed Del twice,
thus bringing up the Windows 2000-style login box. I
typed "Administrator" as the username and left the
password box empty, then clicked "Log in." Sure
enough, the store had not set the password for the Ad
ministrator account and had left it completely open.
So I decided to play around a little with the user ac
counts. I opened up the User Accounts control panel
and changed the Office Depot' s Guest account to Ad
ministrator level, then took the password off of the
OfficeDepo's admin account. As I was doing this one
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of the store employees walked by and asked if I was
finding everything to be satisfactory. I said "yes" and
he went on his way, paying no attention to what I was
doing. I was amazed at how blind these people could
be at times, but continued my tinkering.

I decided to change the Administrator account
password, and as I was changing it, another one of the
employees walked up and said "trying to change the
password , huh?" Freaked out a bit by his inquiry, I
told him that I was 'Just seeing what the system could
do." His next remark surprised me, though. He smiled
with a smug expression on his face (like the "I know
something you don't know" look) and said "Go
ahead, change it. I' ll show you a little trick." Well, at
this point it was obvious to me that he wasn' t going to
kick me out of the store or anything. It seemed that he
was challenging me to lock him out of his own com
puter. So I complied with his wishes and put a pass
word on the Administrator account. He then asked me
what the password was and I told him, and I then ex
plained to him that I had accessed the hidden Admin
istrator account, which by default has no password. I
told him all I knew about it and he was surprised by
this information, as he hadn't known of this
vulnerability before.

After I told him how it was done, he proceeded to
log in to the OfficeDepot account and remove the Ad
ministrator account password by changing that ac
count in the Users control panel. I knew of this trick
but was surprised that it worked on the default Ad
ministrator account. After the little demonstration I
chatted for a while about computer security and the
failure of the Blaster worm and left the store encour
aged and smiling. I figured most people would overre
act to what I was doing, but instead the man had
actually treated me civilly and kindly and even talked
with me about security. I'm glad that not everyone in
this world has unjust misconceptions of hackers. I just
hope that I'll meet more people like this in the future.
The man even waved and said "have a nice day" as I
left (though it' s possible that's just a part of his job).

theXorcist
This goes well beyond someone just doing their

job. That person had a very healthy outlook towards
technology, one we would all do well to imitate. He
wasn't afraid of what you might do to the system be
cause he understood the basics of how it worked and
he was confident in its overall design. He was also
willing to listen and learn something new, an attitude
which results in people (especially hackers) explain
ing what they know, as you did. This kind ofthing hap

pens all too rarely but it's always good to see it take
place.
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(The Threaf of)

by 3HiCkEn_
My school recently underwent a renovation.

Schools in Pennsylvania are spearheading a
push for biomet rics as identifiers for everything
from entry systems to school lunches. Probably
has something to do with the fact that our last
governor (Tom Ridge) resigned to take the pres
ident's position of the head of Homeland Security.

The first - and the biggest - pain to myself
and the other students of our hick town is the
biometrics for school lunches . It's built using a
combination of software made by Food Service
Solutions (www.foodserve.com) and a biomet
rics suite called MorphoTouch made by Sagem
Morpho, Inc. (www.morpho.com). To get the
system initialized, we were all assembled at
lunchtime and scanned in using both forefin
gers. Along with this, they associa ted our stu
dent ID. Conceivably, the MorphoTouch
website says that any data can be stored in these
files (obviously this is true, because Sagem
Morpho has contracts with severa l military and
govern mental organizations).

The MorphoTouch uses a set of 27 non-al
terable points on the finger as the basis of its
biometrics. These points are calcu lated and fed
into a one-way algorithm . The result s of this al
gorithm are compared to the results stored in

. each student's file in the Food Service Solutions'
database. Supposedly, this number cannot be
fed back into the algorithm to get the finger
print, but one wonders with Sagem's close rela
tionship with law enforcement. Need less to say,
the original quality of the fingerpri nt scanned is
said to be non-permissible in a court of law, yet
it could still help authorities to some extent.

This whole system is said to keep the class ic
story of the bully stealing someone's lunch
money from happening, yet it's a moot point.
That hasn't happened in ages at my school and,
if they really wanted to, they could just steal the
lunch itself. Parents are allowed to deposit
money in the student's account and are assured
that the money cannot be spent for anything
else. They are automat ically notified by a print
out or even an e-mai l when the student runs into
the negatives.

Summer 2003

Now, onto the second pain (which has yet to
be completed). My school's had a long-running
problem of unauthorized access after hours. It is
said that back in the day when the school had
given keys to the teachers that about 60 percent
of the town had a copy. Then they went to a ran
domly generated keypad system, which, after
some time everyone knew the PIN to also. Now
they 've taken extreme measures on this issue.
They've installed a remote smart-card reader
manufactured by HID Corporation (www.
hidcorp.com). This card can be read up to eight
inches from the keycard reader by the doors.
The card reader also has a keypad which can
use either a PIN number for access or the smart
card. But this reader may also be configured to
require both the smart-card and the PIN.

I've heard rumors of including the already
established MorphoTouch system as a facilities
access control as well as the HID system - this
stands to reason since all the teachers were
required to give up their fingerprints too.

Some students have resisted these advances.
Parents have been forced to write notes to the
school for their children to be allowed to still
eat lunch without giving up their fingerprints.
They've been forced to rememb er their student
ID number instead - which is almost as bad
since their money is still stored in the same
Food Service Solutions' database as everyone
else's. The cafeteria manager has been espe
cially hostile to such students, even going so far
as to phone students' homes and get into heated
conversa tions with their parents.

Here in South Central Pennsylvania, we're
on the bleeding edge of technology, biometrics,
civil liberties, and the wish to murder tree
huggers.
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Gentn-er 8-883000-for Total Morons

•

by blakmac
page33 @mail.com

http://page33.portS.com
As you know, radio stations use transmit

ters to relay signal from the towers to receiv
ing antennas, whether they are other towers
or the old bent-up clothes hangers that are
taped to the back of your radio, One of the
more popular transmitter companies is Gen
tner. Gentner manufactures various equip
ment, ranging from FM transmitters to
hearing assistance equipment. In this article,
we will look at some of the features of the
Gentner GSC 3000 Remote Facilities Man
agement device as used by one of our local
radio stations. Of course, this is for educa
tional purposes only. Besides, if you are stu
pid enough to tamper with one of these pieces
of equipment, you deserve the trouble you
will receive.

The Equipment
While I have never seen one of these

transmitters in person, I did interact with it on
a regular basis while working at a local radio
station. At least once per shift, we were re
quired by the FCC to check the transmitter
voltage, plate current, and forward power that
the transmitter was operating at. We did this
by dialing up the Gentner GSC 3000 and

_feeding it commands via the telephone key
pad. We will get to the commands shortly.
The location of the transmitter was actually
about 15 miles from the station. I'm sure you
have seen radio towers; the transmitters for
the towers are usually kept in a little hut at
the base of the tower. If anyone has been in
side one of these and has pictures/informa
tion about them, please e-mail me. There are
two ways to communicate with one of these
devices: via modem dial-in or via telephone
with the voice module installed . At the sta
tion, we always used the voice module ac
cess, probably because the "network admin"
was quite incompetent when it came to com
puters. We will be focusing on this method of
communication between the user and the
hardware.
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Dialing In
Usually the telephone numbers for these

machines are not listed anywhere, therefore
only a privileged few can access the machine.
There are very good reasons for the security
of this access. For example, you can change
the broadcast voltage of the transmitter,
which can cause lots of unmarked vans to ap
pear in your location. You don't want that. In
our small town, the transmitter number was
at one time published in the local telephone
book! However it has since been removed.
When you dial the number, if the voice mod
ule is installed, you will hear a robotic voice
saying something like, "Hello, this is the
KXXX transmitter site, please enter access
code." It's always a good idea to have diffi
cult passwords, but as we know given that
there are only ten numbers on a telephone,
they can easily be guessed. The GSC 3000
has two passwords for the system, a five digit
general access password and a seven digit
system access password (root!). When you
enter the general access password, you will
hear a message saying that there are either
alarms pending or no alarms pending. Basi
cally, these alarms are for signal status. For
example, if there is dead air being passed
over the transmitter, an alarm would be is
sued and, in our case, the phone would ring at
the station on a special line, as well as at the
station owner's house, and a signal would be
sent to the program computer at the station to
begin playing music. Once you are past the
alarm message, you can enter codes to access
the various features of the GSC 3000. Here
are the available options:

For checking meters:
501# - Sequence One Enabled (runs through
the meters and gives you the stats)
601# - Transmitter Voltage
602# - Plate Current
603# - Forward Power
604# - Reflected Power
607# - Microwave (STL) Power
701# - Signal Status
050# - Monitor On
050* - Monitor Off
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000 - Report Alarms
010 - Clear Alarms
030 - Master Alarm Ovenide

Other Commands:
Main Transmitter - 201# power on, 201 *
power off
Transmitter Power - 202# raise, 202 * lower
Transmitter Reset - 203#
Power Adjust - 204# raise, 204 * lower
Power Control - 205# auto, 205* control adjust
999 - Goodbye

For our local transmitter, there is another
telephone number that you dial to get the sta
tus on the power going into the transmitter.
For example, you dial the number and enter a
five digit password, then enter 704* to get the
power status report.

Passwords
As with any sensitive equipment, pass

words should be chosen carefully and not
carelessly. By looking at the commands
available for remote use, you can see what
kind of power lies in the ability to access one
of these machines. At the local station, the
password for general access was I I III and
for total system access it was 9999999. It's
rather sad to think that these are very easily
guessed passwords that can have quite dra
matic consequences. Let's imagine that Evil
Joe wants to get back at the radio station for
something. Joe calls up the GSC 3000,
guesses the password, then kicks the power
up on the transmitter. The station is then sub
ject to severe fines and penalties if the FCC

finds out (and they will). This isn't a pretty
picture, especially if and when it can be
proven that Joe doesn't work for the station
and he's the one that tampered with the equip
ment. Just imagine the penalties for that.
However, I feel that the station is partially to
blame in this scenario due to a lack of dili
gence in setting up their passwords. These
machines aren't very secure to begin with,
considering the password scheme that they
use. If you run a station, be smarter than our
local station, please.

Conclusion
The Gentner GSC 3000 is a very useful

tool for monitoring radio equipment, how
ever it is insecure. The password schemes
should be redesigned, although I realize that
it is limited to the ten keys on the telephone
keypad. Possibly incorporating a longer pass
word would be a viable solution to this prob
lem. I have listed some resources for more
information below, and if anyone has more
on these devices, feel free to e-mail me with
any information, corrections, etc. that you
may have. Please, use this information
responsibly.

References
Gentner Technical Support - 800-283-5936
http://www.burk.com/support/manuals/

GSC3000.pdf
Greetings to diversereality, kryptOnOmicOn,
Horathgar42, WarHwk1974, the imposter.

H2K2 VIDEOS

I

'Circle or write down on a separate piece of paper the videos you want and mail to H2K2
Videos, PO Box 752, Middle Island , NY 11953. More details on the panels can be found
at www.h2k2.neLYoucanalso buy these videosonline at store.2600.com.

Yes, you read that right.We finally got them done more than a year after the conference ended. One of the
reasons it took such a long time was because of the sheer amount of material that came out of H2K2. We also had
to do a great deal of post production work, sound repair, and the like. And don't get us started on the many
hardware and software problems we encountere d along the way, not to mention our own human errors. But the

reason we invested a huge amount of time, money, and energy putting this all together is because so many of you
were nagging us about wanting to see all of these great panels. So please buy the damn things. There are a total 0

65 video discs, all in VCD format (they will play on DVD players and comput ers - not VCRs, CD players, or
phonographs). Each video is $5 or you can get the whole collection for $200 and become one of the first people
to see almost every moment of H2K2 .

Avai lable v l d e o s ;
• ADay in the Lireora Directory

Assistance Operator
e Abuseof Authority
e AccessControl Devices
e BlackHat Bloc
e Bullieson theNet
• Caller1DSpoofing
• CommunityRadio
e Conscienceof a Hacker
• Conspiracies
e Crypio for theMasses
e DMCALegalUpdate
• DatabasesandPrivacy

e DeCSS Story
e DigitalDemonstrations
e DomainStalking

• Doug Rushkoff
• EducatingLawmakers
• Face ScanningSystems
• Freedom: File NotFound
• Fucked Company
• FuckingUpthe Internet at ICANN
• FunWith802.lIb
e GNU Radio

• H2K2ClosingCeremonies
e HackerEthics

e Hacking Nanotecb
e HackingNationalIntelligence

(3 discs)
e Hacking the Invisible World
e HardwareQ&A
e How to Stanan IMC
• IAmAgainst IntellectualProperty
e Inuoducdon10 ComputerViruses
e leUo Biarra(2 discs)
e Keyno te: Aaron McGruder
e Keynote: Siva Vaidhyanathan
e tockpicdng
eLPFM Basks

e Magic Lantern
e Magical Gadgets
• MarkHoslerfrom Negativland

(2 discs)
• NewFBI
e OpenSourceSecurityTesting
e Password Probability Matrix
ePatriotAet
e Pirare Radio
e Protection for theMasses
e ProximityCards
e ReportFromRuckus
e RelroComputing

• Sealand
• SecurityThrough Obscurity
e Shapeof theInternet
• Social Engineering
e Standing UpToAuthority
e Stcganography
e StrategicThought in Virtual

Deterrence
e Iedmomanifestos
e Tracking Criminals on the Internet
e VanishedAn of HumanIntelligence

(2 discs)
e Webcasting
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Happenings
INTERZONE III. Ap ril 2004. No t just anothe r hacker s' con! Stay tuned to
website fo r more deta ils. www.in terzOne.co m(that.sazero!)
DUTCH HACKER MEETIN GS. Every second Sunday of the month
't Klaphek organizes a me eting at the mee ting poin t of the cen tral station of
Utre cht in the Netherlands. Everyone interested in hacki ng related subjec ts
is welcom e to show up. The se mee tings are simi lar to the 2600 meetings.
We mee t aroun d 14:00 (2 pm) in front of the GWK office mon thly. We hop e
to see you there! More info can be found at www.kla phek.nUmeetings.htmL

For Sale
AFFORDABLE AND RELIABLE LIN UX HOSTING. Kaleton Internet
provides affordable web hosting based on Linux servers. OU f hosting plans
start from onl y $4 .95 per month. Thi s includes suppo rt for Python. Perl,
PHP, MyS QL, and more. Pri vacy is guaranteed and you can pay by E-Gold,
payp al, or credit card. http: //www.kale ton .com
DRIVER'S LICENSE BAR-BOOK and "fake" ill templ ates . Includ es
photos, te mpla tes , and informa tion on all sec urity feature s of every single
Am erican and Can adian drivers' licen ses. Including information on maki ng
"fake" ill's on PV C cards, laminati ng , ma kin g hol ograms , magnetic stripe s,
softw are, and more to make your very own license! Send $25 cash in US
fun ds or an international money order in US funds made out to R.J . Orr and
mailed to Driver's Bar Book , PO Box 2306, Station Main, Winnip eg, Mani 
toba, R3C 4A6, Canada . Ord er no w and get FRE E la minates with every
order! We ship worldw ide free !
ONLINE RETAILER OF COMPUTER PRO DUCTS is also a 260 0 sub
scrib er! 60,000 different compu ter produ cts from com pon ents to com plete
systems, laptops, PD As , cable s, RAM , and media all ava ilable onlin e at
http://www.dig italeveryth ing .ca. World wide shipping is no problem. Just
mentio n yo u are a subscriber and I'll give you bett er prices too. Contact
Da ve at sales@ digitaleverything.ca for more info.
AT LAST AN ACC URATE DESCRIPTION OF THE BELIEFS AND
BEHAVIOR OF HACKERS! Social Inqui ry offers a research report pro
duced by Bernh ard t Lieberman, emeritus professor from the Univer sity of
Pi ttsbu rgh and Director of So cial Inqui ry, his ow n socia l research firm. Pro
fessor Lieberm an held appointments in the Departments of Sociolo gy and
Psychology at the Univers ity of Pi ttsburgh. He conduct ed a detailed in ter
view of hacke rs in Pittsbu rgh and administe red five questionnaires to them:
a hacker moti vation questi onnaire, a hack er ethic ques tionnaire , an atti tude
toward the law scale, a liberal ism-conservatism sca le, and a pers onali ty
questionn aire de signed to deal with the myth of the hacker as a soc ial misfit.
Professor Lieberman attended H2K2, observ ed the behavior of hackers in
con vention, and admi nistered the five ques tionnaires to hackers attending
H2K2. The report also contain s a conten t analys is of 2600. The repo rt pre
sents a desc ription of the beliefs and beha vior of hackers produ ced by these
methods of inquiry. The report is neither a condemnation nor a whitewash of
hacke rs, no r does it justify the actions of crimi nal justice systems and the
discipli nary actions of school admini stra tors . It is designe d to offer a more
accu rate picture of hackers than the pic tures presented by the mass media
and the crimin al justice systems. The report recomme nds that the desire of
hackers to learn about com puters and computing should be chan neled into
cons tructive ends, as much as that is possible. The report is 140 pages long
and con tains 55,00 0 words. Professor Lieberman received no grant or con
tract money to do this work; he did the work using his ow n money and was,
and is, behold en to no one . To get a copy of the rep ort send a check for
$23 .50 + $4 .50 ($6.00 outs ide North Ame rica) for ship ping (in U.S. dollars)
payable to Social Inqu iry, 627 Beverly Road, Pitts burgh, PA 15243. Tho se
fortunate enough to have institutional funds to pay for the report are invit ed
to send a purchase order. If you want more than one copy, call 4 12.343.250 8
or em ail blieber ts'tele ram a.com .
SIZE DOES MATTER! The Twin Towers may be gone forever but a de 
taile d image still ex ists of the massi ve 374 -foot radio tower that was perche d
atop One World Trade Cen ter. Thi s high-quality gloss y color poster is avail 
able in two sizes (16 " x 20" and 20" x 30") and makes a spectacular gift for
engi neers, scient ists, radio and televi sion buffs , or anybody who appreciates
a uniqu e, rarely see n view of the World Trade Center. Visit
www.wtc-poster .usfor samplesand to order your own pos ter.
HACKER T-SHIRTS AND STICKERS AT JINXGEAR.COM. Stop
run ning around naked! We've go t new swag alicious t-shirts, stickers, and
misce llaneous contraband coming out mo nthly including your class ic
hacker/geek de signs, hot-shor t pan ties, dog shirts , and a whole mess of kick 
ass sticker s. We also ha ve LAN party listing s, hacker co nference listings,

messag e fo rums, a photo gallery, and monthly contests . Hell , don 't eve n buy,
ju st sign on the mailing list and have a chance to win free stuff. Or follow
the easy instructions to get a free sticker. Get it all at www.JinxGear.com !
WIRELESS SEC URITY PERSPE CTIVE S. Mon thly, commercial-grade
informati on on wireless security. Learn how to prote ct yo ur cellular, PCS,
3G, Blue rooth, or WiFi system from 2600 readers. Sub scripti ons start at
$35 0 per year. Chec k us out at http: //cn p-wireless.com/w sp.h trn L
TAPIYIPL The original ph reakin g and hacking zincs! All orig inal back is
sues on CD~ROM . Only $5 including postage! Write for a free catalog of the
best und ergro und CD-R OMS ! 'Whirlwind, Box 86 19, Victoria BC, V8 W
3S2, Canada .
LEARN LO CK PI CKING It's EASY with our boo k. Our new edition adds
lots mo re in teresting mat erial and illu strations. Learn what they do n't want
you to know. Any sec uri ty syste m can be beaten, many time s right through
the front door. Be secure . Learn the secrets and weakness of today's lock s. If
you want to get where you are not suppo sed to be, thi s book could be your
answer. Explore the empow ering world of lock picki ng. Send twenty bucks
to Standard Pub licat ions, PO Box 2226 HQ , Champaign, 1L 6 1825 or visit us
at www.s tandardpublica tions.com/direct/2600 .html for your 2600 reader
price disco unt.
WEBIEZINE, the first and only monthly compilation CD zine fearuri ng
new and popular software, text files, e-boo ks. reviews. tutorials. gra phics,
videos, musi c, and more . Please help Webie;:ine to continu e and grow by
submitting files or link s or sugges tions to psytekusa tah otmai l.corn or sub
mi t tiewebiezine.c om. Anyth ing is accep ted . Order you rs onli ne at
www.w ebiezine.com or http://store.yahoo .com/webiezin. Also check out
www.webiest.com for the best prices on hosting. co-location, and web design!
CAP 'N CRUNCH WHIS TLES. Brand new. only a few left. THE ORIGI
NAL WHISTLE in mint condition, never used . Join the elite few who ow n
this treasure ! Once the y are gone , that is it - ther e are no more! Keychain
ho le for keyring. Identify yourself at me etings, etc. as a 2600 membe r by
danglin g your keyc hain and say ing nothing. Cover one hol e and get exa ctly
2600 hz, cover the othe r hol e and get another frequency. Use both hole s to
call your dog or dolphin . Also , ideal for telephone rem ote co ntrol de vices.
Price includes mailin g. $99.95. Not only a collector's item but a VERY
USEF UL device to carry at all times . Cash or money order only. Mail to:
WHISTLE , P.O. Box 11562-ST, Clt, Missouri 63105 .
WORLD'S FIRST " DIG ITAL DRUG." Hackers, get read y to ex perience
the next leve l in wetware techn ology ! VoodooM agickB ox is a 100% legal
and safe way to enter into a drug -like trip, All you need to do is place the
cl ips on yo ur ears and turn the knob on the Voodoo vl agicklsox. It's like
nothing you'v e ever tried ! For detail s and ordering information. visit
www.v ood oom agickbox.com (moneyordersand credit card s accepted).
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. New. (2) Each S115+ S5.00 shipping,
mone y order/cash onl y. Works on analog or analog/digital cable systems .
Premium channels and possibly PPV depe nding on system. Complete with
1l 0v ac power supply. Purchas er assumes sole respon sibili ty for not ifying
cable operator of use of descrambler . Req uires a cable TV con verter (i .e .,
Radi o Sh ack) to be used with the unit. Cable connects to the co nverter, then
the descrambler, then the output goes to TV se t tuned to chann el 3. CD 962 1
Olive, Box 289 92 -TS , Oli vettet Sur, Mi ssouri 63 132.
Email: cabled escramblerguy@y ahoo .com.
REAL WORLD HACKING: Interested in rooftops, steam tunn els. and the
like ? For a copy of Infil tration, the zine about going places you 're not sup
posed to go, send $3 cas h to PO Box 13, Station E, Toron to, ON M6H 4El,
Canad a.
FREEDOM DOWNTIME, the feature-le ngth 2600 docu mentary. is now
available on video! See the adventure unfold as we try to get to the bo ttom
of the Kevin Mitnick story and prevent a major motion picture from spread
ing more lies. Available on VHS in NTSC (U.S.) format , 12 1 minu tes. Send
$2 0 to 2600 , PO Box 752, M iddle Island, NY 1195 3 or ord er via our online
store at www.2600.com.

Help Wanted
CR EDIT R EPORT HELP NE ED ED , Need some assistance removing
negative item s off cred it reports. Will pay. All agenci es. Please respo nd to
skysight rs'spacernail.com.
HIRING PROFESSIONAL INTERNET CONS ULTANTS with job ref
erences only for the follo wing: we bsite securi ty, performance tun ing, and
marketing for onli ne magazine . Please send your bio and resum e to:
jbhartsworth @yahoo.com-you can work from home, but should live in (or
aroun d) NYC, as you will need to attend a meeti ng or two.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ._--_._._--
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NEED ASS ISTANCE to rescue/recover ASCII text data which are
presently compressed/encrypted by some type of comm ercial program. Most
files are rather large , from 30MB to abo ut 600MB. Using DOS based sear ch
engine for retrieval. Please advise if ther e exists any tools curre ntly
avai lable or anyone who may be of help . johndp4@hotmail. com.

Wanted
BUY ING BO OKS AND MORE. Man interested in books relate d to hack 
ing, security, phre aking , programming , and more. Willing to purchase rea
sonable books/offers. I do search Goog le ! No rip-offs pleas e. Conta ct me at
lbda @att .net.
F RE E SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTIO N. I have a website
(www.eloder.com, come check it out') that has a fai r amount of traffic.
Mostly fo r debian and redha t cds . I am lookin g for hackers who have made
their own in terest ing programs and wish to share. If you have some really
interesting apps, I can give you (for freel) a page or a sub doma in. I am
looking to assist the open source movement and the hacker community. You
can email meatelodcr@hotmail.com. Please place "down load " in the
subject heading. All interesting ideas welcome. Eric Loder.
NE ED DIAL UP H ACK ING INFO (steps involved , current d ial ups, etc. )
Also looking for places on the Internet where I can get unlisted phone
numbers for free. Please con tact me at billm2@prodigy.net.
THE NEW YOR K CITY INDEPENDENT MEDIA CENTER (NYC
IMC) is looking for do natio ns to help build an ill server to host its open
publishing web site. NYC -IMC (http://nyc.indymedia.org) is an all volun
teer collective and is part of a worldw ide network of over 100 media centers
(http://www.indymedia.org) dedicated to maintaining an open publishing
web system coveting progressive iss ues and built using open source tech
no logies . NYC -IMC has outgrown its current server and host and would like
to create a robust, rack mountable server that can be collocated with a faster
provider. If you can donate time or parts to help build our server , please get
in touch with the NYC -IMC Tech Team at imc-nyc-techw indymcdia.org,
SEEKING INFORMATI ON ABOUT TRACFONE . Looking for techni
cal data concerning the Tracfone network and how it operates, especially in
formation about airtime and the mani pula tion thereof. I have been wo rking
for some time to compile an extensive tutor ial about Tracfone and how its
service works and I am currently working on the fourt h revision. The third
revision and quite a little bi t of information that I have already discovered
on my own ca n be found at www.americasleastwanted.com in the Scams &
Fraud sect ion of the site. Send any information via e-mail to tracfone
respo nse@americasleastwanted .com . I will not pay for information and you
shou ldn't want to charge for it because that would be agai nst you r hacker
eth ics. Or somet hing. I am also looking for people to write tutorials and
other content on th is site as we ll. Contact webmaster@americasleastwanted.com
if you are interested. These will also be unpa id pos itions.
IF YOU DON'T WANT SOMETHING TO BE TR UE, does that make it
propagan da? When we're children and we don't want to lis ten , we put our
hands over our ear s. As we grow up, we crea te new ways to ignore thing s
we don't want to hear. We make excuses. We look the other way. We label
things "propaganda" or "scare tac tics. " But it doesn't work. It doesn 't make
the truth go away . Government and corporate MIND CONTROL PRO
GRAMS are used to intimidate, torture, and murder people glob ally. It may
not be what you want to hear. But [hat doesn't make it any less true. Ple ase
visit and support John Gregory Lambros by distri buting this ad to free clas 
sified advert ising sites and newsgroups globally. www.brazilboycott.org
THANK YOU!

Services
AFF ORDABLE AND RELIABLE LINUX HOSTING. Kaleton Internet
provides affordable web hosting based on Linux servers . Our hosting plans
start from only $4 .95 per mo nth. This includes support for Python, Perl ,
PHP, MySQL, and more. Privacy is guaranteed and yo u can pa y by E-Gold,
Paypal, or credi t card . http ://www.kaleton.com/
PAY2SEND.C OM is an e-mail forwarding service that only forwards mes 
sages from whitelisted co ntacts or people who pay you to receive from
them, using a patent-pend ing ide ntity techni que. Sign up via our web page
form.
VINTAGE COMPUTER RES OURCES FOR RESEA RCH .
VintageTech prov ides a wide variety of compute r histo rica l related ser vices
fo r business and academia. We provide: support services for legal firms for
computer and software pate nt litigat ion and prior art research; props and
consulting for mo vie or film production and photography studios requi ring
period authentic computers and computer rela ted items; data recovery and
con version from old and obsolete data media to modem media; appra isa ls of
vintage computer items for sale, charitable donation, or insurance valua
tions; sales brokering of vintage compu ters and related items; general corn
puter history consu lting and research. VintageTec h maintains an extensive
archive of computers, software, documentation , and an expansive library of
computer related book s and magazines. Visit us online at http: //www.
vintagetech.com or call +1 925 294 5900 to learn mo re abou t the services
we provide .

Fall 2003

IN TELLIGENT HACKER S UN IX SHELL. Reverse.Net is owned and

opera ted by intellig ent hackers. We belie ve every user has the righ t to online
securi ty and privac y. In today 's hostile anti-hacker atmosphere, intell igent

hackers require the need for a sec ure place to work, without big -brother
looking over their shoulder. We provide high ly filter ed DoS protection. Our

main server is a P3 1.2 ghz mach ine, 1.5 gigs of ram, 512 megs of swap, 40
gig EIDE, wit h complete onli ne "pri vacy." Compile your favori te security

tool s, use ssh, stunnel, nmap, etc . Affordable pricing from $10/month, with

a 14 day money back guarantee. http://www.reverse.netJ

Announcements
OFF THE HOO K is the weekly one hour hacker radio show presented
Wed nesda y nights at 7:00 pm ET on WBAI 99 .5 FM in New York City. You
can also tune in over the net at www.2600. com/offthehook or on shortwave

in North and So uth America at 7415 khz. Archi ves of all shows dating back

to 1988 can be fou nd at the 2600 site , now in mp3 format! Your feedback is
welcome at oth@2600.com.

HACKER M IND: Dedicated to bring ing you the opinio ns of those in the
hacker wor ld, and home of the ezine Frequen t'): Visit www.hackermind.net

for details .
DO YOU WANT ANOTHER PRIN TED MAGAZ INE that complements
2600 with even more hacking information? Binary Revolution is a magazine
from the Digital Dawg Pound about hacki ng and technology. Specifically,
we look at undergro und topics of technology including: Hacki ng, Phreaking,

Security, Urban Exploration, Digital Rights, and more. For more infor ma 
tion, or to order your printed copy online, visit us at http://www.binrev.com/

where you will also find ins truc tions on mail orde rs . Welcome to the

revolution!
VMYTHS.COM AUDI O RA NTS are available free of charge to computer
talk shows . The se short and often hilar ious MP3s dispe l the hyst eria that

surrounds computer viruses. The White House computer security adv isor
hates these rants (and we don't make this claim lightly). Check out

Vmyths.comlnews.cfm for detai ls.

CHRISTIAN HACKERS' ASSOCIATION: Check out the webpage
http://www. christianhacker.org for details. We exist to promote a community
for Christian hackers to discuss and impact the realm where fai th and tech

nolo gy intersect for the purpose of seei ng lives changed by Go d's grace
throu gh faith in Jesus.

Personals
RESOUR CE MAN is looking for more addresses (snail mail ). Please send
any addresses of the following: boo k clubs , subscription services, new spa

pers, computer/hacking magazines, and any foreign addresses which are a

special deligh t. The fu rther away the better . Also , I am a ma nga/anime
fanatic (dbz , Digimon, Outlaw Star , Chobits, Tenchi Muyo, etc .). Please

send any related inform ation to: Daniyel Sigsworth #1062882, PO Box
2000 , Colorado City, TX 795 12. Will respond if desired.
AN INTERESTED "TO -BE" HACKER IN PRISON: I am a 28 year old
in priso n who is interested in learni ng on bei ng a hacker. I'm looking to hear

from anyone who can help me get started on being a hacker, for advice, and
to correspond with on anything doing with hacking . Please help an up and

coming to be hacker out. I will correspond with anyone . Write to me at
Michael Engebretson #245523 , Prairie Correctional Faci lity, PO Box 500 .

Appleton, MN 56208.
I'VE BEEN BAD! No one thought illegal wire transfers were funny ! Can't

anyone take a joke? Known as Alphabits for years. I'm bored to dea th in

he re and would like to correspond with anyone . Help a hacker out and write
to me at: Jeremy Cushing #J5 1130, Centi nela State Pri son, P.O. Box 911 ,

Imperial, CA 9225 1. Will reply to all .
STORMBRINGER'S 411: Am doing a 262 mont h federal sentence. Would

like to hear from those I've los t contact with. Will correspond with others as
well . Write to Willia m K. Smith #446 84-083, FCI Cumberland, Un it A-I ,

P.O. Box 1000, Cumberland, MD 2150 1.

ONLY SUBSCRmERS CA N ADVERTISE IN 2600! Don't even think

abou t tryi ng to take out an ad unles s yo u subscribe! Al l ads are free and
there is no amount of mone y we will accept for a non-subscriber ad . We

hope that' s clear. Of course, we reserve the right to pass judgment on your
ad and not print it if it's am azing ly stupid or ha s nothing at all to do with the
hacker world. We make no guar antee as to the honesty, righ teousness, san

ity, etc. of the people advertising here. Contact them at your per il. All sub 
missions are for ONE ISSUE ONLY llf you want to run your ad more than
once you mus t resubmit it each time . Don' t expect us to run more tha n one

ad for you in a sing le issue either. Include your address label or a photocopy

so we know you're a subscriber. Send your ad to 2600 Ma rketplace, PO Box

99 , Middle Island, NY 11953. Deadline for Winter issue: 12/1/03 .
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AUST RA LIA
Adela ide: At the payphone~ near the
Ac.iii.lemyCinemaon Pulteney.St. 8 pm.
Brisbane: HungryJacks on.the Queen
St. Mall (RHS, opposite Info Booth ).
7 pm.
Ca nbe r r a : KC's Virtual Reality Cafe.
11 East RW. Civic. 7 pm.
Melbourne: Melbourne Central
Shop ping Centre at the Swanston
Street entrance near the public phones.
Perth : Th e Merc hant Tea and Coffee
House , 183 Mu rray St. 6 pm .
Syd ney: The Cry stal Palace, front
barlb istro, oppo site the bus station
area on George Street at Central
Sta tion. 6 pm.

AUST RI A
G raz : Cafe Hal testelle o n
Jako miniplatz.

BRAZIL
Bela Horizonter Pelego'sBar at
Assufeng, near the payphone. 6 pm.

CA NADA
Alberta

Ca lga ry: Eau Claire Markel food
court by the bland yellow wall (formerly
the "milk wall").

British Columbia
Vancouv er : Pacific Centre Food Fair.
one level dow n fro m stree t level by
payphones. 4 pm to 9 pm.
Vic toria: Eato n Ce nter food court by
A& W.

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Garden City Shoppi ng
Ce nter, Cente r Food Cou rt adjacent to
the A & W re staurant.

New Brunswick
Mo ncto n: In the lounge of Gro und
Zero Networks , 720 Main St. 7 pm .

On tario
Barri e: Will iam 's Coffee Pub, 505
Bry ne Drive. 7 pm.
Ham ilton : McM aster University
Student Cente r, Room 318, 7:30 pm.
O ttawa: Byw ard Cafe, 55 Byward
Mark et Square. 6:30 pm.
Toronto : Computer Security Educa
tion Facili ty, 199a College Street.

Qu ebec
Mon trea l. Bell Am phitheatre. 1000
Gauchctiere Street.

CZE CH REP UBLI C
Prag ue : Legen da pub. 6 pm.

DENMARK
Aarh us: In the far com er of the DSB
cafe in the railway station .
Copenha gen : Terminalbar in Hoved
banegard ens Shop ping Ce nter.

ENGLAND
Exet er : At the payp hones. Bedford
Square . 7 pm .
Lon don: Troca dero Sho ppin g Ce nte r
{near Picadilly Circus), lowest level. 7 pm.
M a nchester : The Green Room on
Whitworth Str eet. 7 pm .

FINLAN D
Helsinki : Fenniakort teli food cou rt
(Vuorikatu 14).

FRA NCE
G reno ble: McDonald's south of St.
Martin d 'Heres.
Paris: Place de la Republique. near
the (empty ) fountain. 6 pm .
Rennes: In front of the store "Blue
Box " close to the place of the
Repub lic. 7 pm .

GREECE
At hens: Outside the book store Pa
paswtiriou on the comer of Patision
and Stournari. 7 pm.

IRELAND
Dub lin: At the pho ne boot hs on Wick
low Street besi de Tower Records. 7
pm .

ITALY
M ilan: Piazza Lore to in front of
McDonalds.
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MEXI CO
M exico City: Zoc alo Subway Station
(Line 2 of the Metro , blue line). At the
"Departgme n del DistritoPedei "
exi~near. the payphone~&: the candy
shop. at the 6eginning of the "Zocalo-

Pino Suar~;~n~LAND"
Auckland: Lond on Bar , upstairs .
Welles ley St., Auckland Ce ntral.
5:30 pm.
Christc hurch: Java Cafe. come r of
High St. and Manchester SI. 6 pm.
Wellin gt on : Purp le Onion . 5 :30 pm.

NORWAY
Oslo: Oslo Sentra l Train Station. 7 pm.
Tromsoe: The upper floor at Blaa
Rock Cafe . 6 pm .
Tr ondheim : Rick's Cafe in
Nordregate. 6 pm.

RUSSIA
Mo sco w: Bu rger Queen cafe near
TARITASU (Telepho ne Agency of
Russiaffelegraph Agenc y of Sovi et
Union) - also known as Nicits kie
Vorota .

SC OT LAND
G lasgow: Ce ntral St ation . payphones
next to Platform I. 7 pm.

SLOVAKIA
Bratisla va : at Polu s Cit y Ce nte r in
the food court (o pposi te side of the
escalator s). 8 pm.

SOUT H AF RICA
Johannesburg (Sa nd ton City):
Sandton food court. 6:30 pm .

SWEDEN
Gothenburg: Outside Vanilj . 6 pm .
Stockholm: Outside Lava .

SW IT ZERLAND
Lausanne: In fro nt of the Mac Do
beside the trai n statio n.

UNITED STAT ES
Alab a ma

Auburn: The stude nt lounge upstairs
in the Foy Union Building . 7 pm .
Huntsville: Madison Square Mall in
the food court near McDonald's. 7 pm.
Tuscaloosa: McFar land Mall food
court near the fro nt entrance .

Ar izo na
Tempe : Telep hones outside mall en
trance to Game Wor ks in the Arizona
Mills Mall.
Tucson: Borders in the Park Mall. 7
pm.

A r ka nsa s
Jonesboro: Indian Mall food court by
the big window s.

Ca liforn ia
Lo s Angeles : Union Statio n. corner of
Macy & Alameda. Inside main en
trance by bank of phones. Payphones:
(213) 972-9519. 9520; 625- 9923 .
9924 ; 613 -9704 . 9746 .
O ra nge Co unty (La ke Forest):
Diedrich Coffee, 226 21 Lake Forest
Drive.
Sa n Diego: Regent s Pizza, 4150
Regents Park Ro w #170 .
Sa n Francisc o: 4 Embarca dero Plaza
(ins ide) . Payphones: (4 15) 398-9803 .
9804.9805.9806.
San Jose (Cam pbell) : Orchard Valley
Coffee ShoplNet Cafe on the corner of
S Central Ave. and E Ca mpbell Ave.
Santa Barbara : Ca fe Siena on Stat e
Street.

Colora do
Boulder: Wing Zone food court , 13th
and Co llege. 6 pm.

Connec ticut
M er iden: Meriden Square Mall food
cou rt. 6 pm .

Dist r ict of Co lum bia
Ar ling ton: Pentagon Ci ty Mall in the
food court . 6 pm .

Florida
F t. Lau derdal e: Broward Mall in the
food co urt. 6 pm .

Ga ines ville: In the back of the Uni
versity of Florid a's Reitz Unio n food
court, 6 pm .
Orla ndo: Fashion Square MaHFOOd
Court between Ho .an Go urmet and
Manch u Wok. 6 pm.

G eorgia
Atlan ta : Lenox.Mall fooOcourt . 7 pm.

Hawaii 
H on olulu : Coffee Talk Cafe. 360 1
Waialae Ave . Payphone: (808) 732·
9 184.6pm.

Idaho
Po ca te llo: College Mark et. 6~ South
8th Stree t.

Illinois
Chicag o: Union Stat ion in the Grea t
Hall near the payp hone s.

Indian a
E vans ville : Barnes and Noble ca fe at
624 S Green River Rd.
F t. Wayne: Glenbro ok Mall food
court in fron t of Sbarro's. 6 pm .
Indian apolis: Borders Books on the
corn er of Meridian and Washington.
Sou th Bend (M isha wa ka): Barnes
and Noble cafe . 460 1 Grape Rd.

Io wa
Am es: San ta Pe Espre sso , 116 Welch
Ave.

Kansas
Ka nsas City (Ove rl and Park): Oak
Park Mall food cou rt.

Lou isia na
Baton Rouge: In the LSU Union
Building. between the Tiger Pause &
McDonald 's, next to the payphones.
Payphone numbers: (225) 387-9520 .
9538.9618. 9722. 9733 . 973 5.
New Orlea ns : La Fee Verte, 620
Co nti Stree t. 6 pm.

M a ine
Po r tland : Maine Ma ll by the bench at
the food cou rt door.

Maryla nd
Balt imo re : Barnes & Nob le cafe at
the Inner Harbor.

Massach usetts
Bosto n: Prudential Center Plaza,
terra ce food cou rt at the tables near
the window s.
Mar lborough : Solomon Park Ma ll
food cou rt .
No rtha m pton: Javanet Cafe acros s
from Polaski Park.

Michigan
Ann Arbor: The Galleria on South
University.

Minnesota
Bloomington: Mall of America. north
side food court. across from Bur ger
King & the bank of payphones that
do n't take incoming calls.

Mi ssou r i
Ka nsa s Cit}' (I ndepende nce): Barne s
& Noble . 19120 Ea st 39th 51.
St . Lou is: Gal leria. Highway 40 &
Brentwood . elevated section, food
court area, by the theaters .
Sp ri ngfield: Barne s & Noble on Bat
tlefield acro ss fro m the mall. 5 :30 pm.

Nebras ka
Omaha : Crossroads Mall Food Co urt.
7 pm.

Neva da
Las Vegas : Palm s Casino food court.
8 pm.

New M exico
Albuquerque: Winrock Mall food
court. near pay phones on the lower
level between the foun tain & arcade.
Payphones: (505) 883-9985. 9976.
984 1.

New Yor k
Buffa lo : Ga lleri a Mal l food court.
New Yor k : Citigro up Cen ter. in the
lobb y. near the payphones, 153 E 53rd
St., betwee n Lexi ngto n & 3rd .

Nor th Carolina
Cha r lott e: Sou th Park Mall food
court.

Gree nsboro: Four Season s Mall Food
Court (in the back ). 6 pm .
Ral eigh : Crab tree Valley Mall food
court in fron t o f the McD onald's.
Wilmington: Iridependencc Mall food
court.

O hio
A.kron: Arabica on W. Market Street.
intersection of Hawk ins. \Y. Marke t.
and Exchange.
Ci ncinn a t i: Cody's Cafe . 113
Calhoun St.. far back room. 6 pm.
Cleve la nd (Bedford ): Bedford
Ara bica. 720 Broudwav-On Bedford
Square (Commons) . .
Colum bus : Con vention Ce nter
(downtown). south (hotel) hal f. car
peted payphone area . near res troo ms,
north of food cou rt . 7 pm.
Deyton: At the Marion s behind the
Dayton Mall.

Okl a hom a
Oklaho ma City: Th e Mag ic Lamp in
the Lakeside Shopp ing Center near
the come r of X. May Ave. and I\"\V
73rd St.
Tu lsa : Woodl and Hills Mall food
COUll.

O re gon
Portland: Heaven Cafe . .+21SW 10th
Ave.. near 10th and Stark.

Pen nsylv ani a
Allen town: Panera Bread on Route
145 (Wh iteh all). 6 pm.
Philadelphia : 30th Str eet Station,
under Sta irwell 7 sign.
Pittsburgh: William Pitt Unio n build
ing on the Univer sity of Pitt sbur gh
ca mpus by the Bigelow Boulevard
entrance.

Sout h Ca ro lina
Cha r lesto n: Xort hwood s Mall in the
hall betwee n Sears and Chik-Fil -A.

South Da kot a
Si ou x Falls: Empire Mall. by Burger
King.

Ten nessee
Kn oxville: Borders Book s Cafe
across fro m westowc Mall.
M emp his : The Ugly ~Iug Coffee
Shop. 3445 Popl ar A..·c Suite 16.
Nashville: J-1's ~larket.1912 Broadway.

Texas
Aust in: Dobie Mall food court.
Dallas : Mama'!"> Pizza, Ca mpbell &
Preston . 7 pm .
Houston: Cafe Nicho las in Galleria I .
Sa n Anton io: North Star Mall food
cou rt .

Uta h
Sa lt Lak e Cit yt ZC~II Mall in "The
Park Food Court ."

Vermont
Burlingt on: Borders Book s at Church
St. and Cb errv St. on the second floor
of the cafe . .

Vir gin ia
Ar lingt on : (see Distri ct of Columbia)
Virgi nia Bea ch : Lynnhaven Mal l on
Lynnhaven Parkway. 6 pm.

Wash ington
Sea tt le: Washi ngto n Sta te Co nvention
Center. 6 pm.

Wiscon sin
Ma di son: Union So uth (22 7 N. Ran
dall Ave.) on the lower level in the
Cop per Hearth Loun ge.
Mil waukee: Th e Node , 1504 E. North
Ave.

All meetings take place on the first
Friday of the month. Unle ss otherwise
note d. they start at 5 pm loca l t ime.
To start a meeting in you r cit)'. lea ve a
message & phone numbe r at
(63 1) 75 1~2600 or send email to
rneet ings @2600 .com .
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